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Schools and healthcare organizations face questions of
validation in leadership and investment in human capital, which
raises important public policy questions. External forces such as
economics, pressure groups, and oversight organizations as well as
worker availability are at issue. Unlike education, segments of the
healthcare industry are doing very little long-range planning
concerning human capital development. A new paradigm must be
developed for the healthcare industry if it is to face the challenges
of a shrinking, less prepared workforce, in an aging nation.
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This case study uses the home health care and supplemental
staffing industry to focus on an emerging public policy issue—
requiring criminal background checks of healthcare workers.
The study looks at the development of the National Healthcare
Clearinghouse, critically analyzing the plan to determine how
original goals shifted and affected its actualization. The primary
and continued concern was on a negative aspect of hiring workers
for the industry—that is to "screen-out" persons with an
unacceptable criminal record. To assess attitudes among healthcare
organizations , 3273 surveys were sent out to agency directors, with
28% responding.
Subsequently and through research of the literature and
follow-up interviews, a positive agenda emerged related to staff
development through firm-specific and industry recognition of a
career lattice. This recognition leads to potentially improved
employment practices. The negative agenda raises issues such as
privacy rights, due process and consumer protection. The positive
agenda could reduce turnover, better protect clients and improve
competency and salaries.
Many significant steps to improve service work are closely
linked to political processes and those legislative steps are poorly
suited to achieve effective and efficient solutions. An industry
based clearinghouse should be a proactive and positive corporate
solution to a public concern that has advantages, especially in terms
of costs, but may not survive a major financial crisis. This project
was no exception.
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The survey results indicate that current criminal background
checks are not effective. An accompanying survey of human
resource needs provides a wealth of information to evaluate the
current employment environment, and develop collaborative
solutions. Recommendations are made to bring the project, although
abandoned by a trade association, to fruition.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
The health care industry offers the fastest growing employment
opportunities according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Figure 1.1 gives a historical look at employment in the industry.

Standard
Industrial
Classifi¬
cation

Industry

Level

Change

Share of
health
services
(in percent)

1980

1991

Number

Percent

1990

1991

632

Health Insurance

141.9

256.5

114.6

80.8

NA

NA

80

Health Services

5,278

8,177.3

2,899.3

54.9

100.0

100.0

801

Offices of doctors of medicine

801.7

1,397.8

596.1

74.4

15.2

17.1

802

Office of dentists

344.3

527.4

183.1

53.2

6.5

6.4

804

Offices of other health practit'ners

96.4

300.8

204.4

212.0

1.8

3.7

805

Nursing and personal care facilities

996.6

1,498.8

502.2

50.4

18.9

18.3

806

Hospitals

2,750.2

3,656.7

906.5

33.0

52.1

44.7

807

Medical and dental laboratories

104.7

172.3

67.6

64.6

2.0

2.1

803,8,9

Other health and allied services41

184.1

623.5

439.4

238.7

3.5

7.6

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Numbers in thousands
♦Includes home health care services, which grew at an average annual rate of 17 percent during the 1988-91 period.

Figure LI Employment Changes for Selected Health Related Industries
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Employment opportunities in the home health care field will
grow faster than employment opportunities in any other segment of
the health care industry, for a projected 5% annual growth rate
through the year 2005.1 Figure 1.2 on page 3 shows projected
growth rates in selected health fields through the year 2005. Entrylevel jobs in the industry opens a career lattice for those employees
who like the work and want to advance to better paying roles.
The literature suggests that future workers entering the
workforce will be less prepared for employment than their
predecessors measured against current and projected skill
requirements. Yet the health care industry is unlikely to invest in
the necessary training for this cohort because of traditionally high
turnover rates, a multiplicity of firms, and traditional human
resource polices for entry level workers.

Statement of the Problem

One of the most important tasks the home health and
supplemental staffing portion of the industry faces is that of placing
individuals in another's home or in a health care institution so that
proper care may be rendered. Within such situations, trust must be
established between the company providing the service and the
client. That trust is based, in part, on the company's ability to
provide competent, appropriately screened caregivers.
1 George Silvestri and John Lukasiewicz, "Occupational Employment Projections", Monthly Labor
Review (Washington, DC: Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, November 1991), 67.
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Figure 1.2 Health Services Employment, 1975 to 1990, and Projections, 2005
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The demographics of the home health care and supplemental
staffing industry (the initial target of the clearinghouse project) and
its workforce present some challenging issues. There are, for
instance, more than half a million caregivers in the industry's work
force, and that number is growing at 17-24% a year.
Seventeen and a half percent of the caregiver work force is
employed by companies which are members of the Home Health
Staffing and Services Association.2 The Home Health Services and
Staffing Association (HHSSA) is a national trade association
representing 22 of the largest health care and staffing companies in
the industry. Headquartered in Alexandria, Virginia, it plays an
intricate role in the development of the clearinghouse project.
The industry experiences a high rate of turnover — estimated
as high as 300 %, some of which may reflect simultaneous
employment with multiple providers and a good deal of movement
from one provider to another. Within the industry there are about
9,500 employers altogether, the majority of which are concentrated
in densely populated areas. Many employers have multiple office
locations. The top 25 providers, for example, represent more than
2,400 office locations.
State and county governments are mandating criminal
background checks for health care employees. Anecdotal evidence
suggests the these checks are poorly performed yet stringently
applied, further impeding employment opportunities. Industry
2 Based on statistics from Marion, Merrell, Dow, Long Term Care Digest/Home Health Care Industry,
1991.
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leaders are proposing an alternative solution—a national health care
clearinghouse. Many of the same factors that created the problem
now impede and hinder the goals of a clearinghouse.
In most cases the recruitment and placement of caregivers is
handled by members of the industry with the utmost care and
concern given the limits on agency time and resources. However,
recent law suits challenging reference checks by employers and
limitations on the ability of individual companies to acquire criminal
background information in a cost effective manner have made careful
screening of job applicants extremely difficult.
Since 1990, several states and counties have enacted
legislation mandating background checks for health care workers,
but have failed to provide adequate funding or systems to process
the demand for information in a timely manner. Currently, the issue
of mandated background checks is very much alive in other state
legislatures and other governmental jurisdictions. As recently as
July 1992, committees at the National Conference of State
Legislatures considered the need and supported the concept of such
checks.3 Further, legislation continues to be introduced in various
states dealing with the issue.
Legislation passed on a state and local level has the potential
to create cumbersome and expensive administrative challenges for
industry members. Since this is a cost-based industry with low
margins, any regulation has the potential to adversely effect the
3 Appendix A Excerpt from the program of the National Conference of State Legislatures 1992 annual
meeting.
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ability to deliver services. The concept of a health care
clearinghouse was developed by Kimberly Quality Care, the largest
company in the industry in an effort to meet this challenge.4 More
specifically, the clearinghouse was designed to retain control of
hiring standards within the industry, avoid the cost and difficulties
of dealing with a patchwork of state and local regulation, avoid
possible legislative restrictions, respond to negative publicity
surrounding sensational news stories and liability suits involving
supplemental staffing nurses, and to provide well-qualified
caregivers to clients.
The legal patchwork created by differing state and county
legislation does not help the industry, and its effectiveness is
questionable. The Clearinghouse is an attempt to address the
problem, however no one knows how to advance a reasonable
collaborative solution to this public policy issue that will reach
across all of the industry and government.

Purpose of the Study

This two stage study, then is designed to answer several
questions dealing with the public policy issue of criminal
background checks, as well as to gain insight into possible human

4 Kimberly Quality Care is a provider of home healthcare, supplemental staffing, intravenous therapy,
and pediatric and rehabilitation services in the home. KQC also provides, through its subsidiaries,
traveling nurses and allied healthcare professionals to facilities. It is the largest home care provider in
North America, with over 400 offices, 65,000 full or part-time employees and $850 million in
revenues.
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capital investment by this particular facet of the health care
industry. First, is there a problem in hiring health care workers?
News accounts, some examples of which are found in appendix B, as
well as information from confidential industry sources, suggests that
the answer is yes. Second, are current attempts by government
agencies the best solution to the problem? If the answer to this
question is yes, then the industry should support that approach.
Many in the industry do not regard this as the best approach and are
attempting to craft a better solution.
I will look at the development and maturation of that solution
to determine if it will be successful in relation to its initial stated
goals. Defined by the clearinghouse task force, these goals may be
used as an objective measure against changes in project definition
and direction resulting from industry politics. I will further explore
emerging information technologies which impact on legal issues
such as privacy rights and liability. Any effective solution will
require dialog and agreement among industry members, government
agencies and legislators. Yet there are few recognized ways to
foster that dialog or achieve those agreements.
Finally, I will explore ways to expand the original concept in
order not only to achieve the original goals, but to focus on a more
positive agenda that will enhance the industry and prepare it for
projected human capital needs. Also included will be a finance
strategy for the project that may prove acceptable to both
government and industry.
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The answers to these questions and potential strategies
necessitated by the outcomes will affect the well being of not only
an industry, but of its employees and the patients under their care.
The rationale for a solution is compelling. Yet it is hard to achieve
because negotiating strategies usually encourage a posture of non¬
cooperation to see what might be gained for oneself.

The Business Need

Because public concerns about health care quality and cost are
creating fragmented state and local regulation of caregiver
employment standards, Kimberly Quality Care developed and
brought to the Home Health Services and Staffing Association an
industry plan, national in scope, for efficient, cooperative self¬
regulation in the form of the National Health care Clearinghouse
(NHC). In order to sell the concept to those industry people who are
less committed to the altruistic goals of the clearinghouse, an
essential business need was established.
Issues generally impacting hiring in the 1990s will no doubt
continue to include equal employment opportunity, privacy
protection, and human rights. In addition, the issue of employer
liability, which if ignored can have a sudden adverse impact on
profitability, will also emerge. The nature of the health care
provider industry amplifies employer liability considerations
because of the vulnerability of those to whom we extend care.
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The acceptance and implementation of the clearinghouse
program will also help an organization better compete in the future.
Clearinghouse screening, if implemented consistently, will provide a
basis for uniformity in hiring procedures. It protects a corporation's
assets, both tangible and intangible, and provides reasonable and fair
job-related decisionmaking based on sound privacy protection
principles.

Justification

From a business standpoint, a number of justifications exist
for the implementation of a clearinghouse program such as the
proposed NHC. These include:

1. Protection of company assets by
•

allowing for more control in the hiring and placement
of personnel,

•

limiting the chance for error by uneven application of
pre-employment verification procedures, thereby
creating fewer liabilities,

•

and reduction of the potential for lawsuits.

2. Reduction of the risk of profit loss due to
•

internal and external theft of sensitive/proprietary
information, equipment or assets,

•

embezzlement, sabotage, fraud, losing efficiency.
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•

Negative public image resulting from a negligent hire,

•

job error costs,

•

missed deadlines, and

•

lost production due to inappropriate hiring.

3. Decreased risk of legal liability for
•

negligent hiring,

•

negligent retention,

•

negligent supervision, and

•

wrongful discharge.

4. Direct returns on clearinghouse investment, including
•

increased productivity,

•

positive long-term impact on organizational growth and
stability,

•

potential long-term profitability,

•

possible reduced insurance premiums,

•

reduced legal expenses and,

•

the creation of a positive image generated by the
organization's role as an industry leader.

5. Opportunity for uniform implementation of hiring
procedures including
•

consistency,

•

fair information policy.
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•

equal employment opportunity based on job-related
information,

•

uniform disclosure, as provided by Public Law 91-508,

•

demonstration of reasonable and prudent care in hiring,

•

improved management of the hiring process.

6. Control of hiring and related costs due to
•

reduced turnover,

•

targeted budget allocation (e.g., by business unit) and,

•

reduction of "hidden costs" of hiring (e.g., interview
time, legal implications and justifying removal
decisions, and downtime between employee
changeover).

7. Possibility of preferred pricing strategy via the leveraging
of group purchasing power.

The industry has problems and concerns. They also have a
glowing future as set forth in this proposal.
The clearinghouse approach calls for health care providers to
share equitably the administrative and financial responsibility for
reasonable, continuous, and cost-effective verification and exchange
of caregiver information. The NHC, a free-standing, not-for-profit
enterprise, will be incorporated to oversee the integrity of the
process. The Clearinghouse's board of directors will leverage the
experience and resources of a major information services provider to

li

create and support information collection, verification, and exchange
facilities.

Cornerstones of the Plan

There are several key factors that will make the clearinghouse
both successful and operationally sound. They include:

Motivated caregivers.

Caregivers will provide

credential-related information and play an active role in
assuring its quality. The more the system is used, the
more likely it will quickly identify unqualified and
potentially dangerous job-seekers. This should
substantially improve moral and esprit d' corps among
the industry work force.

Objective third party management of a central
information exchange.

Where permissible and practical,

NHC information exchanges will enable the industry to
initiate, record, and share both member agency and
objective third party verification of applicant and
employee credential-related information. The
clearinghouse's information exchange will also provide
automated, third-party-assisted verification to the
industry.

12

Full industry participation.

The clearinghouse will work

only if it is perceived as credible. In the eyes of the
public and of policy makers, that credibility will be
directly tied to the level of industry participation. If the
general public, federal and state health officials, referral
sources, and the potential employees the industry most
wants to attract are to be convinced that the
clearinghouse represents a substantive investment in
quality staffing, they must be assured that the entire
industry, not just a small number of companies, is behind
the effort.

In addition, the clearinghouse will best serve all interests if it
is recognized as an institution whose first commitment is to integrity
—the integrity of the information it provides, the integrity of fair
information-gathering practices, and the integrity of the industry.

Significant economies of scale.

Those who participate in the

NHC will save in significant ways. Companies can curtail
expenses associated with staff who leave shortly after hire,
whether voluntarily or involuntarily. In many cases and
dependent upon the position; advertising, the hiring process,
training, retention strategies and benefits can cost well over
$1,000 for a new hire. By equitably distributing certain
human resource related charges across the industry, individual
companies will minimize those costs.
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Based on industry demographics, which are elaborated on in
the section entitled Industry Overview, it is estimated that there will
be an annual average of three inquiries per enrolled caregiver to the
database. The number of requests to add, change, or delete
information will depend on the criteria that the clearinghouse
develops for updating, reaffirming and verifying credential-related
information. Caregiver information will most likely be reaffirmed
and updated annually.
The large number of the industry’s individual office locations
will reduce the amount of activity at any one location, so that an
average response time of less than a minute will likely be achievable
and acceptable to the industry. The work of maintaining the
database can be spread equitably by staggering the monthly payroll
and human resource data update process, and by using caregivers'
birthdays as annual renewal dates within the parameters established
by the NHC board of directors.
Accurate and timely data processing will determine the
usefulness of the information being displayed when users make
inquiries and will ultimately affect the success of the project.
Therefore rules governing the timing process for submitting and
processing data updates will be carefully crafted and strictly adhered
to by the end users.

14

Development of the Project

The concept of the NHC was introduced to the Home Health
Services and Staffing Association (HHSSA) by Kimberly Quality
Care (KQC) in March of 1991. Increased interest on the part of
state legislatures, prompted largely by scattered reports of patient
abuse in facilities and home care, led KQC to approach one of its
consultants in March of 1990 to discuss possible solutions to the
problem of appropriately screening caregivers. Protection against
negligent hiring lawsuits was an additional impetus for attempting to
identify solutions.
To address these issues, the director of government relations
for KQC, who is also the researcher of this study, conceived of the
concept of a registry of caregivers that would be checked and
"credentialed" by a central repository. The consultant was asked by
KQC to determine whether the concept was technically and
practically feasible.
The consultant put personnel from Kimberly Quality Care in
touch with Lockheed IMS, to develop and fine tune the concept.5
KQC personnel first visited Lockheed's facilities and investigated
their operation to insure that they were capable of performing the
support role that would be required of a contractor of services to the
registry. Several ideas were discussed; many were abandoned.

5 Lockheed Information Management Systems (IMS) is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Lockheed
Corporation and specializes in providing comprehensive computer-based services to both the private
and public sectors.
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including the concept of credentialing and charging the caregivers a
participation fee.
Another idea that was determined to be unsuitable was that of
the clearinghouse issuing photo identification cards. KQC’s legal
department worked with me, consulting outside counsel to determine
the legal implications of the clearinghouse concept. Satisfied with
preliminary project design and the integrity of the concept,
Lockheed IMS officials made a presentation of the design and
functional elements of the registry to the HHSSA board of directors
at their March 1991 meeting, held in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. After
much discussion, concerning the appropriateness of the association
to engage in such a project, as well as its scope and size, the project
was rejected by the association.
KQC’s chief executive officer, a member of the HHSSA board
of directors, informed the board that the company felt the concept
had merit, and that with some modification it could be made
acceptable to the association in the future.
Internally, KQC personnel, led by this researcher, debated and
further modified the concept. Additional information was sought
from outside, expert counsel and the director of government
relations sought out other possible vendors/partners for the project.
In addition, we identified companies that perform criminal
background checks on a limited basis, as well as trade associations
that share information on a regional or city-wide basis. In the
course of our investigation, we became more convinced of the need
and desire for implementation of such a service.

16

Most recently, several incidents have aroused public and
legislative interest in the hiring methods and procedures of the
health care industry. The publication of Walter Bogdanich’s book
The Great White Lie,6 an expose dealing with incidents of patient
abuse by the medical community, newspaper and magazine stories of
alleged incidents of abuse around the country,7 and a renewed
interest by legislative and congressional committees8 have made
revisiting the clearinghouse a concept timely.
As a result, late in 1991 KQC stepped up its efforts to develop
the NHC by asking potential vendors/partners to submit proposals
for eventual presentation to the HHSSA board. I interviewed
vendors who expressed an interest in the project to be certain they
were capable of fulfilling the Association's needs. We thoroughly
investigated their capabilities, visited their facilities, and met with
their key personnel. Vendors who ultimately submitted proposals
were, in addition to Lockheed IMS, Equifax Employment Services
and a partnership of TransAction/Wells Fargo. While these vendors
worked with KQC to develop their proposals, we approached the
HHSSA board to request that it reconsider the issue. At the board's
December 1991 meeting the concept of a national health care
clearinghouse was approved.

6 Walter Bogdanich, The Great White Lie (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1991).
7 Appendix B Newspaper and magazine articles alleging abuse.
8 Appendix C Evidence of renewed interest by legislative and congressional committees.
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A task force made up of the CEOs of Kimberly Quality Care,
the Olsten Corporation and Staff Builders, with KQC's director of
government relations serving as project director, was set up and has
worked since then to further outline the parameters of the
clearinghouse project. The proposals submitted by the vendors
respond to the concerns raised by members and satisfies the
objectives and guidelines defined by the task force.
On July 23, 1992, the task force met to review proposals
presented by the three vendors. Those vendors — Lockheed IMS,
Equifax Employment Services, and the TransAction/Wells Fargo
partnership — represent three of the largest computer networking
and background verification companies operating today. Because of
the interest this issue has generated, other HHSSA member
companies not represented by task force membership sent
representatives to the presentations.
Each proposal had a different focus. The task force
determined that two, Equifax and TransAction/Wells Fargo, were far
superior and should be reviewed further; allowing them to fine tune
their proposals using the parameters established by the group.
At the meeting, Equifax presented a detailed view of the
clearinghouse concept and outlined the method they would use to
provide service. The TransAction/Wells Fargo partnership presented
their current product lines, which they explained would serve the
clearinghouse and indicated that they would customize their network
to the specifications of the clearinghouse board. Both vendors
presented open-ended pricing schedules, indicating that it was
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difficult to be more specific since there were still many policy and
procedural questions (e.g.. How many years should the background
check include? How will the files be populated?).
It is the task force's opinion that either of these vendors is
capable of serving the industry's needs.
The question of union access to clearinghouse data files was
also raised by a task force member. This question had been raised
by this same member during the initial presentation in March of
1990 and was one of the reasons that the concept was not pursued at
that time.9 The legal counsel for TransAction reported that in the
credit business only a grand jury investigation, clearly delineated,
subjects specific files to scrutiny. That perspective was
corroborated by outside counsel with whom we consulted.10

Scope / Limitations of the Project

Any project of the magnitude of the NHC has both natural and
contrived barriers to implementation. Contrived barriers will be
considered later in this study in the section dealing with socio¬
political and legal problems. The natural barriers to the project are
technological and definitional in terms of what will eventually be
included in the clearinghouse. Both of these issues are addressed in

9 Because personnel files are kept in each local office and are therefore well dispersed, unions have
generally not pursued organizing activities. The fear of a repository of caregivers' names and
addresses in a central location is of concern to certain board members.
10 The law firm of Jackson, Lewis, McDermott and Krupman, Boston, MA.
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the section dealing with Technological Considerations. Access
issues, including appropriate use of information, significantly limit
the project and are discussed here.
Federal, state and local agencies spend millions of dollars
annually collecting and maintaining billions of "bits" of public
information. Yet these records have rarely been used in risk
management and screening procedures, largely due to practical
issues of accessibility. While there may be no legal impediments on
the state and local level barring access to these records, their
whereabouts are often unknown or procedures for retrieving them are
murky.11 An uncooperative or lazy bureaucracy may also impede
distribution, making it difficult or impossible for the public or
corporations to access information that is public. Many
organizations are now available to provide assistance in cutting
through the bureaucracy, but these services are expensive and not a
viable alternative for many companies.
Local and State Repositories

State criminal records are generally available at the county or
parish level. Each county keeps files on all criminal prosecutions
and convictions that are conducted through its local court system.
Unfortunately, however, there are over 3,000 counties and parishes
in the country. Many of the larger counties have several courthouses
in their jurisdiction, and the records are maintained in each
11 Laws vary from state to state; the federal government closely controls the dissemination of the
information that it archives.
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courthouse.12 Depending on the criteria set forth by the
clearinghouse board, local municipal courts may also have to be
searched.13
Each jurisdiction sets its own procedures for releasing criminal
records. Some will do a search over the telephone; others require a
written request; and still others require a personal visit. Some
charge fees; others do not. Since very few are computerized, a
manual search is often necessary. In short, the maze of procedures
and sheer number of jurisdictions have made it difficult if not
impossible for an individual organization to access these records in a
systematic, cost-effective way.
Other publicly held records, such as professional licenses or
educational credentials, present their own access problems as well.
Ultimately, such complexities have led many companies to forgo the
use of public records in background checks altogether, and to rely on
minimal information from former employers. Organizations thus
usually hire and promote without review of any relevant records.
The serious problems this situation presents for our industry have
already been discussed.
The clearinghouse project will be faced with many of the same
problems just described. There will be limitations on the
information that will be made available for our use. However,

12 If a person lists Cook County, Illinois, as his or her place of residence or employment, for example,
six district courthouses must be researched for information.
13 Usually, municipal courts have limited jurisdiction involving misdemeanors and probably would not
be included, based on criteria to be established by the clearinghouse board.
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because of the volume of inquiry, the financial impact of pooled
resources, and the compelling public interest, I believe some of the
problems inherent to the information gathering process can be
overcome. A marketing plan/legislative strategy will formulate the
methods we intend to use to reinforce such a compelling public
interest via a combination of industry outreach and public education
initiatives and through state and federal legislative mandates.

Federal Resources

The federal government maintains a computer file of arrests
and convictions in the Federal Bureau of Investigation's (FBI's)
Information Division. Data from this file is available through the
National Crime Information Center (NCIC) telecommunications
network. Access to this information is generally available only to
law enforcement and correctional agencies. However, through
various acts of Congress, exceptions are made when compelling
public interest is demonstrated (e.g., protecting the integrity of the
United States monetary or securities systems).

Congressional mandated access includes:

•

Officials of federally chartered or insured banking

institutions have access to promote or maintain the security of
those institutions. Data is used in investigating the
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background of applicants for employment. [PL 92-544; 86
Stat. 1115]

•

Officials of the Securities and Exchange Commission

(SEC) and Self-Regulatory Organizations (SRO) designated by
the SEC have access. SROs are the American Stock Exchange,
Boston Stock Exchange, Chicago Board Options Exchange,
Midwest Stock Exchange, New York Stock Exchange, Pacific
Stock Exchange, Philadelphia Stock Exchange, and the
National Association of Securities Dealers. Every member of
a national securities exchange, every broker, dealer, or '
registered transfer agent, and every registered clearing agency
is required to fingerprint each of its partners, directors, and
officers. Employees of any of these entities who are involved
in the transfer or handling of securities must be fingerprinted
in order to investigate their background. [PL 94-29, amended
by PL 100-181; 15 U.S.C. 78q (f) (2)]

•

Officials of Commodity Futures Trading Commission

(CFTC) and the National Futures Association also have access
to the FBI files. Applicants for registration with the CFTC as
a commodity dealer or member of the futures associations
including futures commission, merchants, introducing brokers,
commodity trading advisors, commodity pool operators, floor
brokers, and associated persons, may be fingerprinted for use
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in background checks. [PL 97-444; 7 U.S.C. 12a; 7 U.S.C.
21(b) (4)(E)]

•

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission requires each

nuclear utilization facility (nuclear power plant) to fingerprint
each individual who is permitted unescorted access to the
facility or is permitted access to confidential information
regarding facility safeguards for use in investigating the
background of the individual. [PL 99-399; 42 U.S.C. 2169]

•

The Federal Aviation Administration is promulgating

regulations to implement the Aviation Security Improvement
Act of 1990. This law subjects an individual who is employed
in (or is applying for) a position in which he or she has
unescorted access, or may authorize others to have unescorted
access, to aircraft or to secured areas of United States airports
serving foreign or domestic air carriers to fingerprinting for
use in investigating the background of the individual. [PL
101-604; 49 U.S.C. App. 1357(g)]

•

The National Indian Gaming Commission has access to

the FBI files for use in investigating the background of
applicants for licensing or employment with an Indian gaming
enterprise located on Indian lands. Such access is authorized
by the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act. [PL 100-497; 25 U.S.C.
2701 et al]
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•

Officials of local, state, federal, and foreign government

agencies have access for humanitarian purposes (e.g.,
identifying disaster victims). [28 U.S.C. 534.28 CFR 0.85(b)]

•

A court order by a federal court will entitle an entity or

an individual access to specific information for non-criminal
justice purposes. Also, although state and local courts do not
have jurisdiction over federal records, access is usually
granted for various purposes as a matter of courtesy.

[FBI

Departmental Order 556-73; 28 CFR 16.30 - 16.34]

Integrity of the Public Record

There is sufficient concern regarding the integrity of the
information generally available in the public record, both in terms of
accuracy and totality, that back-up procedures would be established
by the clearinghouse to insure that any adverse information
concerning an individual would be confirmed from a second source.
All information included in criminal justice data banks is forwarded
by local law enforcement officials or the local court. If the
information is incomplete or sloppy, it will be reflected in the
record.
The FBI recently confirmed its concerns around the condition
of its archived information and has subsequently begun a systematic
review and quality improvement program. We are aware of this
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issue as a potential limitation on the clearinghouse. We will take
steps to insure that an individual's rights and privacy will be
protected from incorrect information disseminated by the NHC. The
operation of the clearinghouse will be modeled after the Fair Credit
Reporting Act (Public Law 91-508) which should further insure an
individual's protection from dissemination of incorrect information.

Project Objectives

To focus the work of the task force and to define project goals,
a list of objectives was developed by the project director in
collaboration with task force members. These objectives were:

1.

To prevent or replace background check mandates by
individual state and local governments, minimizing
administrative difficulties incurred by industry members;

2.

To minimize the expense of background checks to members of
the industry by providing a cost-effective, uniform approach
to checks versus a patchwork of expensive state and local
requirements;

3.

To provide background checks in a consistent, timely manner
so that industry members are not faced with the choice of
losing business while waiting for an agency reply or risking
legal liability for negligent hiring;
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4.

To provide a mechanism for securing accurate background
information and verification from sources as diverse as
criminal record repositories, educational institutions, and
licensing boards;

5.

To improve the quality of information available to personnel
managers in an effort to improve hiring decisions, reduce
turnover, and reduce potential exposure to lawsuits alleging
negligent hiring;

6.

To provide the industry with positive public relations and to
divert government oversight to those industries that are not
as progressive;

7.

To create a mechanism that will discourage individuals with
criminal convictions from applying for caregiver positions;
and

8.

To provide a mechanism for re-establishing qualified
immunity for employers within the industry to share factual,
objective information about caregivers.14

14 Qualified immunity allows employers to share limited, well-defined factual employment information
without fear of legal action by those seeking employment.
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Guiding Principles

In order to make the clearinghouse concept more salable to
those with doubts both inside and outside the HHSSA, the task force
adopted a set of guiding principles. They are as follows:

1.

Participation in the clearinghouse must not become a barrier
to a qualified job applicant.

2.

The clearinghouse must secure and verify the critical
elements of an applicant's background, including criminal
record, education, and license credentials, as well as past
employment.

3.

The clearinghouse will not make hiring decisions. All hiring
decisions will be made by the member companies.

4.

The clearinghouse will be developed without the need for
capital investment by HHSSA or its members.

5.

The clearinghouse will be self-funding.

6.

The cost to member companies for participation in the
clearinghouse must be reasonable and less than participation
in government programs.
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7.

The clearinghouse must be structured to ensure that it
remains an industry-governed entity.

8.

The clearinghouse will be structured to maximize the
potential for establishing "deemed status" under existing and
future governmental background check requirements.15

Legal Considerations

The following section describes some of the legal issues raised
during the development of the clearinghouse proposal.

1.

Privacy Rights. Consumer credit laws would apply to the

clearinghouse. Compliance should not pose a problem if the
employment application used by the member companies contains
appropriate consents to obtaining and sharing information covered
by the Fair Credit Reporting Act. However, the clearinghouse and
employers must comply with the provisions of that Act. For
example, the Act would require that notice be given to the job
applicant when an adverse decision is made based on data in the
clearinghouse. Aggrieved individuals must have an opportunity to
enter a response to the adverse information contained in the
database.

15 Those individuals listed by the NHC will be judged or deemed to have met the criminal background
check requirements of a particular jurisdiction.
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2.

Applicant Access. Since the data will be held by the

clearinghouse—a legal entity separate and apart from any one
employer—and since the data will be accessible to all subscribers of
the service, the files are not to be considered personnel files subject
to disclosure under state employment laws. However, under the Fair
Credit Reporting Act the applicants and employees would have a
right to a copy of the data contained in their clearinghouse file.

3.

Union Access. The task force has been advised by outside

counsel, Jackson, Lewis, Schnitzler and Krupman, that unions would
not have access to the clearinghouse's database. While a union may
gain access to an employer's list of employees, there is no basis in
either statutory or case law upon which a union could obtain access
to the clearinghouse database.

4.

Anti-Trust. The task force has been advised by outside

counsel, McDermott, Will and Emery, that the clearinghouse may be
structured to avoid anti-trust violations.16 If the clearinghouse is
intended to lead to industry-wide minimum hiring standards, and if
use of the clearinghouse results in "deemed status" under
background check laws, the clearinghouse must be open to any
company that wishes to subscribe.

16 McDermott, Will and Emery is a law firm located in Chicago, EL.
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5.

Fee Structure. The task force has been advised by the law firm

of McDermott, Will and Emery that the clearinghouse may offer
discounted fees in the form of volume discounts without violating
anti-trust or tax laws. If the clearinghouse is structured as a
non-profit organization (to maximize potential for securing "deemed
status") price differentials must have a reasonable business basis,
such as a volume discount or volume pricing structure.

6.

Provision of References by Participating Employers.

Currently, any references provided to the clearinghouse by any of its
members could subject the member to an action by an applicant for
defamation. Thus, a long-term project for the clearinghouse will be
the drafting of model legislation that would grant employers
qualified immunity from civil actions when they provide truthful,
factual information about a current or former employee to another
employer (or to the clearinghouse) in response to a specific request
for a reference.

Socio-Political Considerations

Socio-political considerations, those issues dealing with
corporate and individual interests and all the ramifications that those
dynamics entail, are perhaps the most important component of
project development. While working toward the goal of trying to
improve, upgrade, and establish industry hiring standards, it is
important to consider an organization's corporate culture. Each
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person who participates in project policy development may have
public and private agendas. And, in light of the foregoing, a
marketing plan/legislative strategy must be developed that is
realistic and takes the above into account.
The marketing plan, to be developed after clearinghouse
specifications are finalized, consists of an industry-specific external
and internal component. It would be a mistake to look at the social
issues, which are organization-specific, without considering political
issues, such as hidden agendas and strong personalities, which may
or may not be apparent. There is a direct relationship since an
organization's public agenda is driven in large measure by the
agenda of that individual or group of individuals providing direction
and oversight to the organization.
Sociological issues in this context deal with an individual
organization's philosophy, its corporate culture, and its business
philosophy. For many companies or organizations these factors are
extremely difficult to sort out since they often tend to treat these
issues as proprietary information. As a result, their public stance
does not necessarily mirror their private behavior. Most companies
though have established some type of policy around general
screening issues for new hires and internal personnel promotion.
Since the industry runs the gamut from small single-office
operations to large multi-site chains, there is an appreciation that
hiring and promotion policies will also range from almost whimsical
to informal to highly formalized.
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For purposes of the project, the clearinghouse will put forward
certain criteria for all to consider in an effort to formalize or
standardize industry hiring procedures. The intention is that when
information is organized and easy to access, even the small user will
find it advantageous to conform to the standard. For example, after
proper waivers and/or authorization have been obtained from a
potential new hire, categories of hires to be screened may be suggest
by the clearinghouse. For some companies this may be standard
procedure. But for many it is not. The sharing of such information
and procedures is one of the educational functions of the
clearinghouse.
Criteria for screening a potential new hire may include: access
to money/assets, proprietary information, or company equipment;
fiduciary responsibility; degree of interface with the public or
clients and promotion from within. The category of those within an
organization who are to be screened will be established by each
individual company. The range of information that will be made
available for screening purposes would be agreed upon by the
clearinghouse board. In defining the scope of a screening program,
individual organizations would be encouraged to create a matrix,
based on their individual needs, to determine what information they
need to hire or promote. The information to fulfill their
requirements would then be made available by the clearinghouse.
All new hires would not call for the same degree of screening.
Information that could be made available would include
previous employment, education, criminal conviction history, motor
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vehicle records, credit history, collaborative information from a
social security number search, civil litigation history, and military
records.
As an organization develops consistent corporate guidelines to
evaluate this information, consideration must be given to policy
development around a number of issues, including falsification of
employment applications, felony convictions, misdemeanors
(consider time elapsed, e.g., within the past 3-5 years; consider
nature of offense, i.e., job-relatedness), use of illegal drugs and/or
controlled substances, termination from former employment for
cause, and severe financial problems (e.g., less than satisfactory
payment record on three or more accounts) if in a fiduciary position.
Whatever the outcome of the developmental work by the
clearinghouse and the vendor, communication of the new program to
managers, supervisors, employees, and applicants will ensure
consistency and support, both among those who initially join the
clearinghouse and those who will be forced to adopt its standards or
face losing a competitive edge in the industry.
Quality will be an ongoing issue, as well. The clearinghouse
will insure quality by auditing all operational tasks outlined by the
clearinghouse board. These audits of service and performance will
be augmented by "cross-seeding" service orders between vendors
selected by the NHC to do screening. In this way the clearinghouse
will be able to judge the quality and thoroughness of the work being
performed by its subcontractors.
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Political considerations are generally those issues that are
internal to the group organizing the project and to the industry in
general. In this realm, the clearinghouse project has faced and
continues to face one major obstacle. At the HHSSA board meeting
during which the clearinghouse concept was first presented, one
influential board member voiced opposition to the concept. The
board is made up of nine members, two of whom are particularly
strong and a third who vacillates, but is vocal. The rest of the
members generally follow the lead of this troika. The resistant
member, who is one of the three influential members and who is not
known in the industry as progressive, stated that the clearinghouse
was not an appropriate project for a trade association to pursue. The
member who vacillates in this case agreed and the idea was rejected.
The CEO of Kimberly Quality Care, who is the third member of this
influential group, nevertheless stated his belief that the idea had
merit. He let the board know that he felt it should be further
investigated and that KQC would continue to look into the
feasibility of the project.
In subsequent meetings, the same board member has voiced the
same concerns and brought up the same objections. Each time a
concern or objection is addressed, he remains unsatisfied. After a
spate of adverse publicity concerning the industry, he reluctantly
agreed to participate, but he remained concerned about costs his
company might incur. He also added the caveat that the
clearinghouse should be a membership service of the HHSSA. Since
membership in the association is limited to proprietary companies.
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such a restriction would severely limit and could fatally flaw the
project. A hidden agenda item may be to give additional cash flow
to a trade association who contracts with the association to do it's
administrative work. Although this is speculation on my part, the
member also serves on our contacted trade association's board of
directors and the initial contract to buy support services was
strongly pushed by this individual. When the project was initially
rejected, I suggested to KQC's CEO that a clearinghouse coalition be
formed to advance the idea, but he was reluctant to act outside of
HHSSA. We quietly worked with a number of staff members of our
association who purported to see the flaws in the association-only
sponsorship and they suggested the board re-visit the issue.
This discussion took place at a meeting February 18, 1993, and
was again strongly rejected by the board member who initially
opposed the idea. The board voted to establish the clearinghouse as
for-profit subchapter T co-op which is provided for by the Internal
Revenue Code. The articles of incorporation, bylaws and other
registration documents will be filed in the Commonwealth of
Virginia. The HHSSA staff will take over the day-to-day
information gathering needed to design the specifications for the
project, and the task force will continue to oversee and drive the
project.
KQC's CEO has indicated that because of association political
considerations, this may be the best tack to take to get the project
moving. Because of the obvious difficulties discussed here, the
clearinghouse may face legal or acceptance difficulties that will
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force a decision to open clearinghouse membership at a future date.
Expenditure projections, based on a limited customer base, and
narrow screening criteria may force that decision sooner rather than
later, as the information may become unattractive or too expensive
for current HHSSA members. In the opinion of this author, the best
approach is still a industry-wide coalition interested in furthering
this specific issue and more fully developing the ancillary human
capital and workforce development issues that this project gives us
the opportunity to discuss. However, HHSSA took the leadership,
and hence policy making position on this project.
Throughout the year, the director of the trade association held
continuing discussions with potential vendors and the task force
assigned by the association board of directors to further define and
shape the direction the Clearinghouse would eventually take. Many
meetings were held and design decisions made. The technical issues
are being further discussed and analyses.

Technological Considerations

Since most of the technical issues concerning the
clearinghouse revolve around concept design, and since the concept
has not been finalized, we can only begin by considering the
technical "look" of the clearinghouse. The technical outline will be
discussed in greater detail later in this study. Subsequent policy
decisions on the part of the board will determine if there are any
major technological issues that need to be overcome. One of the
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most fundamental questions is whether or not the clearinghouse
should be an administrative unit to oversee vendor participation or
have operational capabilities in, for example, the archiving and data
processing areas. Some of the issues that must be addressed in this
debate include:

In-House Operational Capabilities
•

Costs

•

National coverage capability

•

Expertise

•

Consistency within the industry

External Supplier(s) of Services
•

Company history, experience, finances

•

Coverage (national, international)

•

Training

•

Quality Control

•

Knowledge of applicable laws

•

References

•

Procedures

•

Response time

•

Pricing

•

Data security

•

Delivery of product
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Once such fundamental issues are resolved, we must then look
at system design considerations in order to develop a realistic
program and roll-out schedule. Considerations that must be decided
will include:

Potential volumes, which will be dependent upon:
•

Number of files

•

New entrants into the system

•

Frequency of renewals

•

Number of inquires
\

•

Rejection rate of potential applicants

Geographic coverage:
•

Number of locations (by user)

•

Type of equipment currently in place

•

Clearinghouse requirements for new equipment at user
locations

Coding structure of information to be made available:
•

Immunizations

•

Training

•

State specific requirements (Who monitors and changes

system?)

Degree of security and access requirements to be determined by the
clearinghouse board.
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Initial population of files (determined how?)

Requirements (if any) for physically or logically
segmenting/separating files

Terminal access options
•

Personal computers

•

Video display terminals

•

Who provides or supplies equipment to end users?

•

Facsimile capabilities

Will individual member companies have specific (unique)
requirements or will the system be the same for all? (examples of
unique requirements.)

System phase-in options
•

What must be available on day one of operation?

•

Is there a phase two,...phase three,...etc.?

Are there requirements for the clearinghouse system to be
automatically integrated with other systems in individual companies
(payroll or billing, for example)?

What type of management reporting (e.g., audits) are needed?
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Are individual file updates transaction driven or periodically
updated from external sources by timelines dictated by clearinghouse
policy?

Hours and days of operation

Design features
•

Application design unique to clearinghouse

•

Various levels of access authorization

•

Form design and detail

•

Windows or DOS capabilities

•

Interface to existing Apple computer user?

These issues and many others must be resolved now that a
decision has been made regarding the direction of NHC. My role
will be to drive the project on behalf of Kimberly Quality Care. As
we work thorough the above issues, I believe it will obviate the need
to expand the clearinghouse base in order to provide a cost-effective
service that will be used by the industry.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Industry Overview

Estimates indicate that as many as 9 to 11 million Americans
need home care services.17 Most will receive services from informal
caregivers—family members, friends, or others who provide
uncompensated care. Some will also receive formal services,
purchased or compensated services, from home care providers.
The National Medical Expenditures Survey (NMES) indicates
that 5.9 million individuals received formal home care services in
1987.18 Of these recipients, about half were over the age of 65, and
the amount of home care they used tended to increase with age.
About 40% of the home care recipients had functional limitations in
one or more activities of daily living.

Home Care Agency Defined

It is important to understand the home health care and
supplemental staffing industry's role in the health care continuum.

17 The Pepper Commission Final Report: A Call for Action, Washington, DC, 1990.
18 Home Health Care: Use, Expenditures, and Sources of Payment, Rockville, MD, 1993.
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"Home care agencies," which have evolved over the past century, are
public or private organizations that developed around a core of
professional nursing services and/or homemaker-home health aide
services. Many home care organizations provide a wide variety of
other services as well, including physical therapy, occupational
therapy, speech therapy, medical social services, and nutritional
services. Many also provide supplemental staffing services, which
will be examined later as they represent a different line of services.
Home care agencies bring these services into the home, singly or in
combination, in order to achieve and sustain an optimum state of
health, activity, and independence for individuals of all ages who
require such services because of acute illness, exacerbation of
chronic illness, or long-term or permanent limitations due to chronic
illness and disability.

Types of Home Care Organizations

Home care agencies are usually classified on the basis of their
clients' needs:

•

Home health agencies are primarily or exclusively

concerned with the treatment or rehabilitation of patients who
need skilled nursing care or therapy. These agencies provide a
multidisciplinary program of care — usually, nursing and
home health aide services at a minimum. The Medicarecertified agency is the prototype home health agency.
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•

Homemaker-home health aide organizations are primarily

or exclusively concerned with the delivery of care to
functionally impaired persons who need help with personal
care, such as bathing, and with homemaking services, which
are provided by para-professionals.

•

Hospices provide palliative care for patients in the final

stages (usually the last six months or less) of a terminal illness
through a team composed of physicians, nurses, social
workers, and counselors who are concerned with the physical,
psychological, social, and spiritual welfare of the patient.

Organizational Structure

Home care agencies can take any one of a multitude of
organizational forms. For example, a home care agency might be a
freestanding organization with its own board of directors, a unit of
government, or a department of a hospital. It is not uncommon for
one home care agency to be a unit of another home care agency — as
in the case of a home health agency operating a hospice.
Like other businesses, home care agencies sometimes establish
subsidiary units and branch offices to extend their reach. A few
state public health departments (e.g.. North and South Carolina and
Alabama) still maintain statewide networks of home care agencies.
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HHSSA's membership also includes chain, or multi-unit operations,
which have become increasingly prevalent in the industry.

Ownership, Control and Tax Status

The classification system used by the Health Care Financing
Administration (HCFA) is based on ownership, control, and the tax
status of an agency. HCFA is a government agency within the
Department of Health and Human Services responsible for shaping
Medicare and Medicaid policies. It has the third largest agency
budget in the federal government and is responsible for payments for
the health care needs of fifty million elderly, disabled and poor
Americans.
Home health agencies are categorized as:

•

Hospital-based: An agency is classified as being

hospital-based (HOSP) if it is operated as an integral part
(e.g., a department) of a hospital. Agencies that fail to meet
this test, even though they may be owned by or affiliated with
a hospital, are reported under another classification by HCFA.

•

Visiting Nurse Associations: An agency will be

classified as a visiting nurse association (VNA) if it is a
voluntary, nonprofit organization governed by a communitybased board of directors. They are usually financed by tax
deductible contributions as well as by their earnings.
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•

Government sponsored: An agency will be classified as

being governmental (GVT) if it is sponsored by a state,
county, city, or other unit of local government having a major
responsibility for prevention of disease and for community
health education. These agencies are sometimes referred to as
"public” or "official" agencies.

•

Proprietary agencies: Agencies that are organized as

profit making entities are identified as proprietary agencies
(PROP). HHSSA's membership requirements state that their
members must be proprietary.
•

Private, Non-profit agencies: An agency will be

classified as being private, non-profit (PNP) if it is a privately
developed, governed, and owned non-profit agency.

•

Combination agencies: Jointly administered by a

government agency and by a voluntary non-profit organization,
these agencies are classified as VNAs to simplify HCFA's cost
report coding policies.19

Because of the limitations of the information that is available,
it has more often than not been necessary to combine the various

19 Home health agencies that participate in the Medicare program use a cost-based reimbursement
method. A statement of allowable, incurred costs must be submitted to HCFA in order for an agency
to be reimbursed by Medicare.
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types of organizations into the most generic category: "home care
agency." This has created difficulty in getting an accurate statistical
profile of the entire industry.

Growth of the Industry

A number of the oldest home care agencies in the country
celebrated their 100th anniversary during the latter part of the
1980s. Although home care agencies have existed in this country for
more than a century, most of the home care industry's growth was
prompted by the enactment in 1965 of the Medicare law, which
provided home care benefits for the elderly and, beginning in 1973,
to certain younger persons who are disabled. At the time when the
Medicare program was enacted, there were 1,275 home care agencies
in the United States. Many offered only a single service such as
nursing care or homemaker-home health aide services. Others
provided a multidisciplinary program of care. The first hospices
were established in the United States in 1974.
Although there is no comprehensive national survey of home
care agencies, the National Association for Home Care (NAHC)
identified a total of 13,951 home care agencies in the US as of
February 1993 (Figure 2.1, next page). This number consists of
6,497 Medicare-certified home health agencies, 1,223 Medicare-
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certified hospices and 6,231 home health agencies, home care aide
organizations, and hospices that do not participate in Medicare.20

Certified Agencies

Year

Total

HHAs

Hospices

Other

1989

11,097

5,676

597

4,824

1990

11,765

5,695

774

5,296

1991

12,433

5,780

898

5,296

1992

12,497

6,004

1,039

5,454

1993

13,951

6,497

1,223

6,231

Source: NAHC inventory of home care agencies. ♦

Figure 2.1 Certified Home Health Agencies, Certified Hospices, and
Others, 1989-1993

This number does not include those companies that primarily do
home intravenous therapy and provide professional services
incidentally. The General Accounting Office has estimated (HRD89-111) that the total number of U.S. hospices has grown from 516
in 1983 to more than 1,700 in 1989.

Medicare-Certified Home Health Agencies

The term "certified home care agency" refers to an agency that
has agreed to participate in the Medicare program and that has been

20 The National Association for Home Care is the nation's largest trade association representing home
health, homemaker, and hospice organizations. The association is headquartered in Washington, DC.
Exact membership figures are unavailable.
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found, after on-site annual surveys by a state agency, to meet the
federal conditions for participation in the program. Since Medicare
limits participation to home care agencies that are "primarily
engaged in providing skilled nursing services and other therapeutic
services," participation is not available to homemaker-home health
aide organizations. However, home health agencies and hospices
may become certified.
Between 1967 and 1980, the number of agencies certified to
participate in the Medicare program nearly doubled, from 1,753 to
2,924. Between 1980 and 1985, the number of agencies nearly
doubled again to 5,983.
In the mid-1980s, the number of Medicare-certified home
health agencies leveled off at around 5,900. Unreliable payment
policies and varying enforcement of Medicare standards led to a
lawsuit against the Health Care Financing Administration in 1987 by
a coalition of US Congress members led by Reps. Harley Staggers
(D-WV) and Claude Pepper (D-FL) and consumer groups. The
successful conclusion of this lawsuit resulted in the rewriting of the
Medicare home health payment policies.
Since these revisions. Medicare's annual home health benefit
outlays have increased significantly and the number of home health
agencies has risen to 6,902 as of August 1993.
Hospital-based and proprietary agencies have grown faster
than other types of certified agencies since the coverage
clarification. Proprietary agencies now comprise more than a third,
and hospital-based agencies equal nearly a third of all certified
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agencies. This differs from the early 1980s, when public health
agencies dominated the ranks of certified agencies and proprietary
and hospital-based agencies combined accounted for only one-fourth
of the total.

Certified Hospices

Medicare added hospice benefits in October 1983, ten years
after the first hospice was established in the U.S. The number of
Medicare-certified hospices has grown from 31 in January 1984 to
1,288 in May 1993.

Non-certified Agencies

There are approximately 6,231 non-certified home health agencies,
home care aide organizations, and hospices that are not certified by
the Medicare program. They remain outside Medicare for a variety
of reasons. Some do not provide the kinds of services that Medicare
covers. For example, home care aide organizations that do not
provide skilled nursing care are not eligible to participate in
Medicare. Those services would be covered under the long-term
care provisions that President Clinton has proposed in his national
health reform package. Other non-certified agencies are potentially
eligible to participate in Medicare but choose to limit their clientele
to private-pay patients.
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Supplemental Staffing Agencies

Supplemental staffing agencies, also known as temporary
nursing services or agencies, have become an important component
of the health care service industry. These agencies provide
registered nurses (RN's), licensed practical nurses or licensed
vocational nurses (LPN's or LVN's), certified nurse assistants
(CNA's), and allied health care professionals to facilities on a shift
or part-time basis. The increased popularity of this work option
generally reflects the proliferation of temporary employment in the
U.S. economy.
Work patterns for personnel in such agencies vary from person
to person and agency to agency. A person may work full- or parttime, with regular or irregular hours. It is not unusual for people to
work for a number of agencies simultaneously.
Clients of supplemental staffing agencies range from
institutional users (e.g., hospitals, nursing homes, and other types of
health care delivery systems) to physicians' offices, school systems,
industry and individuals requiring private-duty (one-on-one) care.
Another growing and no less important part of this segment of
the industry is that of nurse and health care traveler organizations.
Through such organizations professional personnel are provided to
health care facilities in communities distant from their homes for 826 week assignments. Personnel sometimes use this experience as a
working vacation or to try a new location before making a permanent
move. Institutional clients usually have predictable staffing needs
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which precludes the need for additional permanent personnel. The
dynamics of traveler organizations make the clearinghouse project
described later in this chapter a particularly attractive option.

Profile of the Industry Workforce

Marshall and Tucker have pointed to the movement in the
workforce from the unskilled worker to the knowledge worker by the
skills needed to power a modern economy:

•

a high capacity for abstract conceptual thinking;

•

the ability to apply that capacity for abstract thought to
complex real-world problems—including problems that
involve the use of scientific and technical knowledge—
that are nonstandard, full of ambiguities, and have more
than one right answer, as jobs change in response to
constantly changing market and the opportunities provided
by advance technology;

•

the capacity to function effectively in an environment in
which communication skills are vital—in work groups,
through the use of computer-based systems that require
real mastery of written English, and by reading technical
manuals that necessarily presume a high degree of both
reading ability and technical competence;

•

the ability to work easily and well with others, and the
skill

required

to

resolve
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conflicts

that

arise

with

colleagues and assume responsibility for the work that
needs to be done without requiring much supervision.21

The following profile of the formal caregiving workforce in
home health care demonstrates that transition.

Informal Caregivers

Estimates indicate that almost three-quarters of severely
disabled elders receiving home care services in 1989 relied solely on
family members or other unpaid help. Eight of 10 informal
caregivers provide unpaid assistance an average of four hours a day,
seven days a week. Three quarters of informal caregivers are
female, and nearly a third are over the age of 65.22

Formal Caregivers

Formal caregivers include those professionals and
paraprofessionals who provide in-home health care and personal care
services. As technology continues to advance, a greater number and
more advanced procedures are able to be accomplished in the home
setting. This has created expanding vocational roles in the home

21 Ray Marshall and Marc Tucker, Thinking for a Living: Education and the Wealth of Nations (New
York: Basic Books, 1992), 80.
22 The Pepper Commission Final Report: A Call for Action, Washington, DC:
Government Printing Office, 1990.
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health care workforce. Expansion is occurring in terms of both
numbers of tasks and the complexity of tasks.
The following is a list of occupations in the home health care
industry with a brief description of duties. Entry level employment
opportunities are included at the end of this listing along with a
more detailed description of the duties. All of these positions must
comply with any applicable licensure/certification requirement, as
well as the particular home health care agencies policies and
procedures. There also has to be an awareness of any special
characteristics of the practice environment, or particular milieu
where the employee is working—be it a private home, hospital, long¬
term care facility, etcetera.

Registered Nurse

Provides professional nursing care to the agency's home care
patients as prescribed by the physician and in compliance with
the state's Registered Nurse Practice Act.

Licensed Practical (Vocational) Nurse/Registered Nurse
Assistant

Provides skilled nursing activities to agency's home care
patients as prescribed by the physician, and assigned by the
supervising registered nurse. These nursing activities are
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limited to those in compliance with the state's LP(V)N/RNA
Practice Act.

Physical Therapist/Physiotherapist

Provides professional physical therapy services to the agency's
patients as prescribed by the physician and in compliance with
the state's professional practice act for physical therapy.

Physical Therapy Assistant

Provides therapy services to the agency's patients under the
guidance and supervision of the Physical Therapist, and in
accordance with a written plan of treatment established by a
physician.

Medical Social Worker

Provides professional medical social services to the agency's
patients as prescribed by the physician and in compliance with
state and federal regulations.

Speech Pathologist

Provides professional speech and audiology diagnostic and
therapeutic services to the agency's patients as authorized by
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the physician and in compliance with the state's professional
practice act for speech pathologists.

Occupational Therapist

Provides professional occupational therapy services to the
agency's patients as prescribed by the physician and in
compliance with the state's professional practice act for
occupational therapy.

Respiratory Therapist

Provides physician-directed treatment, diagnostic evaluation
and care of patients with deficiencies and abnormalities
associated with the cardiopulmonary system, as set forth by
the American Association of Respiratory Therapists.

The following are entry level positions for those who want to
work in the industry with little or no previous experience. For
many, these entry points open a career lattice for those who desire.

Home Health/Hospice Aide

Provides paraprofessional services to the agency's home care
and/or hospice patients as prescribed by the physician and in
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compliance with the state's Nurse Practice Act, and any other state
or federal regulation defining home health aide services.
The home health aide is responsible for the provision of a
number of services to meet the patients' personal care needs and to
promote their comfort and independence.
The home health aide assists patients with personal care
activities in accordance with a personal services care plan. This
could include, baths, mouth care, skin care, foot care, grooming
bathroom privileges transferring (i.e., bed to chair, to wheelchair, to
tub, to shower), dressing and undressing activities, and ambulating.
The HHA also appropriately assists with household tasks
directly essential to the patient's health and in accordance with the
plan of care. These activities could include planning and preparing
meals, assisting in feeding patient if appropriate, light housekeeping
of patient's immediate environment, changing linen, making the bed,
and laundering the patient's clothing and bedding.
Within the training limitations of the aide and in accordance
with state law, the aide may also measure and record temperatures,
pulse, respiration and blood pressure when ordered
The aide must demonstrate appropriate and safe knowledge/use
of equipment (i.e., foot stools, side rails, wheelchairs, oxygen, etc.)
within training limitations as defined by state law and the federal
Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1987.
The aide may performs range of motion and other simple
procedures as an extension of therapy service as ordered (within
training limitations). The aide assists the patient in self-
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administration of medication, i.e., reminding the patient to take their
medications and on request of a patient and/or family member for
assistance with medication, the RN may assign a home health aide to
assist with administration of oral medications which are ordinarily
self-administered.
The home health aide performs or assists the patient to
perform other activities, such as change ostomy appliances,
reinforce or change simple non-sterile dressing, measure intake and
output, external catheter care and any other tasks as taught and
supervised by RN and in compliance with the state's Nurse Practice
Act. The aide must accurately document services provided in
accordance with agency policy on day services are rendered.
The aide is further charged to immediately report any changes
in patient's condition or incidents to the RN supervisor. This
requires that the aide establishes and maintains effective
communication and a professional relationship with
patients/families, listens and responds to patient's needs in a
sensitive and timely manner either through their own initiative, or by
referral, and participates in case conferences with other members of
the health care team.
The aide must maintain and enhance their skills through
attending staff development programs, complete state or federally
recognized training program as required by law/regulation and
successfully complete a competency evaluation program.
The aide must be able to function in an environment with
minimal direct supervision, accepting personal responsibility for
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maintaining a professional relationship with the patient and family,
as well as accepting responsibility for maintaining skills and
learning procedures on an on-going basis.

Resident Caregiver

The resident caregiver provides paraprofessional services to
meet the patients’ personal care, homemaking and/or housekeeping
needs on a live-in basis. The working and living arrangement as
well as job duties for each case are individually negotiated to most
effectively meet the needs of both the patient and caregiver. The
duties are basically the same as the home health aide as outlined
above.

Personal Care Aide/Attendant

Responsible for assisting the patient with their personal care
and hygiene needs in accordance with the personal services care
plan, the PSA provides paraprofessional services to the patient as
prescribed by the physician and in compliance with the state’s Nurse
Practice Act, and any other regulations defining personal care aide
services.
The personal care aide is responsible for the provision of
services to meet personal care needs and to promote the patient's
comfort and independence including assisting in the performance
activities of daily living in safe and beneficial manner.
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Some of the services provided include assisting with bathing,
mouth care, skin care, grooming, bathroom privileges, transferring,
ambulating and dressing and undressing activities. They also assist
with household tasks such as, planning and preparing meals, feeding,
light housekeeping, changing linens, making bed, and laundering
clothes and bedding. PSAs instruct and assist patients in safety
needs with use of equipment (side rails, foot stools, wheelchairs,
etc.).
They participate in multi-disciplinary case conferences, when
appropriate, documents services provided in accordance with policy
of the particular agency and immediately reports any changes in
patient's condition or incidents to RN supervisor. Establishment and
maintenance of effective communication and a professional
relationship with patients/families, and co-workers are very
important. They must listen and respond to patient's needs in a
sensitive and timely manner either through their own initiative or by
referral to appropriate person
Professional development include the maintenance and
enhancement of skills through attending appropriate staff
development programs. Completion of state recognized or mandated
training program or assessment methodology, or documentation of
one year's employment as an aide in an institution or home care
setting is required. They must be able to function in a practice
environment with minimal direct supervision, accepting personal
responsibility for maintaining a professional relationship with
agency's patient and family. They also must accept responsibility
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for maintaining skills, learning and adhering to agency's policies and
procedures on an on-going basis.

Companion

The companion performs (non-nursing/non-personal care) tasks
that enable the home care patient to remain in their home providing
for their supervision, comfort and safety. Services are normally
provided under the supervision of a clinical staff employee of an
agency.
The companion's responsibilities are to observe the patient's
general condition and to provide generalized attention to the
patient's needs (no personal/nursing care).
They also provide for a clean, safe environment for the patient
at all times. They may, if requested, prepare and serve the patient's
meals while on duty and ensures that dishes are washed and kitchen
is cleaned after meals. They must keep the patient's personal living
space clean and orderly.
This position generally provides companionship for the patient
and originally was the level of care expected before the
"professionalization" of duties and responsibilities.
This position also requires that the employee be a knowledge
workers who reports any changes in the patient's condition or
unusual incidents to the agency and/or family. That implies that the
person has the ability to read, follow written instructions, and
document care given.
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All of the above positions must be able to function in a
practice environment with minimal direct supervision, accepting
personal responsibility for maintaining a professional relationship
with the agency's patient and patient's family.

Homemaker / Housekeeper
This person performs all the general tasks that enable patients
to remain in or return to their home. These tasks include assistance
in the areas of direct care (non-personal) and home management in
order to keep the family intact, and the home clean, orderly and safe
during the stressful times of illness and recuperation; in accordance
with the care plan prescribed by the physician.
Some of the duties include meal planning, purchasing food and
household supplies and preparing and serving nutritious meals in
accordance with the care plan. Also, washing dishes, cleaning the
kitchen after meals, and laundering clothes, bed linens, etc., is
expected.
An important component of this function is to provide
companionship for the patient as required. At times the
homemaker/housekeeper carries out monitoring and care of children
in the home as needed. This individual serves as an advocate for
client/family and performs other duties, such as transportation, as
needed and within individual agency constraints.
The homemaker/housekeeper accurately documents services
provided in accordance with the respective agency's policy and
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immediately reports any changes in patient's conditions or incidents
to the proper medical authority in a timely manner.
They are expected to establish and maintains effective
communication and a professional relationship with patients/families
and co-workers, as well as participate in case conferences when
appropriate.
To distinguish this position from that of a housekeeper that
one would employ when a patient is not in the home, and to further
demonstrate the point made by Marshal and Tucker regarding
movement from unskilled to knowledge worker, the agency expects
that this individual maintains and enhances their skills through
attending appropriate staff development programs. They are also
expected to be alert, listening and responding to the patient's needs
in a sensitive and timely manner either through own initiative, or by
referral to an appropriate person.
Therefore, it follows that this individual must have the ability
to read, follow written instructions, and document the services
provided, as well as function in a practice environment with minimal
direct supervision.

Receptionist and/or Scheduler

These listings are included because there have been instances
of people taking this jobs, being pleased with the type of work the
agency is involved with, and moving up the career lattice. Since
most agencies are small these positions assist with miscellaneous
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clerical duties which may include completing the pre-screening of
applicants, ensuring applications are complete prior to referring
candidate to the interviewer, maintaining applicant flow log, typing
and/or filing. Scheduling of staff for meetings, patient care,
continuing education are also part of this positions responsibilities.

Home Care Expenditures

National

National expenditures for personal health care will approach
one trillion dollars in 1994. Of this amount, nearly two-thirds goes
for hospital care and physicians' services. Home care expenditures
comprise only a small fraction of national health spending.
The total amount spent on home health care is difficult to
estimate. Annual estimates of health care spending from the
Department of Health and Human Services and the Congressional
Budget Office, partially identify home health related expenditures.
Neither source includes the home care delivered by noncertified home care agencies or hospital-based home health agencies
The most comprehensive estimate of national home care spending
comes from the National Medical Expenditures Survey (NMES),
which is conducted every ten years by the Agency for Health Care
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Policy and Research. According to the 1987 NMES, $11.6 billion
was spent on home care in that year.23
Another study published this year by Lewin-VHI updated the
1987 NMES information to 1992 levels for an estimated $22.8
billion in total spending24. The Lewin estimates indicate an average
annual growth rate of 14.6%, which if updated to 1993 would total
$26.2 billion.
Home health care accounts for approximately 2.6% of national
health care spending (Figure 2.2).

Percent
Total personal health care expenditures

100%

Hospital care

45

Physicians' services

21

Nursing home care

9

Drugs and other medical nondurables

9

Other professional services

5

Dentists' services

5

Home health care

3

Other personal health care

2

Vision products and other medical durables

2

Source: Office of National Health Statistics. ♦

Figure 2.2 National Health Care Expenditures, 1993

23 Home Health Care: Use, Expenditures, and Sources of Payment, Rockville, Maryland. 1993.
24 The Heavy Burden of Home Care Services, Families USA, Washington, DC.
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Medicare is the largest single payer of home care services. In
1992, Medicare spending accounted for more than a third of total
home care expenditures. Other public funding sources for home care
include Medicaid, the Older Americans Act, Title XX Social
Services Block Grants, the Veteran's Administration, and
CHAMPUS.25 Private insurance comprises only a small proportion
of home care payments. Most home care services, other than
Medicare, are financed through out-of-pocket payments (Figure 2.3).

Source of Payment
Total

1992
100.0%

Medicare

37.8

Medicaid

24.7

Private insurance

5.5

Out-of-pocket

31.4

Other

0.6

Source: NMES data ♦

Figure 2.3 Sources of Payment for Home
Care, 1992

Medicare

The home health benefit represents a small proportion of
Medicare spending, about 8% of total benefit payments in 1993.
25 Civilian health and medical program for uniformed services—the medical insurance program for
military dependents and retirees.
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Over half of the estimated $150 billion Medicare benefit payments
go to hospitals and nearly a quarter to physicians. Hospice
payments account for less than 1% of total Medicare benefit
payments.
In 1993, 35.1 million aged and disabled persons will be
enrolled in the Medicare program. Of those, estimates indicate that
7.1 million will actually receive reimbursed services. About 3.5
million enrollees will receive home health services, which is nearly
double the number of home health recipients in 1990. In the same
period, Medicare home health expenditures have nearly tripled from
$3.9 billion in 1990 to an estimated $11.7 billion in 1993. Most of ~
the new spending has occurred as a result of new home health care
visits, which increased from 69.4 million in 1990 to an estimated
184.4 million in 1993.
Growth in the Medicare home health benefit can be attributed
to specific legislative expansions of the benefit and to demographic
trends which will continue for many years to come.
Medicare hospice expenditures have grown from $112 million
in 1987 to $880 million in 1992. A total of 156,583 beneficiaries
received hospice services under Medicare in fiscal year 1992.

Medicaid

As in the case of Medicare, home health services represent a
relatively small part of total Medicaid payments. Of the $91 billion
in Medicaid benefit payments, over half went for hospital and
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skilled nursing facility services. Home health services comprised
about 5.3% of the payments. Hospice is an optional Medicaid
service, which is currently offered by 35 states. Payments for
hospice services are estimated at $84.2 million for the 1992 fiscal
year.

Database Search

A careful search of the Library of Congress and several on-line
databases revealed no literature concerning the exact nature of a
national health care clearinghouse, and little on the subject of
background checks generally. However, there are sources which are
tangential to the subject.
Recent news accounts clearly establish a need for more
stringent hiring standards in the health care industry. The accounts,
examples of which can be found in appendix B, range from
emotional, financial and/or physical abuse of elderly and frail
elderly individuals to allegations of patient murder. These incidents
have occured in both the home and institutional settings.
Since the NHC is a "project in progress," we will consider
several related issues, along with associated literature as the project
continues to develop. Two organizations—the Nuclear Utility
Management and Human Resources Committee and the National
Practitioners Data Bank—have, however, established information
exchanges that are somewhat analogous to the National Health care
Clearinghouse. Although conceptually similar, they are structurally
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I
and practically different from both each other and the clearinghouse
concept.

The Nuclear Utility Management and Human Resources
Committee

The Nuclear Utility Management and Human Resources
Committee (NUMARC) is a confederation of all of the 55 utilities in
the United States that have nuclear plants either in operation or
under construction. The NUMARC executive group consists of
senior utility executives who are involved on a day-to-day basis in
nuclear matters. Each utility is represented in this group and it
takes an 80% or higher vote on an issue before it is accepted as a
NUMARC issue or commitment.
NUMARC was formed in April of 1984 when nuclear utility
executives became concerned over the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's (NRC's) activities in management and human resource
related issues. At that time the NRC had recently concluded that it
was appropriate that each NRC licensee who operated a nuclear
power plant should establish an access authorization program for
individuals who require unescorted access to protected or vital areas
within their facilities. This conclusion was based upon the "NRC
design basis threat," which includes the internal threat of an
"insider" doing damage to a facility. To implement its conclusion,
the NRC published a proposed rule on August 1, 1984, which would
require an access authorization program at nuclear power plants. In
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an effort to retain management prerogatives, NUMARC was formed
and submitted a proposal. The proposal was accepted by the NRC
and was substituted for the proposed rule.
The NUMARC proposal is an industry initiative to implement
guidelines or set standards on access authorization at their member
power plants. On October 3, 1986, a document was published by
NUMARC entitled Industry Guidelines for Nuclear Power Plant
Access Authorization Program. Major provisions of the program
include background investigations, psychological evaluations, and
behavioral observation programs. The NRC expects that all
licensees who operate nuclear power plants will incorporate the
provisions of the guidelines and any future NRC policy dealing with
security in their physical safety plans as an enforceable program
open to periodic inspection. This does not preclude the licensee
from conducting a more stringent screening program if desired. The
provisions of the industry guidelines do not supersede any
requirements imposed by NRC regulations.

NUMARC Guidelines

The stated purpose of the NUMARC information exchange is
to achieve high assurance that personnel granted unescorted access
to the protected and vital areas of utility nuclear power plants are
trustworthy and reliable and do not pose a threat of sabotage. The
final granting and controlling of unescorted access is the
responsibility of the utility. Each nuclear utility will inform
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contractors and vendors of the existence of these guidelines. The
utilities are responsible for auditing all contractors and vendors who
conduct their own screening programs to ensure that the NUMARC
guidelines are followed.

The specifics of the NUMARC guidelines are briefly outlined
below:

•

Satisfactory completion of screening must include a
background investigation and psychological evaluation.

•

Meeting requirements for grandfathering, transferable access
authorization, or previously granted reinstateable access
authorization may be substituted.

•

The written consent of the applicant must be obtained for
initiation of the screening program.

•

The applicant will be informed of records that will be retained;
where records are maintained; duration of the retention;
release of information; and access to information.

•

The initial screening consists of background investigation and
psychological evaluation.
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•

The applicant may withdraw consent at any time (upon doing
so processing will cease and the request will be deemed
withdrawal of application).

•

Information collected will be released only on a "need to
know" basis.

•

Background investigation elements consist of: employment
history, educational history, credit history, criminal history,
military service record, character/reputation reference, and
verification of identity.

•

If information concerning any of the above elements are not
available, all attempts to obtain the information must be
documented.

The major differences between the NUMARC approach and
that of the NHC are that it will be the responsibility of the
clearinghouse to obtain the information and disseminate limited
information to subscribers. The NUMARC approach leaves
verification up to the individual utility and then transfers the
authorization to access between subscribing utilities. The
applicant's withdrawal of consent procedure should be adopted by
the NHC.
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National Practitioners Data Bank

The National Practitioner Data Bank was established to comply
with the requirements of Title IV of Public Law 99-660, the Health
Care Quality Improvement Act of 1986. Final regulations governing
the data bank were published in the Federal Register on October 17,
1989, and are codified at 45 CFR Part 60. Responsibility for data
bank implementation resides with the United States Department of
Health and Human Services.
Legislation creating the National Practitioner Data Bank was
enacted because the Congress perceived that:

•

The increase in medical malpractice and the need to improve
the quality of medical care are nationwide problems and can
not be adequately addressed by individual states.

•

There is a national need to restrict the incompetent
practitioner's ability to move from state-to-state without
disclosure or discovery of the person's past performance.

•

The problem of incompetent practitioner's can be remedied
through effective professional peer review.

•

Tort liability, especially on the federal level, discourages
physicians and dentists from participating in effective
professional peer review.
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•

There is a national interest in providing incentive and
protection for physicians and dentists engaging in effective
professional peer review.

The legislation created by Congress became law when it was
signed by President Ronald Reagan on November 14, 1986. The law
encourages physicians, dentists, and other health care professionals
to identify and discipline those who engage in unprofessional
behavior, and restricts their movement from state-to-state without
disclosure of the practitioner's previous damaging or incompetent
performance. To encourage professional review activities, limited
immunity from civil suits is also granted by the legislation,
providing the review is conducted with proper regard for due process
rights.
For the purposes of the NHC, the pertinent section of this law
is the establishment of the National Practitioners Data Bank, an
information clearinghouse. The data bank was established to
collect and release certain information related to the professional
competence and conduct of physicians, dentists and, in some cases,
other health care practitioners. Other health care practitioners
become subject to inclusion in the data bank when they are certified
or registered by their respective states.
Information made available through the data bank to eligible
entities and individuals include material on medical malpractice
payments made on behalf of professionals and adverse actions taken
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by state licensing authorities, hospitals, other health care
organizations and professional societies. The data bank is intended
to be an additional resource to assist those who must investigate the
qualifications of the health care practitioners they seek to license, to
hire, or to grant clinical privileges.
Those entities that must report actions to the data bank
include: medical malpractice insurers, state licensing boards,
hospitals and other health care entities, and professional societies.
Information reported to the data bank includes medical
malpractice payments, adverse licensure actions, adverse action on
clinical privileges, and adverse actions on professional society
memberships.
It is important to note that the only entities that are required to
report incidents involving health care professionals, other than
physicians, are medical malpractice insurers. In the case of the
NHC, claims usually incurred by subscriber employees most
commonly involve negligent hiring or liability and therefore would
not be reported to the data bank under its current rules. The data
bank, then, is reactive in nature and does not represent the positive,
proactive approach envisioned by the NHC. It does not capture the
information needed by the NHC and anecdotal evidence indicates
that the data bank is not effective in its mission.
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Related Issues

As Val Halamandaris, President of the National
Association for Home Care, testified,
it is imperative, from the public policy perspective,
to include unskilled service provisions as well as
skilled services in any mandated benefit package
proposed by the task force. For unskilled services,
such as those provided by nurses aides and home
health aides, are the initial step for many in their
career ladder.26
This is an important consideration in view of the Presidents stated
economic goals of job creation and expanded opportunities.
Earlier in this chapter, I examined in some depth various
positions available in the industry and their related duties.
Halamandaris is somewhat incorrect when he includes nurses aides
and home health aides in the "unskilled" category. As Marshal and
Tucker point out, these are people who are transitioning from
unskilled to the ranks of the knowledge worker.27 Whereas these
positions previously could be compared to the companion level
position, requiring minimal skill, increased use of technology and
increased medical awareness has dictated a higher level employee.

26

Testimony before the National Health Care Task Force meeting in Washington, DC on March 29,
1993.

27 Ray Marshall and Marc Tucker, Thinking for a Living: Education and the Wealth of Nations (New
York: Basic Books, 1992).
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The Omnibus Reconciliation Act on 1987 (OBRA 87) recognized this
increased responsibility by requiring minimum standards in training
and competency for these ’’knowledge" level positions, leaving the
specifics to the states.
Pines and Carnevale point out in Human Capital and America's
Future that "... an effective human capital investment strategy .
must . . . equip and reequip the labor force with the . . . behaviors
and expectations needed to enter and remain productive in a rapidly
changing economy."28
Packer and Johnson point out in Workforce 2000 that most
additional workers will be coming from three groups, women, the
poor and immigrants. Evidence of knowledge and skill shortcomings
in young workers comes from a variety of sources, including
employer surveys, test scores and economic studies.29
Therefore, with very little modification, the clearinghouse can
work to ameliorate some of the above mentioned problems and assist
people as they enter or return to the work force. The clearinghouse
then, can serve as the facilitator for human capital investment on
behalf of the industry. Through counseling and/or referral programs,
problems such as weak academic competencies, the inability to apply
skills, lagging occupational expertise, and poor work attitudes can
be addressed. With additional research and an effective public
Marion Pines and Anthony Carnevale, "Employment and Training" in Human Capital and America's
Future, ed. David W. Hombeck and Lester M. Salamon (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1991), 239

28

29

William B Johnson and Arnold H. Packer, Workforce 2000 (Indianapolis, IN: Hudson Institute,
1987).
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affairs educational program targeting industry leaders and concerned
legislators, this dimension of the project is desirable, possible and
doable.
Another issue that must be more fully explored is how the
technology, the "intelligent machine" with two faces as Zuboff
describes it, can best be used in a positive manner, and be seen by
all involved in the process as a positive and not punitive force.30
Jeffrey Rothfeder in his book dealing with privacy issues in the age
of the computer revolution, exposes the dangers inherent of further
proliferation of data bases without adequate safeguards.31 He points
out, that now, virtually every detail of our lives is recorded on a
data base somewhere Since most privacy laws are twenty years old
and do not take into account the computer revolution there needs to
be powerful safeguards to protect privacy. Rohfeder's wholesale
indictment of data base abuse must be taken into account as we
design our system. I believe this can be solved by all-inclusive
planning and discussion, followed by supportive public policy
initiatives. Continued monitoring of the system will be required to
ensure strict adherence to the policy standards developed by the
planning group. As Rossi and Freeman point out, "The need to
refine objectives often becomes apparent after a program has been

30

Shoshana Zuboff, In the Age of the Smart Machine (New York: Harper-Collins, 1988).

31 Jeffery Rothfeder, Privacy for Sale (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1992).
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implemented, particularly as innovative programs stabilize and
emerge as established ventures in the human service field".32
Education of policymakers, as well as those who influence
policy will be an important part of this project. Aids for policy
formation, such as cost-benefit analysis, decisional analysis, and
other evaluative techniques discussed by Rossi and Freeman, will be
used to demonstrate the positive effects and potential scope that this
project will have.
Lastly, education, based on sound principles, developed
through further research, must be used to influence those who drive
the various segments of the health care industry. There is broadbased agreement on the need for such an undertaking, but that
agreement is based on differing degrees of motivation and
commitment.

"Employers may decide to take on new workers with

limited skills, experience, or questionable work records because they
think they can pay them lower wages than more highly trained
workers ..." is an motivational example pointed out by Rossi and
Freeman.33 We see examples of this type of thinking from the
description of project development that accompanies this review. A
well-documented rationale, pointing out the many benefits of the
project, should minimize opposition from individuals who choose to
operate in a marginal manner.

Peter Rossi and Howard Freeman, Evaluation, A Systemic Approach (Beverly Hills, CA: Sage
Publications, 1989), 162.

32

33

Ibid., 231.
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The literature reviewed thus far supports the approach
described above. The literature also indicates areas in which there
must be caution. The ultimate beneficiary of this project will be all
the individuals that work in or need the services of the health care
industry.

CHAPTER 3

DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

The entire project provides several opportunities for evaluative
intervention. Preliminarily, there is the opportunity to assess
background check laws already passed by the various state and
county governments, through impact and efficiency analysis. Next,
the opportunity presents itself to do an evaluability assessment of
the concept when it is finalized by the Clearinghouse board of
directors. Because of recent changes in our industry, I believe an
impact assessment prior to implementation will not be possible. As
the clearinghouse becomes operational, continued process evaluation
will be key to monitor impact, the cost-benefit and cost-efficiency of
the project. In order to maintain high quality and standards, ongoing
monitoring and accountability studies will be necessary.
The focus of this study however is to answer the questions
dealing with the public policy issues surrounding the efficacy of
criminal background check laws.
A case study methodology is appropriate, because as Robert K.
Yin points out, case studies are the preferred strategy when "how" or
"why" questions are being posed, when the investigator has little
control over events, and when the focus is on a contemporary
phenomenon within some real-life context (emphasis added).34
34 Robert Yin,

Case Study Research: Design and Methods (Newbury Park, CA: Sage Publications,

1989), 13.
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Many significant steps to improve service work are closely
linked to political processes and those legislative steps are poorly
suited to achieve effective and efficient solutions. An industry
based clearinghouse should be both a proactive and positive
corporate solution to a public concern which has advantages,
especially in terms of costs, but seldom survives a major financial
crisis.

Methodology

The first stage of the study will focus on an impact assessment
of existing criminal background check laws. Anecdotal evidence
suggests that existing laws are not achieving what they were
intended to do by their authors. In all cases, these laws were
designed to protect the public from caregivers who, because of past
problems, are deemed not suited for employment in certain health
care positions (especially those which are not closely supervised or
involve passing medication).
Usually, on the state level, it is difficult if not impossible to
determine the exact intent of legislation without interviewing the
author. This is because transcripts or records of legislative hearings
and floor debate are not readily available. In many cases, laws of
this nature are passed as a political reaction to an incident which has
received media attention. After the law is passed, little or no
follow-up evaluates the law's impact.
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Presumably these laws aim to protect the public. Based on
that assumption, determination of the impact of the intervention and
any cost-benefit and/or cost-efficacy derived from their
implementation could be determined. However, that is not the
purpose of the study.
Rather, this study seeks to determine if there is a need for an
entity, such as the National Health care Clearinghouse, distinct from
criminal background check efforts currently underway in several
states. Inherent in our study will be questions dealing with the
credibility of existing checks, based on confidential statistic from
two different sources.
Further the study examines the capacity of existing laws to
enhance additional human capital needs in the industry. These are
both threshold issues, which must be addressed in order to make any
further recommendations for clearinghouse development.
First a criminal background check survey will be sent out
randomly to home care and staffing offices across the industry in
those states and counties which have enacted criminal background
check requirements. It will attempt to determine management's
understanding of that particular state or county law, and be designed
to delineate the offices' experience in terms of cost versus service,
number of applicants rejected and their frustrations (if any) in
complying with the law.
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Home Healthcare Survey Project
Post Office Box 523
West Side Station
Worcester, Massachusetts 01602-0523

Dear Colleague:
I really need your help!
Eight states and three New York counties have currently enacted legislation requiring
criminal background checks for prospective health care employees. Several states and the
federal government are contemplating similar laws.

This survey is being conducted to

determine the effectiveness and utility of current statutes. The results, used in conjunction
with other data, will determine whether a different approach should be recommended. The
information from this survey will be used for a dissertation at the University of
Massachusetts / Amherst, in subsequent journal articles, presentations and both academic
and industry related work.
As a person who has worked in and for the industry (currently a member of the government
affairs committees of the National Association for Home Care and the Home Health
Services and Staffing Association), I would consider it a great personal favor if you would

take a few minutes now to complete the survey and return it to me by January 21. To
ensure anonymity you need not include your name or agency name.

A postage paid

envelope is included for your convenience.
If you have any questions, I can be reached at (617) 266-3400, Ext. 2083 during the day
and (508) 757-2419 evenings. Again, thank you for your cooperation.

Suncerely,
V

m

Jfcnes A. Keefe, Jr.
Project Director
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CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK SURVEY

Survey Instructions
About this survey.
This home healthcare industry survey is being conducted to determine the effectiveness and utility
of current state and county criminal background check laws. The results, in conjunction with other
data, will determine the efficiency of current laws and whether a different approach should be
recommended. Designed to be completed quickly, your anticipated cooperation is greatly
appreciated. To ensure anonymity you need not include your name or agency name.

Who should complete this form?
This questionnaire should be filled out by the branch manager / director or the administrative
person responsible for requesting criminal background checks. Please forward this survey to the
appropriate individual for completion.

How should the form be completed?
•

Answer only those questions which apply to your agency.

•

Most questions offer a list of appropriate answers. Please read all choices and fill in the
corresponding circle.

•

Use a number 2 pencil or pen with black ink. Erase cleanly to change answer.

Correct Mark
O • O O O

I've completed the survey, now what?
Please return the completed survey by January 21 in the postage-paid envelope which has been
provided. Thank you for taking the time to complete the survey. Your opinion is very important
and may result in improved procedures dealing with criminal background check requirements.
Your additional comments and suggestions are welcome and may be included in the space provided
at the end of this survey or on a separate sheet of paper.

<D 1994

James A Keefe, Jr

All Rights Reserved
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Administrative procedures for completing criminal background checks:

1. Is a fee required with the criminal background check request:

0 yes

0 no

If yes, amount per request:

$____

2. Is the fee waived for non-profit status:

0 yes

0 no

3. Information which must accompany request:

(check all that appiy)

0 name
0 address

0 social security number
0 date of birth

0 sex

0 place of birth

0 position sought
0 race

0 other:

4. How is information / request transmitted to agency:

(check all that apply)

0 pre-printed form

0 in-person request / employer

0 facsimile / modem

0 letter

0 in-person request / employee

0 telephone

0 other:
5. How is information reported back to the home health agency:

0 employ / do not employ statement
0 other:

0 specific information regarding offense

6. Does the state or county require an applicant’s consent to release information:

0 yes

0 no

If yes, means of authorizing request:

0 signed release
0 other:

0 witnessed

0 notarized

7. Is there an implied / statutory time limitation for the investigative agency to reply:

0 yes

0 no

If yes, how long:_

8. Do you employ individuals prior to receipt of information from the state / county agency:

0 yes

0 no
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9. During the initial interview, do you inquire about the applicant’s background concerning criminal
behavior:
0 yes

0 no

10. Does the state / county provide explanatory materials regarding mandated background checks for
use with your employment application process:
0 yes

0 no

11. Does your state have a problem resolution procedure:
0 yes

0 no

If yes,
0 for the agency

0 for the applicant

System efficiency:

How satisfied are you with:
12. The speed with which requests for criminal record reviews are acted upon by the appropriate
agency:
0 excellent

0 very good

0 good

0 fair

0 poor

0 unacceptable

13. The responsiveness to inquiries by the agency’s administrative component:
0 excellent

0 very good

0 good

0 fair

0 poor

0 unacceptable

14. The administrative procedure of the agency processing the request:
0 excellent

0 very good

15. The quality of the service for the fee:
0 excellent

0 very good

0 good

0 fair

0 poor

0 unacceptable

0 poor

0 unacceptable

(if applicable)
0 good

0 fair

16. The accuracy of the record search identifying applicants with criminal backgrounds:
0 excellent

0 very good

0 good

0 fair

0 poor

0 unacceptable

17. The law does not penalize applicants with criminal backgrounds that are irrelevant to job
qualifications:
0 excellent

0 very good

0 good
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0 fair

0 poor

0 unacceptable

18. The state / county’s current background check law as it is written and applied:
0 excellent

0 very good

19. The problem resolution procedure:
0 excellent

0 good

0 fair

C poor

0 unacceptable

0 fair

0 poor

0 unacceptable

0 poor

0 unacceptable

(if applicable)

0 very good

0 good

20. The background check law is doing what it is intended to do:
0 excellent

0 very good

0 good

0 fair

For statistical purposes:

Please fill In the blanks with your agency's numbers.
Our agency rejects_applicants per month based on criminal background checks. Our average
number of applicants each month is_.

My position with the agency is:
0 branch manager / director

0 human resource manager

0 clinical director
0 other:

0 administrative manager / assistant

State or County:
0 Florida

0 Oklahoma

0 Virginia

0 Indiana

0 Rhode Island

0 Washington

0 Ohio

0 Texas

0 Suffolk Co.

Additional comments
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0 Erie Co.
0 Onondaga Co.

Background Check Survey Design

Information from the preceding survey is divided into three
categories. In the first section, the information is available from the
states and counties, and is known to the researcher. The reason for
inclusion is to be certain that those charged with obtaining criminal
background check information are familiar with their state or
county's procedures. The second section of the survey is designed to
determine the users' confidence level with the background check.
The third section examines the agencies statistical information.
Additionally, I will analyze their statistics regarding "hits" (positive
responses) in order to compare them with confidential industry data
regarding the criminal histories of a sample group of former health
care employees.

•

If there is a significant statistical difference, it may indicate
that the checks, as they are being conducted, are not effective
in achieving the goals or intent of the law.

•

If they are effective in identifying those in the target group,
the study may indicate that it is not being done in a cost
effective manner.

•

If they are effective in identifying those in the target group,
and this is being done in a cost-effective manner, it may
negate the need for a clearinghouse.
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The results of the assessment will be shared with the relevant
stakeholders, since anecdotal evidence appears to justify the need
for the clearinghouse project. If the results indicate that the project
should proceed, the outcomes will be crafted into a recommended
action plan.
A second survey instrument was sent out to home care and
supplemental staffing office administrators, randomly selected
across the country, in an attempt to determine their current and
projected human capital needs. This information will be reported in
the aggregate to determine if there are any shortcomings in the
current cohort of health care workers, and to determine what, if any
strategies can be developed to address current shortcomings in the
future. The survey looks at ways in which workers are recruited. It
will further serve to educate agency personnel to some accepted
methods currently employed to work with the educational community
to enhance the workforce. Although this survey is not a part of the
case study itself, it will serve as an instrument on which to base
recommendations for future action.
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Home Healthcare Survey Project
Post Office Box 523
West Side Station
Worcester, Massachusetts 01602-0523

Dear Colleague:
I really need your help!
As we approach the year 2000, the home health industry will be facing increased
competition to find qualified workers from a shrinking workforce.

I am looking at this

problem and trying to devise proactive strategies to address industry concerns. This survey
is pan of a broader study — looking at human resource issues that should, when
implemented, enhance the desirability of employment in our industry. I am also interested in
learning about the human capital development needs of your organization.

Information

from the survey will be used for a dissertation at the University of Massachusetts / Amherst,
in subsequent journal articles, presentations and related academic and industry work.
As a person who has worked in and for the industry (currently a member of the government
affairs committees of the National Association for Home Care and the Home Health
Services and Staffing Association), I would consider it a great personal favor if you would

take a few minutes now to complete the survey and return it to me by January 21. To
ensure anonymity you need not include your name or agency name.

The resulting

information will be reported in an aggregate summary format. A postage paid envelope is
included for your convenience.
If you have any questions, I can be reached at (617) 266-3400, Ext. 2083 during the day
and (508) 757-2419 evenings. Again, thank you for your cooperation.

Jamesi A. Keefe, Jr.
ProWt Director
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HUMAN RESOURCES : 2000
HOME HEALTHCARE SURVEY

Survey Instructions
About this survey.
This survey is being conducted as part of a broader study. We are looking at human resource issues,
and what they mean to our industry and its workforce as we approach the year 2000. We are also
interested in the human capital development needs of your organization. The resulting information will
be used to make recommendations on strategies to positively impact future industry workforce needs.
Designed to be completed quickly, your anticipated cooperation is greatly appreciated. To ensure
anonymity you need not mclude vour name or agency name.

Who should complete this form?
This questionnaire should be filled out by the branch manager / director or the administrative person
responsible for human resource matters. Please forward this survey to the appropriate individual for
completion.

How should the form be completed?
•

.Answer only those questions that apply to your agency.

•

Most questions offer a list of appropriate answers. Please read all choices and fill in the
corresponding circle. Please Mark All Applicable Answers.

•

Use a number 2 pencil or pen with black ink. Erase cleaniv to change answer.

Correct Mark
O • O O O
Incorrect Marks
P Q or Q (fr.

I've completed the survey, now what?
Please return the completed survey by January 21 in the postage-paid envelope that has been provided.
Thank you for taking the time to complete the survey. Your opinion is very important and may result
in programs to enhance employment in the home healthcare field. Your additional comments and
suggestions are welcome and may be included on a separate sheet of paper.

<0 1994 James A. Keefe, Jr.
All Rigbti Reserved
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Do you believe the need for entry level positions in each of the following categories that do not
require a college education will increase or decrease in your agency by the year 2000?
increase
0

same
0

decrease
0

unsure

0

0

0

0

.

0

0

0

0

.

0

0

0

0

management assistants .

0

0

0

0

physical therapy assistants.

0

0

0

0

technical support.

0

0

0

0

other (specify)

0

0

0

0

home health aides..
homemaker

..

certified nurse assistants
office / clerical

0

Which specific positions requiring a college education will experience the largest increase in your
agency by the year 2000?
0 home health aides
0 homemaker
0 certified nurse assistant
0
0
0
0
0

office / clerical
management
physical therapy assistants
technical support
other (specify)_

3. Do entry level employees' skills generally exceed, match or fall short of your agency's needs?
college
education

no
college

exceed.

0

0

match .

0

0

fall short

.

0

0

not sure.

0

0

4. What traits, if any, do job applicants most lack in applying for employment with your agency?
college
education

no
college

basic skills.

0

0

job skills

.

0

0

communication skills.

0

0

relevant experience ..

0

0

positive attitude

.

0

0

problem solving skills.

0

0

reliability

.

0

0

none.

^

^

other (specify)_•

^

-
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5. Do you feel that your agency is experiencing a labor shortage? If so, is it more severe for entry
level positions which do not require a college education, for those which require one, or is it the
same for both catagories?
0 no labor shortage
0 shortage worse for positions
which do not require college

0 shortage worse for positions
which require a college
degree

0 shortage about the same for
both categories
0 uncertain / no opinion

6. What are the three most important skills necessary for entry level job applicants applying for
employment with your agency?
college
education

no
college

basic skills.

0

0

job skills

0

0

communication skills

0

0

relevant experience .

0

0

good attitude .

0

0

problem solving skills

0

0

reliability

.

0

0

nothing specific . . . .

0

0

other (specify)_

0

0

.

7. Is it your experience that job skills (other than government mandates) for positions in your
agency have increased, decreased, or stayed about the same over the LAST five years?
college
education

no
college

increase .

0

0

same . . .

0

0

decrease

0

0

no opinion

0

0

8. Based on your experience with current conditions, would you say that job skills will increase,
decrease or stay the same over the NEXT five years for entry level positions?
college
education

no
college

increase .

0

0

same . . .

0

0

decrease

0

0

no opinion

0

0

9. How would you rate human resource issues in your organization's internal issues agenda?
0 very high

0 high

0 neutral
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0 low

0 very low

10. Does your agency currently have any programs to upgrade skills for entry level employees?
college
education

no
college

reading, writing and / or math.

0

0

communications skills

.

0

0

.

0

0

adaptability.

0

0

problem solving.

0

0

self-direction.

0

0

career related training

0

0

.

0

0

diversity issues.

0

0

none.

0

0

other (specify)_

0

0

work habits

..

clinical skills improvement

11. For those programs which are directed at upgrading entry level workers' skills, which training
approach does your agency use?
0 in-house training department

0 trade / state associations

0 outside consultant

0 continuing education grants

0 colleges or universities

0 commercial or vocational schools

0 tuition reimbursement

0 other sources (specify)

0 community education agencies

1 2. What are the main sources for entry level workers who apply for positions which do not require
a college education, and how would you rate each in terms of their ability to serve your
agency's needs?
fair
0

poor
0

unsure
0

walk-ins. . . . .

0

good
0

state employment service. . . . .

0

0

0

0

0

.... . . . .

0

0

0

0

0

. . . . .

0

0

0

0

0

.. . . . .

0

0

0

0

0

job training programs. . . . .

0

0

0

0

0

newspaper advertisements. . . . .

0

0

0

0

0

high schools. . . . .

0

0

0

0

0

vocational / technical schools .... . . . .

0

0

0

0

0

other (specify)

0

0

0

0

0

excellent

private employment agencies
temporary services
community agencies
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1 3. What are the main sources for entry level workers who apply for positions which require a
college education, and how would you rate each in terms of their ability to serve your agency's
needs?
excellent

good

fair

poor

unsure

walk-ins.

0

0

0

0

0

state employment service . .

0

0

0

0

0

private employment agencies

0

0

0

0

0

temporary services

.

0

0

0

0

0

.

0

0

0

0

0

job training programs.

0

0

0

0

0

newspaper advertisements .

0

0

0

0

0

colleges.

0

0

0

0

0

other (specify)_

0

0

0

0

0

community agencies

14. In what ways, if any, is your agency currently working with educational institutions in activities
that affect individual students, classes or programs?
0 junior achievement
0 local school visits
0 adopt-a-school project
0 work study program
0 co-op education program
0 advisory councils
0 curriculum councils
0 college career fairs
0 my agency does not participate
0 other (specify)_

1 5. What are the most important human resource issues facing your company? Please be specific.
0 raising productivity

0 increasing the availability of applicants

0 improving skill level of work force

0 other (specify)

0 improving quality of applicants

-

0 rising benefit costs

1 6. Is your agency currently engaged in activities or programs that go beyond standard employment
hiring methods, such as job re-training, hiring handicapped individuals, etc.?
0 proactive minority recruiting
0 proactive handicapped recruiting
0 in-house training
0 adult / literacy programs
0 supported work programs
0 scholarships
0 none
0 other (specify)_
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1 7. Regardless of your agency's current activities regarding local educational institutions, what
optimal role can an organization play in helping to improve educational opportunities? If you
believe business / organizations should play no role at all, please say so.
0 work more actively with schools
0 form school / business partnerships
0 aid curriculum design
0 serve in advisory capacity
0 provide employment
0 conduct a career day
0 stress the importance of studying / education
0 provide financial assistance
0 keep good teachers in profession with incentives
0 mentor students
0 sponsor awards
0 offer scholarships or other student incentives
0 contribute to professional staff development
0 support a drop-out prevention program
0 provide healthcare related class materials
0 play no role
0 other (specify)_

18. What internal issues, at this time, have a higher priority to your organization than human
resource issues?
0 making a profit / exceeding budget goals
0 growth
0 other financial issues
0 cutting costs
0 improving quality of service
0 complying with regulatory red tape
0 excess paperwork
0 human resource issues are a priority with my organization
0 other (specify)_

For statistical purposes:
19. My position with the agency is:
0 branch manager / director
0 clinical director
0 human resource manager
0 administrative manager / assistant
0 other (specify)_

20. What region of the country is your office located in?
0 northeast

0 southeast

0 central
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0 northwest

0 west

0 southwest

Human Resources 2000 Survey Design

The survey was designed to:

•

determine the current and projected workforce needs in the home
health care industry;

•

determine supply sources of the current workforce;

•

determine the current strengths and weaknesses of the home
health care workforce;

•

determine the industry's current level of commitment to workforce
development; and

•

educate the industry regarding possible recruitment/educational
opportunities.

Both survey instruments were designed with Survey Pro
software by Apian Software Company, interim DOS release 1.1.
This program was chosen because of the ease of use and the
adaptability to scanning with an allied program called Remark OMR.
The Remark program did not ultimately work with Survey Pro, and
data entry was accomplished manually.
After discussing and testing the design with several
nurse/administrators at our corporate offices, I ran a pre-test with
thirty-three branch managers from around the country, attending a
training program at the Kimberly Quality Care corporate
headquarters in Boston. Based on their input, several minor
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adjustments were made to the survey instruments before there were
sent out.
The design of both surveys have also been reviewed by Ms.
Stacey Macek, Manager of the Customer Response Center for
Kimberly Quality Care and formerly Director of Surveys for ABT
Associates, Cambridge, Massachusetts. She states that "these
surveys will provide a comprehensive tool to evaluate the
effectiveness and utility of the current situations involving criminal
background checks and health care workforce development issues.
They both flow well and are methodical. They will accomplish their
desired result."35
There are approximately six thousand Medicare certified home
health agencies in the United States. To insure a random sample, I
obtained the list of the certified agencies, mailing to every other
agency on the list, within the continental United States. The list is
available from the Health Care Financing Administration, an agency
of the United States Department of Health and Human Services.
Further, to encourage the return of the survey, I included a
postage-paid return envelope in the survey packet, as well as
printing a "teaser" message on the outside of the survey packet.36
Survey returns generally run between 9 - 11% from the home health
care industry according to individuals who have previously

35

Memorandum from Stacey Macek to this researcher dated December 8, 1993 at Boston, MA.

36 Appendix D Survey packet mailer and return envelope.
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completed surveys, and I wanted to increase that yield in order to
insure a valid sample.
I have chosen Medicare certified agencies to survey because
they, as a condition of participation in the Medicare program must
have written personnel policies in place in order to be in
compliance. Further, some current scenarios for national health care
reform, state that Medicare conditions of participation be extended
to all health care entities.
Finally, interviews were conducted with industry leaders and
government officials to discuss both criminal background checks and
human capital development within the industry. The survey
instruments were modified so that they could be used as a guide for
a more in-depth discussion of these issues. Modifications involved
using specific survey questions as a guideline to initiate discussion
and keep it on track. The multiple choice sections were eliminated
for the telephone survey. The criminal background check interviews
also eliminated the initial qualifying questions which were to
establish familiarity with the background check procedures.
Targeted for interviews were national association executives,
focus group leaders (focus groups have been conducted in human
capital development areas by the National Association for Home
Care), major home health agency executives and government
officials concerned with both criminal background checks and human
capital development issues. Although they are participating in this
process as spokespersons for their respective organizations in an
industry related project, I will ask them to sign an informed consent
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form so that I may use material from the interviews in my
dissertation.37

Options for Interpretation and Analysis

Although this study is primarily concerned with the public
policy issue of criminal background checks as they effect home
health and supplemental staffing agencies, I will explore the
viability of extension of the assumptions to the entire health care
industry. This will be accomplished by using the data collected and
a though scanning of the limited but relevant literature, as well as
discussions with industry leaders.

Point of View

I have a vested interest in the outcome of this project.
Although I have been working on this project for a number of years,
I believe an objective analysis is possible given the availability of
data sets as a result of the two surveys, as well as information from
the interviews. It is my intent to constantly guard against drawing
conclusions that are not based on objective data. In areas that are
not so clearly delineated, there will be opportunities to lean toward
my biases. With the help of my dissertation committee and chair, I
believe that those instances will be minimal.

37 Appendix E, Informed Consent Form
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CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

Background

This study, is designed to answer several questions dealing
with the public policy issue of criminal background checks. First, is
there a problem in hiring health care workers? News accounts, some
examples of which are found in appendix B and have been
summarized earlier, as well as information from confidential
industry sources, suggests that the answer is yes. Second, are
current attempts by government agencies the best solution to the
problem? If the answer to this question is yes, then the industry
should support that approach. Many in the industry do not regard
this as the best approach and are attempting to craft a better
solution, in spite of the fact that the Home Health Services and
Staffing Association has abandon the project.
The legal patchwork created by differing state and county
legislation does not help the industry, and its effectiveness is
questionable. The Clearinghouse attempted to address this problem.
The answers to these questions and potential strategies
necessitated by the outcomes will affect the well being of not only
an industry, but of its employees and the patients under their care.
The rationale for a solution is compelling. Yet it is hard to achieve
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because negotiating strategies usually encourage a posture of noncooperation to see what might be gained for oneself. It is difficult
to understand why an idea that makes so much sense is so difficult
to implement.

Plan of the Study

In the states which have criminal background check laws in
effect, there are approximately 1768 home health agencies as of June
23, 1993 according to the Health Care Financing Administration’s
Bureau of Health Standards and Quality {Figure 4.1, next page).38
The three New York State counties add another 87 agencies to that
number. I sent out 880 Criminal Background Check Surveys to
every other agency listed in all states and counties list with the
exception of Ohio.
The original surveys as well as the informed consent forms
will be kept on file for three years and made available to bonafide
researchers.

38 My research indicates that a number of those agencies have discontinued doing business as home
health agencies.
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State

1

hha's as of
July 6, '92

hha's as of
June 23, '93

State

hha's as of
July 6, '92

hha's as of
June 23, '93

Alabama

130

145

Nevada

27

31

Alaska

10

12

New Hampshire

36

37

Arizona

68

82

New Jersey

56

55

Arkansas

181

194

New Mexico

58

63

California

410

478

New York

202

209

Colorado

123

132

North Carolina

135

142

Connecticut

104

017

North Dakota

32

Delaware

18

18

Florida

270

Georgia

31

!
|

Ohio

254

286

287

Oklahoma

97

135

80

82

Oregon

66

70

Hawaii

23

22

Pennsylvania

260

289

Idaho

33

43

Rhode Island

15

16

Illinois

260

280

South Carolina

57

59

Indiana

146

158

South Dakota

23

27

Iowa

156

164

Tennessee

244

241

Kansas

128

140

Texas

550

655

Kentucky

104

104

Utah

41

46

Louisiana

244

341

Vermont

13

13

Maine

22

23

Virginia

164

177

Maryland

75

74

Washington

55

54

Massachusetts

146

153

Wash., DC

14

14

Michigan

159

169

West Virginia

60

63

Minnesota

195

203

Wisconsin

154

164

Mississippi

79

79

Wyoming

40

44

Missouri

190

204

Guam

1

1

Montana

44

45

Puerto Rico

42

44

Nebraska

54

58

Virgin Islands

1

1

6149

6764

Total
Source: HCFA, Health Standards and Quality Bureau, 1994. ♦

Figure 4.1

Number of Home Health Agencies by State
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In Ohio I mailed the Criminal Background Check Survey to
every third address and the Human Resources 2000 Survey to the
others. The rationale is that the law, which took effect October
29,1993 narrowly limits the type of employee that must have his or
her record checked. Only prospective employees who will be
treating children, or will have children in their care, custody, or
control are subject to criminal record check requirements. Current
employees are not included in the requirements for a criminal record
check. The law does not assess a penalty for an agency that fails to
obtain a check. Therefore, the laws impact in Ohio is limited.
A total of 880 surveys were mailed to certified agencies across
the country. To date, 254 have been returned. A total of sixteen
telephone interviews were conducted with individuals from the same
universe.
Mr. Andrew Stern, a statistician and Director of research for
Connect Corporation of Providence, Rhode Island states that "with a
sample of 254, the chances are 95 in 100 that the survey result does
not vary by ± 7 from the results that would be obtained if interviews
had been conducted with all persons in the universe, represented by
the sample. Noting no significantly different responses between
early and late respondents, as well as similarities in the telephone
interviews conducted at a later date adds further credibility to the
survey results."
Figure 4.2 on the next page shows the geographic distribution
of the surveys returns. You will note that there were no returns
from Suffolk County, New York. Although the county passed a
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criminal background check statue, they have yet to implement it.
Figure 4.3 indicates the percentage distribution.

Counts

State or County:

Percents

State or County:

Florida

55

Florida

21.7

Indiana

41

Indiana

16.1

Ohio
Oklahoma
Rhode Island

6
21
4

Ohio

2.4

Oklahoma

8.3

Rhode Island

1.6

Texas

75

Texas

29.5

Virginia

27

Virginia

10.6

Washington

8

Washington

3.1

Suffolk Co.

0

Suffolk Co.

0.0

Erie Co.

5.5

Erie Co.

14

Onondaga Co.

2

Onondaga Co.

0.8

No Answer

1

No Answer

0.4

Totals

254

Totals

100.0

Forms

254

Forms

254

Figure 4.2 Geographic distribution of
survey returns

Figure 4.3 Distribution by percentage of
returned surveys
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Analysis of Data for Significance

The major query of this study is to determine if there is a need
for the National Health care Clearinghouse, or similar entity. To
answer this question we must look at a number of issues which when
clearly addressed, should make the answer to our question clear.
Issues include the effectiveness of existing background check
laws. The credibility and confidence level those laws generate. The
credibility of using a limited source of data for the check. The
potential for human capital development under existing laws. And
validation of the forgoing assumptions.
Our survey indicates basic familiarity with the various state
mandated procedures and forms by those people in the respective
home health agencies responsible for carrying out the provisions of
the criminal background check laws.39 If there are problems, they
must be inherent in the systemic application of the laws.

Overview of Existing Laws

•

Florida

Chapter 400.497 of the Florida Statue and Chapter

10D-68 of the Florida Administrative Code require that home
health agencies perform criminal background checks on home
health agency personnel. It has become increasingly evident
that no effective state system has been implemented to carry
39 See Appendix F Familiarity with mandated background check procedure; Appendix G State
background check request forms.
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out requirements of this section of the law in an accurate and
timely manner. Two checks are required. One by the Florida
agency for Health Care Administration is for a elderly abuse
background check. The other, conducted by the Florida
Department of Law Enforcement is for a criminal history
check. The total cost for both checks is $21.00. Currently,
there are attempts by the Florida legislature to address some of
the deficiencies.

•

Indiana

Application is made to the Indiana Central

Repository for Criminal History Information for potential
employees in the home health industry. Limited criminal
history information will be released to non-criminal justice
agencies or individuals. Limited criminal history information
is defined as all arrests, indictments, information or other
formal criminal charges less than one year old but only those
arrests, indictments, information or other formal criminal
charges over one year old that include a final disposition.
Application is made to the Indiana State Police, accompanied
by a $7.00 fee per request. The search is made of the state
repository only.

•

Ohio

Effective on October 29, 1993, the State of Ohio is

requiring criminal record checks for any prospective employee
who will be caring for a child in the course of his or her
employment. Agencies must make arraignments with a local
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law enforcement agency to have the prospective employee
fingerprinted. If the employee can prove Ohio residency for 5
years the check is done in the state repository by the Ohio
Bureau of Criminal Identification. If the employee cannot
prove the five year residency requirement, the Ohio agency
will arrange an FBI check for an additional charge. The cost
of the Ohio check is $15.00, plus the cost of the fingerprint
form.

•

Oklahoma

Effective January 1, 1992 Oklahoma Statue Title

63§1-1950.1 mandates investigation of applicants seeking
nurses aides positions and authorizes arrest records checks for
applicants and employees of health care providers such as
home health agencies. The Oklahoma State Bureau of
Investigations will conduct the check for a fee of $10.00.
People cannot be hired on a permanent basis in Oklahoma
before the check is completed.

•

Rhode Island

House bill 8681, passed in July of 1992

amended a law passed a year earlier requiring criminal
background check to be state-wide in scope rather than
national. Rhode Island requires that an employee request the
background check of the local law enforcement or state police
agency, and have that information transmitted to the
prospective employer. The cost of the criminal background
check is borne by the employee.
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•

Texas

Effective September 1, 1993, persons convicted of

certain crimes may not be employed in most facilities and
agencies providing care of the disabled and aged. Therefore,
criminal history checks on applicants for employment must be
performed prior to an offer of permanent employment, except
on an emergency basis. The cost for the check is $1.00 per
name. If one person uses two or three names (maiden, aliases,
etc.) the cost becomes two or three dollars per person. The
form is submitted to the Texas Department of Health. If there
is no reply within 60 days the agency assumes that there is no
criminal history problem.

•

Virginia

On July 1, 1992, home care agencies, nursing

homes, homes for adults and adult day care centers are
required to request criminal record checks from the Central
Criminal record exchange of the Virginia State Police within
30 days of hiring a new employee. The law bans employment
of persons convicted of certain offenses. Upon employment,
the agency is required to obtain from the employee a sworn
statement as to whether or not the applicant has been convicted
or charges pending regarding certain "barrier crimes." Charges
for this service are $10.00.

•

Washington

Washington state law requires all employees,

contractors, and volunteer who work with developmentally
disabled persons in community programs to be cleared through
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a Criminal History Check prior to beginning service. The
intent is to protect developmentally disabled persons from
potential harm or abuse from individuals who may have been
convicted of criminal acts by a court of law in Washington or
other jurisdictions. The Washington State Patrol,
Identification and Criminal History Section is responsible for
carrying out the mandate of the law for the agency. The fee of
$10.00 is required for each criminal history check.

•

Suffolk County, New York

The Suffolk County Legislature

passed a law in 1989 requiring criminal background checks for
home care workers. It required that prospective health care
workers be fingerprinted and checked through the county
repository. Because of a large number of legal issues raised
by providers, including an issue of unequal application of the
law, and the high cost of effecting the checks, the law has
never been enacted.

•

Erie County, New York

Erie county's legislature passed a

criminal background check law which became effective 1986.
The search is a name check conducted by the Erie County
Central Police Services. This check is only of county records.
Although criminal background checks are only required of
those caregivers who are paid through county generated funds,
practically agencies have all caregivers checked.

ill

The law has been amended several times and in an effort not to
have fingerprint requirements, the home care agencies have
agreed to participate in a county-sponsored registry which is
now in process of implementation.
An adverse consequence of the checks, according to a
telephone interviewee, is that the home care agency receives
more information than they need or should have. Complaints
to the county Police Services agency has resulted in
indifference regarding this problem.

•

Onondaga County, New York

Onondaga County's law was

originally passed in 1989 and amended in 1991. It requires
fingerprinting of home health aides, a requirement that
currently costs between $60 and $70 per background check.
The fingerprint card is then forwarded to New York Division
of Criminal Justice Services, the state repository in Albany for
screening. The process takes approximately eight weeks,
sometimes longer depending on the repository's case load. A
deputy sheriff working with the program for the Onondaga
County Sheriffs Department feels that the program does a
good job of averting potential problems, recognizing the
programs limitations because of the limited source issue.

•

California

Although California is not part of this study, it

is of note that in 1992 California passed a law which requires
that licensed community care facilities, licensed residential
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care facilities for the elderly and licensed child care facilities
perform criminal background checks on employees and
prospective employees. The law prohibits facilities from
employing any individual who has engaged in conduct inimical
to the health, welfare or safety of an individual receiving
services from such facilities.

Problems with Existing Laws

Criminal background check laws must be administered in an
effective manner if the home health care agencies are to adhere to
them properly. As mentioned previously, the survey indicates that
home health agency personnel are familiar with existing criminal
background check laws. However, problems have occurred
throughout all the states that profoundly affect the integrity of these
laws.
The existing background check laws run into two major areas
of problems, service and effectiveness. Although these problems are
related, the service component of the criminal background check
laws will be discussed first.
Service is a major issue throughout the home health care
industry when it comes to criminal background checks. Response
time to background check requests is a major complaint. In too
many cases there is no response at all. Moreover, according to the
survey, 44.5 percent of the states or counties lack a problem
resolution procedure.
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Take for example, an agency in Florida that submitted 136
requests over a period of several months. At the time of the survey,
sixteen responses were still outstanding with the range of the delays
running from 2 months to 17 months. As a result, the agency
received a Statement of Deficiency under the licensure law for
failing to have approval letters for two hired individuals on file. In
both cases, a record check was requested but never received.
Ironically, the censure was from the very same government agency to
whom the requests for criminal history checks were sent.
A second Florida agency complained that they experienced
delays of two to six months, while a third agency cited twelve weeks
as the normal response time. The variety of response times is due to
the way the requests are handled. All Florida background check
requests are funneled through the department's regional offices.
Figure 4.4 shows that a majority of Florida agencies responding to
the survey rate the background check program as fair to poor.

excellent
very good
good
fair
poor
unacceptable
No Answer
0
Note: Frequencies on 55 forms.

40%

Figure 4.4 Florida home health agencies satisfaction level
with administration of criminal background check program
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It is worse in Texas, where the agencies have no way of
knowing if the check has been completed or the request ever
received by the law enforcement department. In this state an agency
may assume a check has been completed and the results negative, if
a reply is not received within 60 days. Some agencies claim they
have never received a reply from the department. Figure 4.5
demonstrates the Texas home health agencies lack of satisfaction
with the administration of their background check program.

excellent
very good
good
fair
poor
unacceptable
No Answer
25%

0
Note: Frequencies on 75 forms.

Figure 4,5 Texas home health agencies satisfaction level
with administration of criminal background check program

Suffolk County, New York passed a criminal background
statute in 1989. To date the statute has never been implemented.
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Every state reported response delays in both the survey and
follow-up interviews.40

The problems that these delays create will

be discussed late in this chapter.
Criminal background checks are very costly, especially
considering the industry's demographics and turnover rates. The
fees charged for service, in light of the delays, provoke further
agency dissatisfaction. Florida's fee per request is $21.00 .
The effectiveness of current criminal background checks
themselves is the second issue that needs addressing. Over and
above the delays, if the information finally provided is not complete,
the background check may prove to be almost worthless. If this is
the case, the purpose of the statutes is severely undermined.
To understand the problem, it is necessary to look at how the
criminal background information is compiled. In most cases records
are kept at two levels, the state and county. The information from
either level alone will have weaknesses; in fact, the strengths of one
offsets the weaknesses of the other. The state system will be
examined first.
Each state, except Nevada, has a central repository containing
certain criminal justice case histories. In addition, individual
counties and many metropolitan areas maintain their own records of
cases from their criminal justice courts and authorities.
Records on individuals who have been subject to the state's
criminal justice system are kept in an officially state maintained

40

Appendix H Home health agencies satisfaction levels with state criminal background check programs.
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repository. With the advent of more sophisticated computerized data
systems, the states' job of collecting and maintaining the records in a
systematic way is becoming easier, but shear volume remains an
obstacle. The strength of this system is its ability to provide a
statewide criminal history on an individual.
The repository, is designed and set up to act as a
clearinghouse to maintain and disseminate necessary information
upon request. However, it must rely totally on other state
government institutions and agencies for its information. The
repository takes no part in the actions of filing, prosecuting or
enforcing criminal actions. This is done by county prosecutors, law
enforcement officials and district attorneys. The cases are tried in
district courts and county courts. The sentences are enforced by
correction officials. All these groups supply some or all of their
records to the repository.
A weakness of the state system may be structural. A state
repository's data base may actually be smaller than the sum of those
of its counties. One reason can be what a state requires to be
reported. The states do not have uniform reporting requirements.
There are a variety of reasons for a state not to maintain all
records. A state repository may be designed for a specific purpose.
Its counties may be instructed to send only the records of the most
serious felonies to the state and to maintain the complete records
themselves.
Another weakness in internal. It concerns the processing of
the volumes of records collected from all sources. This volume also
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contributes to the delays in response time experienced by the
agencies.
A third weakness concerns the timing of receipt of the
documents from the counties and their comprehensives. The internal
problems of reporting to the state repository may drive counties to
employ shortcuts in order to manage the burden. These shortcuts
might be in the form of reporting to the repository only once a
month, and/or not reporting crimes below a particular class or level.
The result, in either case, undermines the effectiveness of the
information available through the state at any particular time.
There are also other factors that contribute to making the
centralized records less complete or reliable on the state level.
Cases pending or awaiting final dispositions may not be accessible.
Then there is the lag time between the physical entry of a record on
the county level and its inclusion in the state record.
The end result is at the time of a criminal background check
request, the state may be able to provide a broad but not necessarily
complete picture of an individual's criminal history.
In spite of the above weaknesses, the strength of a
background check on this level is that no single county will have the
range of information that may be found in the state repository.
Society is mobile. The state, culling multi-county records, can
provide the needed range of information.
Yet, because of the volume of records needing to be
processed at the state level, and the timing of judicial dispositions,
more information on an individual may be obtained through a search
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at the county level. A county reports only on its own cases and
adjudication gleaned from its courts and officials. Counties
naturally have knowledge of all the cases pending in their courts and
receive the disposition records immediately after the judgments are
entered. In many cases, the counties can provide more in-depth
information than can be obtained through the state.
Another advantage of county searches is that they are able to
process requests faster than the state. They are able to do this
largely because they are willing to answer phone requests.
Currently not a single state repository will accept telephone
requests, while, in contrast, over 1500 counties across the country
will provide this service. Telephone requests can be faster and less
costly.
Moreover, criminal background checks on a county level can
be processed faster is because of volume. A county clerk will
handle fewer requests and have fewer records to search through than
a state repository official, so that even mail response times are
shortened.
When going back and looking at satisfaction levels recorded
in the survey, these factors may very well be the reason for the
higher ratings recorded for Erie County. In Onondaga County the
satisfaction level is reduced not because of the response time, which
is fast, but because of the expense involved.
The county approach, while being more able to offer
responses in a more timely manner and in greater depth than the
state, still has drawbacks that have to be considered.
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One of the weaknesses is the state's strength - breadth. In
many cases an individual, whose criminal history is being
researched, will have resided in a number of locations within the
state. These may include several different counties, all of which can
complicate a record check in two separate, but related ways.
First, the task of making sure criminal justice records are
checked in every county in which the individual lived, no matter
when or how short a period. This can be complex and tedious even
in cases where all the addresses are known; but is even more when
some of the addresses are unknown. There may be cases where more
than one county has jurisdiction over an individual at one particular
time. For instance, the individual might have lived in one county,
traveled through another to get to work, and yet worked still in a
different jurisdiction.
Second, the room for delay, error or omission is increased in
direct proportion to the number of checks that are required. It takes
time to contact all the different counties involved. The varying
response times from the counties further complicates the compilation
of the histories. There may also be errors in identification or
transcription.
Finally, the matter of cost must be considered. If each county
charges a fee, the cost of doing a thorough check on a single
individual who has a multi-county history may be staggering.
The conclusion that can be drawn is that to do effective
criminal background checks no one approach can be used
exclusively. Both the state repository and the county systems have
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their strengths and weaknesses, but together they can complement
each other. The counties offer depth, the state offers breadth. Both
are crucial. However, as mentioned, the cost of doing both would be
very expensive, based on current state and county fee structures.
Consequently, current state and county background check
laws are flawed because of the inherent weaknesses and gaps
resulting in each. The states are not uniform in their servicing of
criminal history check requests. This lack of uniformity creates
additional issues to be discussed in the next section of this chapter.
A second problem is the credibility of a search if is narrow or
limited in scope. The mobility issued raised on the county level
broadens with ever increasing interstate travel and moves. The
search on a single state repository level or on the county may not be
enough. This will also be discussed further in the next section.
These problems, combined with the economics of doing wider
searches through state and county agencies and departments, stress
the need for an alternate approach.

Data Supports Need for Alternative Approach

Because of current manpower needs within the home health
care and supplemental staffing industry, it is not possible to defer
hiring entry level personnel. Besides the obvious necessity of
immediate need, the industry competes for entry level personnel with
fast food restaurants, retail stores, etcetera, that are not operating
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under mandated hiring requirements. To delay the hiring of such
personnel would cripple the industry's ability to staff for its needs.
Figure 4.6 shows that a full 77.2 percent of the industry nationwide,
employ individuals before receipt of the criminal history check.
Eliminating Ohio, which is just beginning its limited program and
Erie County, where checks are conducted only in the county, the
dissatisfaction level is much higher. Individuals who have had
problems with the law in the past have a window of opportunity to
do harm prior to the home health agencies receipt of the criminal
background history information.

Percents
Overall
State or County:
Florida
Indiana
Ohio
Oklahoma
Rhode Island
Texas
Virginia
Washington
Erie Co.
Onondaga Co.
No Answer

yes
77.2

no
21.7

92.7

5.5
26.8
83.3
38.1
25.0
13.3
11.1
12.5
92.9
0.0
0.0

68.3
16.7
61.9
75.0
86.7
88.9
87.5
7.1
100.0
100.0

No
Answer
1.2
1.8
4.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

T otals
100.0

Forms
254

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

55
41
6
21
4
75
27
8
14
2
1

Figure 4.6 Individuals employed prior to receipt of a criminal history check
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Individuals who want to avoid discovery have only to move
from state to state, or county to county to avoid detection.
Moreover, they could be employed in a state that does not require
criminal background checks to avoid the possibility of detection
altogether.
If we are committed to the philosophy of doing criminal
background checks for protection of the public and our clients, this
piecemeal approach is just not working. Figure 4.7, page 124 shows
general user dissatisfaction with the current laws as they are written
and applied. Figure 4.8, page 125 shows that users believe that the
laws are not doing an adequate job of protecting the public.
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Figure 4.8 User belief that current laws are not doing what was intended

Criminal Conviction Statistics

The most damning piece of evidence comes from the statistics
regarding "hits" from the survey.

A recent survey of 31,571 applicants with various companies,
across the United States was completed.41 The survey showed:

•

4.3% of the applicants had at least one criminal conviction.
(1367 individuals had 2708 convictions.)

•

88% of those convicted of a crime, falsified the employment
applications when asked if s/he had been convicted of a crime.

•

Approximately 48% of those convicted, committed a crime
serious enough that Kimberly Quality Care, and most other home
health agencies would not hire and place the individual in a
home, unsupervised.

•

92% of those convicted were convicted of a misdemeanor and
8% were convicted of a felony.

The terms felony and misdemeanor may or may not be
representative of the actual crime since charges are often "plea
bargained." In the study of 2708 convictions there were felonies and
misdemeanors for battery, robbery, breaking and entering,
embezzlement, sex crimes, theft and more. There were even

41 Random national survey conducted by Equifax Services, Inc., Atlanta, GA. Completed in January of

1992.
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misdemeanors for manslaughter. While there is no rule felonies tend
to be more serious than misdemeanors or the criminal activity has
been committed more than once, in areas of more dense populations,
with the associated crowded courts, tend to have more "bargaining"
occurring and therefore more felony arrests turn into misdemeanor
convictions.
Kimberly Quality Care's pilot study resulted in a "hit ratio"
(conviction rate) of approximately 4.5%.42 Kimberly Quality Care
however, has more stringent hiring procedures, including background
checking requirements than standard industry practice.
In another study, a representative nationwide sample of former
employees who had left a company, either voluntarily or
involuntarily, within the previous six months was examined.43
Verification of the information supplied on the initial employment
application as well as a criminal record check, pervious employment
and license verification were the information components validated.
Entry level employees of the company studied closely profile
the entry level workforce of the home health care and supplemental
staffing industry.
The company studied employs nearly 100,000 people in over
750 locations. Their turnover rate exceeds 60%. Therefore they
hire in excess of 60,000 annually.

42 Conducted for Kimberly Quality Care by Jane Van Ella Associates of Chicago. A random sample of
500 applicants for employment with KQC nationwide was used.
43 This study was completed in the Fall of 1992 by a large personnel services company for a major
company in the healthcare industry.
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The results, based on extrapolated data showed that:

•

16,275 applicants were identified having information that would
result in a decisional hiring process

•

4,557 employees involved direct correlation with separation
decision.

The decisional information involved concerned:

Employment

•

Left without notice

•

suspected drug use

•

possible client abuse

•

application falsification

•

not eligible for rehire

•

displaying a hostile attitude

•

theft

Criminal Records

•

driving under the influence

•

forgery

•

robbery

•

theft

•

child molestation
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•

burglary

•

fugitive

•

from justice

•

manslaughter

•

impersonating a public servant

License

•

invalid license

•

professional license in bad standing

The hires that were considered problematic in this study
reached 32%. The number of employees with a direct correlation
between information discover as a result of the background check
and the reason for their separation from employment was 7 percent.
In our survey, the question was asked specifically the number
of applicants rejected because of an adverse criminal record check
on a per month basis. The survey also request the number of people
applying for employment with that agency on a monthly basis.
Our survey showed that the County checks and states such as
Virginia ,Washington and Indiana do reject a limited number of
applicants on a monthly basis. On the other end of the spectrum,
Texas and Florida seldom reject individuals based on these checks.
The aggregate rejection rate, from those agencies responding, is
.035%. Figure 4.9, next page, discloses rejection rates on a stateby-state and county-by-county basis.
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Number of
replies

Number of
applicants*

Number of
applicants
rejected

Percentage of
"hits"

Florida

55

6063.5

52.53

.008%

Indiana

41

5310

183.9

.034%

6

480

24

.050%

21

2048.5

51

.024%

4

3600

6

.001%

Texas

75

9454

376.4

.039%

Virginia

27

2580

142.5

.005%

Washington

8

1866

41.5

.022%

Suffolk County

0

0

0

0

Erie County

4406

397

.090%

Onondaga County

14
2

360

3.5

.009%

Totals

253

36.168

1278.33

State

Ohio
Oklahoma
Rhode Island

!

.035%

* forms on which applicant numbers are discernible.

Figure 4.9 Percentage of job applicants rejected based on state and county
criminal background checks.

The number of agencies that responded that "we have never
had a rejection based on criminal records checks" and "we have
never even had a reply" are alarming. An attempt to have
spokespersons from several of the state/county agencies statutorily
responsible from carrying out the mandates of these laws speak "on
the record" proved to be unsuccessful. One state police official did
tell me "off the record" that because of serious manpower shortages
in his department, that this was not a priority item, and they ran the
checks, of the states' repository, when they had the opportunity. He
did not feel that this was adequate, but claimed that they were doing
the best they could.
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The Chief of Police of the Worcester Police Department was
willing to discuss criminal background checks and the difficulties
with partially completed checks. Chief Edward Gardella states that
to do a through check is a very expensive proposition, even for a law
enforcement agency with statutory access to sources that private
parties do not have. Many times the check involves personnel
following up on incomplete or erroneous information. He said.
To do a check of a limited source, such as a state or
county repository is not only ineffective, it gives the
public a false sense of security and potentially short
changes the subject of investigation because of the lack of
complete or in some cases creditable information. An
NCIC check is the logical place to start if an attempt is
going to be made to do an effective job.44
John M. Flynn, Sheriff of Worcester County and
Superintendent of the Worcester County Jail and House of
Correction goes even further. He stated during an interview with
this researcher that,
legal access to necessary information is so disparate from
state to state, that it actually hinders a comprehensive
investigation. Because of the barriers that exist, whether it
be for health care positions or otherwise, a system must be
devised where those applying for sensitive positions can be
screened through or in conjunction with our present law

44 National Crime Information Center, see 22.
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enforcement network. This would allow a higher degree of
reliance and have less chance for erroneous information.
Follow-up telephone interviews with association members,
randomly chosen in the various states conducting criminal history
checks, reinforced a lack of credibility of the background check
program. Using the survey as a guide, after having the informed
consent returned via fax, we would discuss in more depth the
satisfaction portion of the survey. Even though agency personnel
rated the "concept" of criminal background checks good, they had
serious doubts as to their validity. Four interviewees stated that the
checks were "good compared to nothing."
Figure 4.10, page 133 addresses the question of accuracy. The
results of my telephone interviews, coupled with the statistical
results of those agencies reporting "hits" indicate that this is more
wishful thinking then reality.

Screening Deters Some Potential Applicants

One of the factors that needs further investigation is the role
that screening plays in deterring potential job seekers that have had
problems with the law. People who prey on the elderly and children
are drawn to jobs that give them the opportunity to interact with
their potential victims. Our survey indicates that in most cases,
even through 69.3% of our respondents said that the state did not
provide them with explanatory materials regarding the mandated
background checks, more than half do inquire about the individuals
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background with regard to past problems with the law and 63.8%
require a written consent form.
One interviewee stated that an applicant came into her office
seeking a job. During the course of the initial application process,
when the background check law was explained, he excused himself
to get some information from his automobile. He never returned.
The percentage who are deterred from seeking jobs because of
the checks would not in itself explain the great discrepancy between
what I believe "hits" should be based on three studies and what they
actually are based on my survey.

The Conclusions

Based on data and information gathered from four surveys and
telephone interviews, none of the criminal background laws
currently mandated in the various states and counties are effective in
protecting the public or the home health care and supplemental
staffing industries clients. While there may be a limited deterrent
value in the knowledge that background checks are performed, the
cost versus the degree of protection does not appear to be a good
monetary investment nor is it good public policy.
If states and counties are not willing to make an additional
investment in terms of manpower and money to upgrade their current
programs, and mandate that checks be done on a national level, an
alternative approach must be considered. The need for an
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alternative approach is compelling since currently mandated criminal
background check methodology is so flawed.
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CHAPTER 5

RECOMMENDATIONS

State and county criminal background check mandates on
health care workers, as currently constructed, are ineffective at best.
Because of funding concerns, opportunities to create community and
foster workforce development through these programs are
nonexistent.
Programmatic alternatives offer opportunities to advance a
broader industry agenda of well trained, competent, and trustworthy
workers. Although this study was narrowly framed to look at the
public policy issues regarding criminal background checks, the aim
is to look at ways of turning what some may interpret as a negative
agenda into a positive agenda.
The next issue then becomes the flexibility and opportunities
of working with the governance of the National Health care
Clearinghouse in order to influence the direction of that project to
fulfill industry goals. Economics seems to indicate a narrowing of
scope and hence strictly public safety, negligent hiring focus.

The National Healthcare Clearinghouse

As previously mentioned, the executive director and HHSSA
board clearinghouse task force had been working with vendors on
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the proposal and variations for the better part of 1993, in order to
define services and fees. At its board meeting in the beginning of
December 1993, the board met in executive session, and after
limited discussion, voted to discontinue the project.
Mancur Olson states that
the idea that groups tend to act in support of their group
interests is supposed to follow logically from this widely
accepted premise of rational, self-interested behavior.
But it is not in fact true that the idea that groups will act
in their self-interest follows logically from the premise
of rational and self interested behavior. It does not
follow, because all of the individuals in a group would
gain if they achieved their group objective.45
The pricing of the background checks and other value-added
services would not reduce the costs to the largest companies.
Therefore the only companies that would "gain" would be the
smaller companies, and that would lessen the economies of scale for
the larger players. This, I believe was a major reason for the
decision not to proceed, although it was never stated.
Although there is disagreement as to the speed in which these
laws will be passed, and to their comprehensivness, the current
thinking is that the industry will be required by an increasing
number of states to do these checks. It would follow then that a
proactive strategy to reduce costs and the administrative burden

45 Mancur Olson, The Logic of Collective Action (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1971) 2.
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would be in the industry's collective best interest. That line of
reasoning does not seem to have prevailed in this case, strengthening
the Olson paradigm.
Although the vendors were notified of the boards decision by
letter in late December 1993, the decision has never been publicly
acknowledged. The disposition of the corporate clearinghouse entity
is unknown at this time. In view of the policy direction the program
seemed to be taking, the dissolution of the project may prove to be
beneficial in the long term.

Survey Served to Identify Those Interested in the Issues

The two survey instruments, although unintended, served as a
means of identifying a number of people across the country
interested in both issues. The criminal background check survey
elicited more interest because of the immediacy of the subject and
the costs involved. A number of people have come forward
interested in forging a solution to what many perceive as a growing
problem.
Fewer individuals responded directly to me regarding the
workforce development survey. This I believe is understandable,
because of the nature of this industry. Many agencies still operate
as a cottage industry, with more concern spent on filling shifts than
on workforce development. It is up to the larger and more
progressive companies in the industry to take the lead on this issue.
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Five individuals have come forward, eager to work together to
craft a strategy that will insure our goals into the next century. The
recommendation section of this chapter will address ways of dealing
with the interest generated by both issues.

A Look at Future Workforce Needs

The United State Department of Labor has stated that health
care is the largest growth industry, with employment opportunities
projected to grow faster than any other segment of the health
industry.46 Their projection was made of the basis of historical
growth and projected needs. The Monthly Labor Review states that
"This relatively young industry makes up about 4 percent of health
services employment, and has had the highest annual percentage
growth rates (albeit from a small base) of any health services
component in recent years. It added 160,000 jobs between January
1988 and December 1991, growing by 75 percent. Home health care
is receiving increased levels of public funding because it is
perceived as being less expensive (in broad terms) to deliver care in
the home than to treat the patient in an institutional setting.
The first definitive study of the home health care workforce
and projected needs is the Human Resources 2000 —Home Health
care Survey undertaken by this researcher to explore educational
development strategies as part of this project.
46 George Silvestri and John Lukasiewicz, "Occupational Employment Projections", Monthly Labor
Review, (Washington, DC: Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, November 1991).
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Human Resources 2000 Survey

There were approximately 6706 home health agencies in the
contiguous United States as of June 23, 1993 according to the Health
Care Financing Administration's Bureau of Health Standards and
Quality.47 A total of 2473 surveys were mailed to certified agencies
across the country. To date, 640 have been returned (Figure 5.1). A
total of twelve telephone interviews were conducted with individuals
from the same universe. A lower than expected return from the
western region may be attributable to the occurrence of a major
earthquake at the time the survey would have been received.
The original surveys as well as the informed consent forms
will be kept on file for three years and made available to bonafide
researchers.

northeast
southeast
central
northwest
west
southwest
No Answer
0
Note: Frequencies on 640 forms.
Figure 5.1 Geographic distribution of responses to
Survey 2000

47 Figure 4.1, 104
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40%

Mr. Andrew Stern, a statistician and Director of Research for
Connect Corporation of Providence, Rhode Island states that "with a
sample of 640, the chances are 95 in 100 that the survey result does
not vary by ± 4 percent from the results that would be obtained if
interviews had been conducted with all persons in the universe,
represented by the sample. Noting no significantly different
responses between early and late respondents, as well as similarities
in the telephone interviews conducted at a later date adds further
credibility to the survey results."
The survey reinforced Department of Labor projections, while
zeroing in on specific industry needs. For example. Figure 5.2 and
Figure 5.3, (next page) show regionally projected workforce needs,
estimated by agency managers and human resource personnel, in two
key vocational classifications.

Counts

increase

same

decrease

Overall

562

55

11

northeast

153

11

southeast

89

unsure

Totals

Forms

3

631

640

2

0

166

167

19

1

2

111

115

212

17

5

1

235

236

northwest

25

2

1

0

28

28

west

36

1

1

0

38

38

southwest

45

5

1

0

51

54

central

Figure 5.2 Projected need for home health aides by region
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Counts

increase

Overall

406

79

11

northeast

104

14

southeast

78

same

decrease

unsure

Totals

Replies

45

541

541

3

15

136

136

17

2

7

104

104

161

31

2

12

206

206

northwest

17

2

1

2

22

22

west

21

4

3

5

33

33

southwest

23

11

0

4

38

38

central

Figure 5.3 Projected need for physical therapy assistants by region

The survey also identified the three traits applicants lack most
in applying for employment with agencies. More than half
responded that applicants lacked communications skills, 49.53%
identified problem-solving skills and 41.53% felt reliability was an
issue.
Conversely, 55.16% respondents list reliability, 50.94% good
attitude and 48.75% communication skills as "the most important
skills necessary for entry level job applicants applying for
employment with your agency." There is an obvious need to do a
better job preparing this workforce. These results are also
consistent with current literature.
The survey also indicates that most managers have seen an
increased demand for better skill levels in the past five years
(.Figure 5.4, page 143) and project that trend to continue in the next
five years (Figure 5.5, page 143).
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increase
college
education

no
college

No
Answer

66.56

60.16

22.34

northeast

65.87

61.08

24.55

southeast

68.70

63.48

19.13

*

115

central

65.68

59.75

22.03

#

236

northwest

71.43

75.00

17.86

#

28

west

60.53

52.63

26.32

#

38

southwest

70.37

50.00

22.22

#

54

No Answer

50.00

50.00

50.00

*

2

Percents
Overall

Totals
*

*

Forms
640
167

Note: *More than one answer allowed.

Figure 5.4 Have job skills (other than government mandates)
for positions in your agency increased, decreased, or stayed the
same over the LAST five years?

increase
no
college

No
Answer

79.69

73.12

11.41

Totals
*

northeast

77.84

71.26

13.77

*

167

southeast

80.00

76.52

10.43

*

115

central

81.78

74.15

9.75

#

236

northwest

78.57

75.00

7.14

*

28

west

76.32

68.42

10.53

#

38

southwest

79.63

70.37

16.67

*

54

No Answer

50.00

50.00

0.00

#

2

Percents
Overall

college
education

Forms
640

Note: *More than one answer allowed.

Figure 5.5 Based on your experience and current conditions,
will job skills for positions in your agency increase, decrease, or
stay the same over the NEXT five years?
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Of the agencies which responded to the survey, very few have
programs designed to upgrade entry level employees skills other than
in the area of clinical skills. 64.38% have improvement programs
for college educated applicants and 55.94% offer clinical skill
training for those without college. It should be noted that many
non-college level entry positions do minimal clinically related work,
such as homemakers.
The survey found that most agencies (83.75%) use in-house
training departments (Figure 5.6). There appears to be an
opportunity here to affect programs directly with the agencies.

in-house training dept,
outside consultant
colleges or universities
tuition reimbursement
community ed. agencies
trade / state association
continuing ed. grants
commercial or voc schools
other sources
No Answer
100%

0
Note: Frequencies on 640 forms. More than one answer
allowed.
Figure 5.6 Training approaches used by agencies upgrading entry level
workers9 skills
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Most respondents felt that there are opportunities to work with
educational institutions to upgrade entry level workers skills and
improve the workforce in general (.Figure 5.7). The problem is lack
of a strategic plan, and the problems of day-to-day operations, which
do not allow smaller agencies to engage in this type of planning.

PERCENTS
Serve in an advisory capacity

53.28%

Mentor students

47.19%

Contribute to professional staff development

43.44%

Work more actively with schools

41.56%

Provide healthcare related class materials

38.75%

Aid curriculum design

37.19%

Conduct a career day

35.62%

Provide employment

34.06%

Form school/business partnerships

33.75%

Stress the importance of studying/education

25.00%

Offer scholarships or other student incentives

24.84%

Provide financial assistance

19.38%

Keep good teachers in profession with incentives

15.78%

Sponsor awards

12.50%

Support a drop-out prevention program

9.38%

Play no role (12)

1.88%

Other (12)

1.88%

No answer (11)

1.72%

640

Forms

Figure 5.7 What role can an organization play in helping to improve
educational opportunities for the entry level workforce.
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One of the basic issues will be funding of such a project, to
develop a plan. In discussions with industry leaders, the concept is
wholeheartedly accepted. Implementation will be the problem unless
creative funding can be developed. The Human Resources 200
Survey contains a wealth of information which can be used as the
basis of developing such a plan. I believe that "creative funding" is
available.

The Plans Come Together

Concurrent with my work within the industry on the question
of criminal background checks, I have been working on Capitol Hill
in Washington, DC to garner interest and support on the issue.
Based on my recommendations. Senator William Cohen of Maine
amended a bill he authored, Senate Bill 1607, which provides access
to the national criminal information data banks for children, to
include the elderly and disabled.48 I am in the process of working
with his staff now to develop specific language to allow a non-profit
entity, which would be open to the entire health care industry,
access to the information.
The current cost of such a "name check" by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation is $1.50. The Cohen bill has been included in the
crime package and is currently in conference committee. I have

48 Appendix I Senate Bill 1607, To control and prevent crime.
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been assured by the Senator staff and my contacts on the House side
that the language will remain intact.

Programmatic Recommendations

I am recommending, then a national program of screening and
registration of all health care employees that provides safeguards for
patients by permitting organizations to screen applicants for
employment to identify those who have been found guilty of serious
crimes, without the ineffective, costly and time consuming approach
of fingerprinting and criminal records searches as mandated in
certain states and counties.

More specifically, a National Health care Resource Center should:
•

Require non-licensed applicants for employment to provide
employment histories, references and information regarding past
convictions for enumerated serious crimes;

•

Prohibit hiring of individuals convicted of such crimes unless five
years have passed since the applicant was discharged or released
from the sentence or probation, or otherwise defined by the
clearinghouse criteria;

•

Render a compliant employer immune from suit by an applicant
for failure to hire the person because of conviction for such a
crime; and
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•

Grant deemed status regarding criminal background screening for
two years following the establishment of this program to allow
the state and county legislatures to monitor the effectiveness of
the clearinghouse program.

The enactment of this type of program places in employers'
hands a great deal of information regarding job histories and
employment references for present and future employees. It will
also contain limited information regarding past criminal activity, the
dissemination of which will be governed by the programs board of
directors and advisory committee. In all cases, employees will be
protected by emulating provisions of the Fair Credit Reporting Act.
These employees are presently subject to employment, training, inservice and medical standards that are designed to further assure the
safety and well-being of patients.
In order to more effectively utilize resources and to better
manage the training of a limited worker pool, a nationwide registry
of para-professional workers to centralize the record keeping
function of not only criminal activity, but also employment
histories, references, training, and health assessments and testing
will be the heart and soul of the system.
The enactment of such a clearinghouse will facilitate the
transfer of training and in-service credits between licensed,
certified, licensure exempt and other regulated and non-regulated
employers. Similarly, it would expedite the hiring process by
providing a prompt, up-to-date and complete employment history.
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the ability to quickly check references, patient abuse complaints,
medical histories and similar matters of importance in an
employment decision. Facilitating the employment process is
another way to ameliorate the well-documented worker shortage
(.Figure 5.8).

Percents
Overall
northeast
southeast
central
northwest
west
southwest

no labor
shortage
26.78

worse
for no
college
23.14

shortage
worse /
college
31.54

28.83
28.70
23.61
25.00
34.21
25.00

18.40
15.65
31.76
25.00
21.05
15.38

29.45
41.74
27.04
28.57
36.84
34.62

shortage
same for
both
16.01
19.63
12.17
1 5.45
21.43
7.89
19.23

uncertain
/ no
opinion
2.54
3.68
1.74
2.15
0.00
0.00
5.77

Totals
100.00

Forms
640

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

167
115
236
28
38
54

Figure 5.8 Agency experience with worker shortage by region

Such a system will be cost effective, industry accessible, quick
information turnaround, with employers saved harmless from any
lawsuit resulting from reliance on the information contained within
this clearinghouse. The sensitive nature of the records maintained in
a data base of this sort necessitate that it must be accessible only to
authorized personnel from participating organizations and that the
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highly personal information contained therein be protected from
disclosure.
The establishment of such a registry would assist employee
mobility, allow employers greater ability to fill vacancies in an
expeditious fashion and promote the highest utilization of limited
resources.
The combination of meaningful screening and a responsive
clearinghouse will accomplish the common goals of consumers and
the health care industry, while protecting the interests of the
thousands of responsible workers who render valuable services to
the public.

Funding

Funding will be sought from the federal government with the
goal of self sufficiency within five years. The charges will be less
than could be obtained in the private marketplace, and will allow the
clearinghouse, which will be called the National Health care
Resource Center, to develop a strategic plan for workforce and
human capital development.

The Timing is Important

With some form of national health reform assured, with the
Secretary of Labor's interest in the development of the American
workforce, and with the problems in industry concerning negligent
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hiring and the adverse publicity generated by it, there is a unique
window of opportunity to advance this proposal. There is support in
Congress and in enlightened segments of the health care industry
generally. My discussions concerning this project have taken me
beyond the home health care and supplemental staffing industry.
There is expressed interest in both the nursing home and hospital
industries for inclusion in this project.
The model described is that of a public/private partnership.
That model will allow for the maximum amount of flexibility, which
will be necessary to bring this project to fruition. Public/private
partnerships are able to optimize inter-agency cooperation, an
essential element if there is to be broad participation by
collaborative groups.
The health care resource center concept should take a pro¬
active leadership role in health care workforce development issues.
This can only be achieved through a collaborative effort. That effort
should involve all segments of the health care industry and
educational establishment.
Educational institutions ultimately must work together with the
industry to solve the health care crisis. Schools must become part of
the solution.
The data supports the need and with continued collaborative
effort, this project should become a reality.
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APPENDIX A

EXCERPT FROM THE PROGRAM OF THE NATIONAL
CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES
1992 ANNUAL MEETING
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‘very patient’s nightmare.
LLU R. Robin McDonald

nurse

including six montns at Norm Fulton
Regional HosDitai in Rosweii. wnere
Mitcnem was a Datient.
\ Marietta resiaent wnen ne was

hat naDpenea to Aioharetta
resiaent Dewev Mitchem as
he lav struggling for Dream
in ms nosoitai Dea wasn t a
sineuiar occurrence, it nas
naDpenea before to otner
patients. Right now. mere
is notning to Keen it from
naDoening again — io vou.
or someone vou Know.
More tnan rwo vears nave
oassea. Dut Mitcnem. an oia
-oat miner, stiil dreams

arrestea on an AlaDama murder warrant
n August 1991. AKtn scent almost a
cecaae in metrooouian Atlanta, wnere ne
wonted tor at least seven nosoitais. tour
nursing services ana an AIDS research
consortium tnat administers experimental
drugs to HIY-imectea Datients. itraaaiing
ms vears in Atlanta were stints at tour
nosoitais ana a nursing service in
metroooutan Birmingnam. At manv ot
nose nosoitais. Akin oecame Known as
an aneei of aeatn. Then a patient s neart
vouia suaaeniv stoo. it seemea Akin was

aoout me nurse witn outer

aimost aiwavs arouna.

oiacK eves wno emptied a

"He Kiilea nunareas ot oeoDte. ” Birm¬
ingnam Police Lt. Pat Currv. wno neioea
suna tne muraer case against Akin in
AiaDama. savs fiativ. "Till it ever De
nroven.- I'niess ne comesses it. i aouot it.”

svnnge into tne intravenous
catneter ana watcnea. saili¬
ng. as Mitcnem s neart
oegan to race.
!t has Deen more man

in tact. Axin nas Deen unaer investiga¬

•wo vears. out Mitcnem.

tion lor more ’.nan two vears in Georgia in

now 08. still dreams aDout

connection witn suspicious "code Diues

joe AKin.
Asm. now doing life in

emereencv situations generated wnen a
natient s nean oeains dealing erraticaiiv

an Aiaoama Dnson. is even

r stoosi at neariv even- nosoitai wnere ne

natient 5 niemmare: a Kiiler

■>orKea. eitner as a stall nurse or as a

nurse. But netore ne was

oursinz azencv mre — including Norm

onvicteu last oeotemoer 01

-’•liton Regional HosDitai. Graav. i..eorgia
Memcai center. DeKaib Medicat

murdering a pal lent a:

BaDtist

Goooer Green HosDitai in

Genier. routnem Regional Medical Cen-

Birmingnam. Aitin uorKeu

:er uurmenv C! avion General; in

a .nurse lor i 2 '.ears.

Riverdaie. anu *.ne now-oelunct Phvsi-

illustration by greg spalenka
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ans ana Durgeons oenerai.

rnaxen. Mitcnem remied.

The Fuiton i_ountv meai-

” w hat rocit aid this nosoitai

: ai examiner s office nas

ftna vou unaer. tetiowr"

-eviewea. tor irregularities.

At tnat moment, a secona

•wo aozen coae oiues ai North

nurse — ctacev Fannon —

ruiton aione. aii oi wmcn

enterea Mitcnem s room.

;ccurrea wnne Axin was on

Mitcnem saia ne tota her

:utv. saia Demirv Chief Meai-

Axin naa trtea to provoke a

ai Examiner Geraia Gowm.

ftznt. The nurse, ne said,

"Omv a verv tew were consia-

iaugnea ana toia him Akin

-“rea susoicious. ‘ he saia. ana

was lust kiaaing. But Mitchem

•..nose nave oeen tumea over to

man t minx so. "[ told her i

tne Fuiton Gountv aistrict

aian t want mm touemng me.

attomev.

I aian't want mm tavinc his

Yet. tor 12 vears. Axin

hanas on me. 1 didn't want

movea easuv among nosoitais

him to nave noimng to ao with

n Atlanta ana Birmingnam.

me. ’ .ne saia.

\r.a aitnouen ne was urea

hxin left tne room out

from aimost everv cost ne

retumea snortiv thereatter. at

oeia. :t was not until Decem-

wmcn ooint Dom nurses were

rer i99*9 that nurses at Norm

a:temoting to aaiust the

Fuiton auietiv reoortea tneir

catneters in Mitchem s arras.

• usDicions aoout Axin to tne

Axin emottea a svnnge into

f-eoreia Boara oi Nursing. to

the intravenous catneter in

F.osweu nonce ana. ttnauv. to
r.e GBI.
-.t :nat time, tne .oosmtai
,:rea Asm. But Decause most
rosDitais. .Norm Fuiton among
mem. nave stnct policies mat toroia nosoitai stall from snanng iniormation aoout
former emmovees. Akin continuea to cir:uiate even tnougn ne was unaer investi¬

D

Mitc.oem s iett 3rm. Fannon
insists tne svnnge containea
omv satine solution to clear
the catneter of Dlooa. But.
accoraing to Mitcnem s attor¬
ney. Ciiffora bteeie. tne coal miner s
ewev Mitcnem ana Eawara

aescnotion oi wnat ne next exoenencea

Shereav were corn oatients ai

mirrors tne svmmoms of an overaose of

Nortn Fuiton in Novemoer

epineonnne.

gation. He went to ioutnern Regional

1990. Both now susoect tnat

Tithtn seconas. Mitcnem said, his

Meaicai Center in Riveraaie wnere a 2-

Akin tnea to kill them. Botn are

neart "toox on uxe a tnp-nammer. ' He

ear-oia cmia sustainea Dermanent Drain

now suing Norm Fuiton Region-

couia feei u oounaing in ms feet, in ms

uamage alter sne coaea on Akin's watcn.

ai Hospital ana nave aesenoea

nanas. in ms neaa. Fannon was still wont¬

men to Coooer Green HosDitai in Birm-

w n a t Haopenea to tnem :n

ing to reinsert tne intravenous catneter.

.ugnam wnere. aunng one ot Akin's snu'ts.

swom aeDosiuons. The accounts tnat toi-

ana Mitcnem swears ne tota her: "The

iow are arawn trom tnose aeoosittons.

man nas given me sometning to xiil me.

a auaarioiegic patient namea Rooert
Frtce was ooisonea witn .laocaine as ne

\Iitcnem. a miner wno maae ms living

,av neioiess in ms oea. As nurses struz-

;n tne coal fietas ot Test Virztma. nas

3v tnen. ne couian t move. He could

uiea to revive Price, two omer patients on

Diacx iung aisease. Then ne arrivea at

no longer taix. His evenas naa Degun to

tne same floor coaea for no apparent rea-

N'ortn Fuiton s emergency room on Nov.

flutter. As ne sanx into unconsciousness,

-on. Then Price aiea. Axin. wno eventu-

23. 1990. he was struggling tor oreatn. He

ne saw .xxin = tanaine at tne toot ot his

iiiv wouia be convictec oi nis muraer.

was aamittea ana Diacea in tne nosottai s

sen. grinning. 'But not witn measure.'

■vas working at nis eieventn nosDitai in i2

intensive care unit.

Mitcnem saia. "Tith nate..'

■ ears.

Tm Fixing to oass oui.'

Then an intravenous catneter :n

Then auesnonea in a sworn aeDOSi-

fromcaiiv. Coooer Green ana Nortn

Mitcnem s rignt arm atsioaeea ana ne

tion aoout Mitcnem s accusations. Akin

Fuiton. Dotn ot wmcn reoortea susoicions

oegan Dteeamg on tne sneets. Mitcnem

aecnnea to answer, saving ne aid not

iDOut Akin to autnonties. are Detng suea.

oeg3n snouting tor a nurse, in waixea

want to incriminate mmseu.

‘■lost ot tne nosottai: t.nat uuteuv

etn-

\kin. wno locateu Mitcnem s ■_an outton

Mncr.em sa,u tnat soon alter ne

?onea Axin nave so tar avoiaea anv civil

•everat teet awav irom me oeu. Then

rezainea consciousness, ooin nurses iett

Mitcnem — wno enuta be crustv. :moa-

his room. He ne' er saw nxin again. But

• aDiittv.

'•.Kin :s not tne first xiiier nurse, iinee
.980. nurses or nurse s aiues nave oeen
lentmea or ?usDec:ea :n .530 hosDitai
teams in tms • ountnu Nor wiii Akin oe
•.ne iast as .one as .nosoitais. .eerv it

uent ana aemanatng — • omDiumea.

--*» '•p.matnea irg.ntenea. The next aav. ne

arm is noi maae out ot ruDoer. -ir. i can:

■..•ia a tntra nurse .nxin naa trtea to xiil

-eacn tnat tar." \km resoonoeii coonv.

'.:m. He ioia a onvsician s assistant, wno

"Ghtil it. old man. '
\ngntv. Mitcnem rerorten tiiat it he

augmngi'

iismisseo ms tears. He told

•lis son. ms wite. ms oasior. trienas wno
.i-it. But ne ■••luian l convince

■nenttai .aw^uits ov -moiovee? -usoect-

'ire not oeartnaen. Axm wouian't :a.-“

-■j o! e.naaneenng patients ana dv tne

:etl him to snut ms mourn. Al mat ooint.

ttanents wno Decome tneir victims, cnoose

'■litcnem swears tne nur«e monnneit mm

:nat it wa- Axin s tauit. People triea to

o »uoom. to corporate financial consiaer-

■n witn ms nanas ana taunteu mm. 'Hit

nacnv mm. reacien as u ins tears were

ations. tneir moral ootigauon to oroteci a

me Damn Fluor, uia man. anv .iamn time

:ancv. Few reauv oeneven tnat tne mate

natient s .;fe.

• ou want to. '

■turse witn tne wwai uarx eves naa actuanv
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ume

a.n'onc tnat tie naa Deen near ae3in. anu

-:eu it- iaxe Mitcnem s iife.

-ill sav.

T her. nnp oi ms irienas
Mitcnem. "Ain't vou

c

Edge

-mDiovment Dractices ana tne

y.r.: mu airaio tnat u ne aio

.aw ®e»m to seen us irom

- •<■ mu \nu. ne mient come

i-eing aDie to ao some ot tnose

• •> jr r-’om r " M1 tcnem

things.

-v.tme temnea. "! couldn't
.1

n

-rotecl our natiems. Ana our

,:raia of !^mn2 mis storvr

■

-

r“tiectea. "W e n3ve a autv to

. mink tnat we

rave to ue so caretui with

anvooa' inen." :ie saia. “I

rvervtnmg mat

®nook ud . . . ana staved

tan to aeai witn tne tmng

we

oo mat we

- area until I trot out of that

we

•usDitai."

Is tms a gooa. sale Derson to

~hree ana a naif weeks

re most coneemea aoout:

co me ioo:“

. -lore Mitcnem was aamitted

anaa Holt, me nurse wno

Norm Fulton. Rosweii resi-

hired joe Akin at Nonn Ful¬

.ent Euwara pnereav was in

ton. was askeo curing ner

r a aiaznostic procedure tnat

ceDosmon wno was resDonsi-

--cuirea anestnesia. gnereav.

Die tor ascenaining tne duali¬

:

-as a neaw smoker. Dut

ty ol Akin s nursing care at

\»ars ne naa watcnea nis

otner nosDitais wnere ne

i.et ana *:avea awav from

worxea Detore ne arrived at

.a:tv meats ana sail. when ne

Nonn Fuiton. ere resDonaea.

-rrterea tne nosDitai. ne naa a

"No one. .

.eaitnv nean.

.: nas not Deen

mv exDenence mat personnel

" .» rroceaure was ner■mec -uncut a nitcn. ana
rnereav was waKine irom tne
u.nestnesia wnen ms aoctor
,u mm. 'Things

iook

great."

d.ner-a' reiaxea ana snut ms eves.
Moments idler. a man ne aidn't recognize
,::tea ms iett nana. Within seconds,
d.nereav saia. ms nana began to tineie as
:: were asieeo. The teeiing movea
guicki' to ms neaa. He rememDers wani¬
ng to oreatne. waning to araw a oreatn.

oitices wiii comment on the

H

cuainv ot me nurse s work."
kna Dackgrouna cnecks on
:od

aDDiicants. carticuiariv

nose wno are experienced

ien in. "Oh. mv Goa.” Shereav Dreatnea.

"He was mv nurse."

irauma nurses like joe Akin, are oiten
siaennea

dv

tne enrome nursing snortage.

tne willingness ot staff memoers at anoth¬
ow Nonn Fulton came to nire

er nosDitai to give mcomoetent nurses a

Akin alter ne naa Deen urea

mowing recommendation simoiv to gel nd

from tour nosDilais in Atlanta

o: tnem. me willingness oi tne applicant

ana from a coroorate sister nos-

:o aoctor ms or ner own toe application,

ruaaeniv. a man was oounaing on ms

pitai in Birmingnam reveais a

ana simoie tack of vigilance on me Dart of

c. nest. snouting, "fom- aoout mis. Dai."

gaping noie in nosDitais' hinng

mose wno maxe tne nires.

d. nerec' -aia. "Ana i rememDer tne

procedures tnat Akin ana nurs¬

Manv nosDitais now are unanie to find

woras. btana oactc. Are vou clear:' Ana I

es like him can ana do exoioit

enougn auaiifiea nurses to iuiiv staiil eacn

•win ease. Hosmtais across tne countrv

snut. saia Ecze. w'nen an experienced

—memner me Deine uttea ud on’ tne tame
■ a ion oi eiectricitv." His neart naa
^ooec tor no aDoarent reason, ana nurs-- were tmng to revive mm.

r.ave Deen warned

tnetr atiomevs mat

"urse like Akin walks in me ooor. willing

tnev nsk Deing suea dv current or former

•o go to work immeaiaieiv. coes a nosoitai

dv

emoiovees if tnev release more man cur-

-ammistrator take a nsx ana maxe wnat

'■’.ne montns would Dass before

-orv miormanon to otner nosDitais inauir-

appears at first gaance to

ir.ereo' oeean to susDect wnv ne suffered

mg aoout an individual's emoiovment ms-

.ontinue to aeDrive a snift oi a needed

j coronan tnat no one couid exmain. Bv

ton-. Ana thev nave oeen totd tnev are

nurse until tne Dackgrouna reierences are

men. ne naa siiDpea into a aeep aeDres-

unaer no oongation to snare anv negative

run.- "You get Dusnea

-lon. He Degan naving anxietv attacks,

information.

said. "There s not an easv solution."

dv

De

a sona hire or

exDeaiencv." he

r.aer tne care of a Dsvcmatnst. ne oeean

Alraia the courts will find thev nave

But there are warning signs. And.

aking meaicanon. out ne couldn't seem

nreacnea an emDiovee s ngnt to orivacv

wnen Wanaa Holt mrea joe .vkin in june

r cunanea ms or ner r.gnt to work, mans

;990. tnree montns alter ne naa Deen

in August 19Q1. snortiv alter Akin was

.nosDitais wiii ao no more man confirm me

ilrea from Georgia Baotist .Meaicai Ce.n-

arrestee, inereay received a teieDnone

dates wnen an individual was on stalf ana

:er. sne aoDarentiv missea tnem. Mavoe it

a.. imm a inena wno naa reaa anout a

me Dosition ne or sne neia. Notaoi' miss¬

was Decause .-.kin naa Deen ner instructor

-r.ake ms leenng oi lmoenaing aoom.

-judicious coae Diue involving Akin tnat
n- o3i

tnen investigating. The

ing irom tnose reierence cnecks is wnat

n a CPR refresner course at Georgia Bap¬

anv nosoitai — ana an\ Danent — reanv

tist. MavDe r. -as Decause Akin -as ootn

i iiunt cia not reter to dnereav nv name,

'ants to know: now weii that emDiovee

.ever ana mtentionaiiv deceptive. Ana

j: tne circumstances were identical,

uctuaiiv aia the iod. wnetner ne or sne

mavoe it was because sne nerseil was

-as urea ana wn\
"Evervnne live® in mortal fear aDoui a

gfraia oi gettinz ruea.
During r.is ",o interview. Akin misiea
Holt, telling ner tnai ne naa iett Georgia

nr. r««i." Fhereav -aid wnen ne read
ai count. "That is me. ’
H* tmmeniateiv retrievea ms meaicai

-uit against tnem." -aia Murray Edge.

r-i-nras. > in tne code uiue report. ;n tne

• ast president ol the American iociei'- tor

Bantist because me nosmtai was reducing

• u -

Heaitncare Risk Management.

u re

-■•me services — - men. in I3ct. it - as —

jDsoiuteiv at tne mercv ol wnat a mage

_na nau c <■• w n -• Conunuea on aage yJi

-ling medicai nersonnei in ailen-

,_ia-e. -.Kir. - name was me nrst one wni-
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The Killer Nurse
^onurmea rrom Daee

tnem. saia taee.

jJ

Rient now. :ne neagnng National
Practitioners uata oanx xeeos tracx oi

-vjuea inf aenartment wnere ne worked.
;nr aia noi Know ne nad Deen urea ana

doctors wno nave oeen urea, suea or tost

■ever inauirea because, sne saia. "T!iev

tfteir licenses lor reasons navine io ao
witn ouantv oi care. But mere is no com-

•'ouian'l leu me anvwav."

oarame aaia oanK tor nurses, if sucn a

’n ms aoDiication. Akin naa aiso omuseveral nosmtais wnere ne naa

data oanx were in mace, mere is mucn

•>nrKea. ana exienaea ms emoiovmem

:nat inauirme .nosouais couia nave
.eamea aoout joe Akin.

•*0

jaies at otners. oernaDs

10

oDscure me lact

■ittania vlaeaaine nas comouea tne

-.at ne naa Deen lirea irom manv ol inem.

following dossier on Akin irom court

me oi tne nosouais AKin omitted from
aDDiicanon was AMI BrooKwooa

recoras. inciuaine sworn aeoositions:

.r. Birmingnam. irom wmcn ne was urea

interviews witn orosecutors. Douce, ana

r. IV33. AMI BrooKwooa ana North Fui-

retense attomevs; ana news accounts of
Akin s arrest ana tnai.

ms

iod

:on are sister nosmtais. ownea Dv tne
-ame Texas rorooration. vv'hiie Drocessine

\ *;n-

Akin > aoDiication alter ne was nirea.
- • - m e o n e in Norm Fuiton s numan

versirv in Dirmmenam in i9‘9 ana oegan

•e-ources aenanment aiscoverea Akin's

working mat same vear at Birmmgnam s

".ame in a nosDiiai aata DanK ana leamea

Bamtst Medicai Center Princeton. He

naa Deen urea.

woricea mere ior mree vears. Dunng tnat

" hen Hoit asKea Akin aoout tne

lime, law eniorcemem autnonties ana

mission. Akin toia ner oiuntiv mat ne
r.aa Deen lirea oeeause ne was gav. AKin
-aia ms BrooKwooa suoervisor naa given
mm Door ratines Decause sne omeetea to

nurses wno knew nim now sav Akin First
became tinkea to tne coae Dtues on wmcn
ne seemea to tnnve
At nrst u was uncannv now Akin

ms eneminate mannensms ana aemeanor.
He naa not nstea BrooKwooo on ms Norm
ruilon aDDiicatton. AKin saia. because ne
naa iiiea a erievance wnen ne len. ana
'.ne comDanv s noucv maae anvtnme con*
nectea witn mat erievance conTiaenttai.
•v snort time later. Holt received correSDonaence irom BrooKwooa. Akin's suDer■ isor naa saia ne was constants at ooas
witn ms co-worKers. "To mv Dest luae■nent.

11

sounaea as if he truiv naa a ner-

-onantv ciasn or mat sne aian t like him
: ecause ne was a homosexual.

commetea a rwo-vear associ-

oesree in nursing at camiora L'ni-

Holt lesti-

:.ea in a sworn aeDOsmon. ;o sne nirea
Akin. ana aestrovea tne BrooKwooa
memo. "I w-asn t sure 1 snouia even oe
reaaine it in tne lirst Diace." she
-xDiainea. "I was tust mine to Drotect me.
n case i reaa sometnine i snouian t nave."
But even n Hoit naa maae more man
^ursorv formal inquiries, n is aouDtiui
wnetner sne would have learned mucn
aoout Joe Akin unless sne naa taooea into
■>na: nosnuai administrators sav is an
anaererouna network tnat lniormabv reiavs
.mormation aDout meaicaj nrofessionais to
ne nosmtais that mav emoiov tnem. That
network is nuin on Dersonai ana Drotession.u reiationsniDS amone nosDiiai ana nursine
administrators wno are auietlv willing to
-nare nnvueeea intormation aDout lormer
-moiovews. And it is occasional!' auement-o dv mcai ponce wiiline to scan national
-Time uata DanKs as a lavor. But mere are
-«ks. "1: - considered to ne outsiae tne conFoeniiaiuv. outside tne permission some: -oav might nave eiven vou to inauire aoout
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*eemea to know wnen a Dattenr was aoout
■o

sjid awav. men it oecame aisconcert-

• ng. Witnesses loia Birmingnam Douce
nat wniie Akin was at BMC Princeton, tne
nosoitaj issuea oraers to keen ail suDouea
oi insuun unaer iock ana kev ana auieuv
oegan screening an coae oiue oatients tor
signs oi me arug. Bui no mention oi anv
susDectea link oeiween Akin ana coae
blue oatients or me unusual oractice ot
icreehing ior insuun tnai me nosoitai
aaootea ever aDDearea in Akin s Derson.nei recoras. Then ne .eit BMC Princeton
■ n juiv 1982. me nosouai saia. ne aia so
" n gooa standing.
Akin SDem me nexi six montns ai
Birmingnam > Bjdusi Medical Center
'lontciair. in januarv i983. he ie:t lo loin
me sian oi AMI 3rookwooa. aiso in Birm¬
ingham. annougn BMC Moniciair ooiciais
insist tnat Akin was not urea, in August
1983. Akin uaj urea irom BrooKwooa.
3irmingnam nonce remain outraged
nai me nosouai*. ov meir snence. oerminea Akin io siav in circulation ana aia
noining io sion mm trom ireanng eauenis.
! know ior a :ac: mat joe Akin ieit one
nosDitai unuer j

:ouq.

Li. ’—jrrv said.

'ana inoinrr nosouai nirea mm ana
"aiiea lor a reierence jna - me lirsi nosni*
:aiI gave nun a mowing recommendation.”
\ller ne was ::r"d irom Bronnwoou.
Akin ieii Aiaoama ior Atlanta, wnere ne
:ook

a ion in urauv s intensive care unit*

Again, ne oecame a naroinger oi aeain.
oracv nur-i-- jjv. nun a nickname:
Killer joe.

Rumors aooui joe Akin were

;;*e a virus among trie nursine stall, testi¬

"as never servea wun a coov ot tne suit.

fied Eana Griggs. tnen a neaa nurse on
tne oraav camDus.

hen joe was on

Akin left Phvsicians ana ."surgeons
General in reoruan i989 ana was nirea

out', tne oatients aiwavs seemea to nave
pruoiems.

nree montns later dv Georgia Baotisi
Meaicai Center, dv tnen. ne naa oeen

Griggs saia that Akin was urea lrom

ustea with four citv nursing agencies —

Graav in nentemDer i98? for laisiivmz

favorite Nurses. Mmoertv yiuaiitv Uare.

'ns time earns ana lading to snow ud tor

Nurses inc. ana ATC Nursing services —

work. Un ms nnai evaluation. Akin s

ana naa moonngntea at noutnem Region¬

-joervisor wrote. "He was an lmDossiDie

al Medical Lenter in niveraaie. ana Dotn

emoiovee. ana Graav is a uetter Diace

me \ eierans Affairs Meaicai Center ana

witnout mm." Ana in caoitat letters:

Dekaio Medical Center in Decatur. Just

“UNDER no circumstances
TOLLD I RECOMMEND HIM FOR
REHIRE."

Defore Akin was nirea dv Georgia Bamist.
Favorite Nurses notified Dekalb Meaicai
Center that ne naa oeen urea. A vear

No mention was maae 01 anv coae

.ater. Georgia Banust urea Akin, saving

biues. But Griggs, w no wouia soon

ne naa laismea ms iod aDDiication: ana

become Amn'i supervisor at anotner

Akin moved on to Norm ruiton Regional

Atlanta nosDitai. saia sne vvas toici

Hosonai in Rosweu.

dv

Akin s supervisor at Graav tnat a " Datient
-are inciaeni ‘ naa iea to ms lermination.
■jne montn alter leaving Graav. Akin
*as nirea

in tne six montns ne was mere, tne nosoiiai s coae Diues cumoea irom an average
cl one or two a montn to a nign of 10 in

tne now-aeiunct Phvsicians

DeeemDer i°°0 — nine in nine aavs.

ana Surgeons general. Ev entuauv. he w as

-even ot tnem involving Awn. At the same

.liven resDonsimiitv tor monitoring tne

ume. caroiac stimulants Degan aisaDoear-

dv

r.osottai's nursing care as a auaiitv assur¬

ng irom me crasn cans in tne 1CU ana

ance nurse ana naa access to ail tne mea-

• oronarv care units. Bv Dec. il. 1990.

cai warns. Griggs was nirea at tne same
::me. as Alvin > supervisor.

North Fulton s director oi nursing naa connaea her susDicions. ana mose ot an aa

Soon, stall memoers Degan coming to

noc committee ot nurses, mat Akin mignt

nerwitn comoiaints aoout Akin, sne testi¬

be causing tne coaes. "It was tairiv evi¬

fied. Emergence room pnvsicians saia

dent." Norm ruiton s cnief executive offi¬

thev aid not trust him. ana retusea to

cer testified in a sworn aeDosition. "that

aiiow mm to oarticiDate in anv emergence

there was some kina of oattem witn tne

care. Nurses Degan finding iocks naa

numoer ot coaes tnat we nave."

oeen Droken on the emergence crasn

The nosDitai immeaiateiv aienea the

cans. Drugs usea to slow or stimulate a

Georgia Boara of Nursing. Then Akin was

neartneat Degan to disappear.

firea. The reason given tor ms termina¬

Alter Griggs caugnt Akin falsifying

tion. nowever. naa notmng to ao witn the

-ecoras ana ms time cara. sne reDonea

nosDitai's runawav coae Diue rate. He was

mm to nosDitai aaministrators. wno

firea tor "inconsistencies in ms oersonnei

removea Akin irom ner supervision. in

file." 'Georgia BaDtist naa Dreviousiv

Novemoer 1988. Griggs was firea ana

filed a comoiaint against Akin witn the

Akin was aopointea to replace ner. Three

Nursing Boara. aDparenttv witnout soeett-

•nontns later, tne nospuai failea to win

icallv mentioning patient care. The matter

accreditation: Gnggs was askea to return,

was reviewed. Dut no action was taken, i
Contacted

ana Akin was dismissed.
But Defore Akin left Phvsicians ana

dv

tne Georgia Boara of

Nursing alter tne Norm Fuiton comoiaint.

Surgeons General, a nurse named Bamrn

Rosweii Doiice notifiea tne GBI. wmen

Plumiee came to tne hosDitai s emergence

opened us own investigation of Akin in

room suffenng irom an aiiergic reaction.

Decemoer 1990. But for tne next eient

She later ciaimec that Akin tnea to kill

montns. Akin continued to work as a

ner. Gnggs saia in a sworn aeoosmon mat

nurse. "The investigation got screwea

Plumiee toia her Akin was suDposea to

ud." GBI sookesman jonn Bankneaa saia

nave given ner an antihistamine, insteaa.

uluntiv. "Even Doav mougnt evervooav

as ne imectea tne arug. she reanzea

rise was aoing sometnme." Meanwmie.

.mmeataieiv tnat r. was eoineDnnne. Just

Akin, tnrouen tne kimDeriv yuaiirv Care

Defore sne nassea out ana ner neart

jgenev. naa Degun working at Clavton

iioooea Dealing, sne screamed at Akin.

General mow noutnem Regional Meaicai

"Joe. vou are kiiiinz me. ^ he are vnu

Lenten in Riveraaie. Before ne iett there

uoinc tins.'" Plumiee recovered, ana. in

n Februarv i9°I. a 2-vear-oia girl.

; QOfi. fuea Akin ana the nosDitai. In

Chizooa Azike. r.aa suffered Dermanent

.go]

,ne

won a S750.000 luagment

ugain«i me no«mtal. But in i992. Akin

Drain damage on Akin's waten ana been
rtt retaraea ana lemDorarnv Dima.

•>as rusmisseo a= u uefenaant oecause ne
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The toaaier naa oeen running a lever

■'men naa trizgerea several small

^earenea tne aav-care center. Thev louna

Brown, wno savs Akin ioia them coialv.

-eizures. me reason sne was taken dv

nomine mat wouiu nave sent me nean oi a

“This oov s neau."

..•nouiance irom ner aav-care center to tne

■2-vear-oid cniia imo caraiac arrest.

■osoitai. saia the Aztkes' attomev. ClifTora

?hortiv aiterwaras. Akin iett tne

3ut Price wasn i tne omv patient
•*nose nean sioot>ea suaaeniv on me floor

-leete. But alter minor treatment ana a

ilianta area ana retumea 10 Birminenam.

mat aav. Minutes alter Price aied. an

naD. me enna awoke alert ana reaav to eo

Througn anotner temtjorarv nursine ser¬

-laeriv woman nameo Odessa Babear

"ome. As a Drecaution. Akin, wno was on

vice. Auementation inc.. Akin was oiaceo

went coae blue. S iihin nours. a tmra

:utv. recommenaea mat some soinai fluid

at Loooer Green Hosoitai. wnere ne first

patient, jonn Leohore. naa aisocoaed.

ze witnarawn mst to make sure me lever

came in contact witn Birminenam resi¬

.n everv case. Brown saia. Akin was in

-asn t a svmotom oi soinai menineius.

dent Robert Price. Price was 22. A rare

.ne vicimtv. Babear. ne saia. recalls a

*.*in askea me cmia's motner. Eveivn

oiooa disease naa leit mm a auaanoiezic.

wnite man in ner room immeaiateiv betore

Alike. 10 wait outsiae tne room. But

ana ne naa been nosoitanzea at Loooer

ner nean stoooea ana sne siiOBea into

oetore sne iett. Azike. wno was stuavine

Green lor 10 montns wnen Akin oezan

unconsciousness. Leinore mid nurses,

:o oe a nurse, checkea to oe sure ner

working mere. A tracneostomv tnat

alter ne was revtvea. tnat Akin naa

:mid was creaming normaiiv. She left the

ailowea him to Dreatne oreventea Pnce
trom speakine.

ittemotea to give nim a snot.

room lor several minutes. When sne
retumea. me coae Dlue alarm oezan to

On Marcn 2.. 1991. Prices nurse

vinced that Akin was a aaneer. Thev

.•ouna. Her aauzmer s nearx naa stoDpea.

^pottea Joe Akin leavine ner Datient s

reDortea tneir susDicions to tne director of

\zike was oarrea trom entennz me room.

room. As sne aooroacneu. Akin stooDea

nursinz tne next aav. i.ne. in turn, aiertea

Jtner nurses naa loinea Akin in minister-

ner in me nail, nhe could see Pnce was in

tne coumv meaicai examiner, wno naa an

.r.z to tne cniia.

Bv then, nurses on me tioor were con¬

ustress. vet Akin still biockea ner wav.

mice in tne nosDiiai. He eventuaiiv

As sne tnea to ousn bv mm. ne zr3ooeu

leterminea mat Pnce naa oeen ziven a

'tan couian t seem to snock Chizooa

ner arm. one ierkea awav iust as Price s

etnai. one-zram aose oi uaocaine.

ozike s neart into oeatinz aeam. Thev

alarm sounaea. His nean naa stoooea.

'•o matter wnat mev aid. me nosDitai

r.ea crjes ana muitioie eiectnc snocks.

Loooer Green Area Akin, alter reDort-

r or tne next two ana a naif hours,

.nz mm to tne Aiaoama Boara oi Nursine
ana Birminznam oonce. But live montns

N'otning seemea to work. At Ezieston

nurses workea to revive Price. Thev

children s Hosoitai. wnere OruzoDa was

tariea. But more man one oi them remem-

wouia Dass Detore ne was arrestea. Bv

-ventuanv transierrea. stall pnvsicians

oers Akin leaninz azainst me aooriamo as

men. .ne .naa retumea to Atlanta wnere ne

mmeaiateiv susoectea mat tne cniid naa

thev workea aesDerateiv io save tneir

*as workinz lor an AiDS researen oreani-

seen ooisonea. Police were notniea. ana

patient, accorainz io jeflerson Lountv

ration. He was arrestea in Auzust 1991.

mev ouesuonea tne oarents ana then

Chiei Deoutv District Attornev Rozer

hirteen montns taler. Akin was convict¬

ed oi muraer.

suea dv Mitchem. Snereav. Babear ana
me Pnce tamuv for more man $100 mil¬
lion. "It reaiiv is ironic." said Freaenck
Baiiev. Nonh Fuiton s nosoitai aarmmsirator. “We actuaiiv did wnat we were
supposea to nave aone" — notmea
authorities of susoicions. whiie otner hos¬
pitals aid not.
Have me otner nosDttais mat cnose to
insutate tnemsetves trom uabiiitv dv auietiv excisinz Akin from meir ranks wmie
aiiowinz mm to stav in circulation aoaicatea a moral resoonsioiiitv to oroiect not
omv their own oattents Dut mose ai omer
hosoitlia?
“If we feel there is someone tnat is
endangering our Datients. zettinz no of
that person autetiv is not dotnz society anv
good." reflected Murrav Edge. "I guess i
would muen rather De zuiitv of blowinz me
whistle than not oiowing me wmstie. . .
There are certain times wnen Deooie nave
their hands on vour life or your aeam.
When tnev have mat special calling or
opportunity. 1 think rnevre cailea uoon to
meet some different standards."
But as North Fuiton and Cooper Green
have leamea. nospttais. Edge said, "are
in a iose-iose situation." As long as mere
is no national information network to
track incompetent nurses wno nave Deen

Akin s Birminenam aefense attomev.
Pete inort. savs ms cuent is innocent ana
tne case wiil be overturned on aDoeai.
Akin, ne saia. is not a kiiier out a vicum
of raoia meaia mat convicted him Detore
ne ever went to trial, of civti lawvers eaeer
to win a lucrative maioracttce lawsuit,
ana a stnne oi coincidences mat otacea
mm near Deooie wno were avine. Tne
urv. ne saia. "was scarea to aeam not to
tlna mm euntv.”

in fact. Short argues tnat Akin was
framed ov tne nosonai after nurses mistakemv administered me uaocaine to Price.
A zram of lidocaine was missing from
Price's crasn can. ana the hosoitai pnarmaev aid bill Prices famiiv alter nts aeam
for me arug tnat kiiled him. But nurses
swear mev never gave Pnce uaocaine.
"I think it wiii Diav out as a trageav."
Shon said of Akin s conviction, “as sometninz mat ptavs to me power of the press
ana tne tack of responsibility of the
press." Akin still believes ne will be
ciearea. Shon saia. "He is. prooenv. ana
his iamuv is. prooenv. extremeiv bitter
anout me svstem. And nghtiv so.'
Meanwmie. Cooper Green is being
suea bv Pnce s famiiv and by Babear for
some $25 million. Nonh Fulton is being
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suea successtuiiv. tirea reoeateaiv or wno
nave lost tneir licenses: as long as state
nursing ooaras ooerate in virtual secrecv
ana nave limited autnoruv to restrict
nurses wno continue to oractice wmie
mev are unaer investizauon. ana as tonz
as nosoitais aanere to a consoiracv of
suence reearaine meir emoiovees. nurses
•ike Akin can continue to circulate.
Alva Caine, a Birminenam attomev
wno is reDresenung tne Price famiiv.
scoffs at me excuse ouerea uo dv nosoi:ais mat tnev wiil be suea if tnev reveal
negative imormauon anout start memoers
:o orosDective emptovers. “The trum is a
defense." he saia. “If it sounas like i'm on
a soaoDox. i bias tea am. When me leeislaiure ana inaustTv aoesnt regulate itseif.
vou nave io come into me courts."
Meanwmie. Akin, serving a itfe term,
will be eiigibie for Darote in nine veara. if
ne is reteasea. he can move to anotner
state ana begin again as emsuv as another
kiiier nurse can take ms mace.
31
Researen assistance tor win story yeas oroiiaea 6v Cheli Brown, eauor or Hosoitai
Risk Management, an international
iwntnir newsletter Duoitshea or Atlantabasea American health Consultants,
untch cieats wun safety, legal ana regula¬
torr nsjcs or kosouats.
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JANF HOOD
Found COUiatone
by her niece

--

1

“

IJNDA DOtJGI.AS
linked to abuHC,
neglectful care ’

ly roiiiinon bi|;n «*f llu* linirtt, i-h|*4m i;illy in suhiii

^

i,,", wiMl1 "I* *'«>' "* 'lbir.

bouses ami dwindling fund.s li suit- I In n limm s f..i

ban boltings: InHiin uidimn with innrlgjl><; free

■ SPOTLIGHT

with national data. But investigators now
believe tnat the prooiem is more severe,
making it the fastest-growing and most un¬
It is a iast desnerate strategy to stay out
derreported phase of elder abuse.
of a nursing Dome ana sav the eider advo¬
They ate findings sucn as tnose in Illi¬
cates. it must oe aone as carefully as a sur¬
nois. where financial abuse accounted for 53
gical procedure ov people who freauentlv
percent of the cases compiled four years
cannot follow even rudimentary real estate
ago as part of a national survey of 24 states
transactions.
done by the National Aging Resource Cen¬
The data on eider arose are embryonic
ter on Elder Abuse in Washington. Overau.
and have oeen collected in Massacnusects
20 percent of 140.000 maltreatment cases
for iess than 10 years. It
concerned financial exploitation.
is uniformly viewed as
However, the head of a local trade asso¬
vastly underreported
ciation of home health agencies disputed the
because of the trauma
notion that it is a growing problem within
and embarrassment in¬
the industry. ‘This should be put into a cer¬
volved in having a sickly
tain amount of context.” said Patricia -M.
elder point the finger at
Page of the 120-memoer Home and Heaitn
a friend or relative.
Care Association of Massacnusects. "We
Even so. the numoer of abuse cases has
take care of 200.000 people a year in the
risen steadily, aithougn the surging cate¬
state, and you re tailing aoout three rasps
gory of finanoal exploitation has oeen
She contended that sucn instances are
tracaea in Maancnusetts only since Octo¬
isolated
and that the industry nas never felt
ber 1990 - theaune monin Jane Rood gave
the
need
to set standards for wnat woncers
her nouse awayxo Linda Douglas.
can
receive
from clients.
“In.terms-olfinanaai abuse of the elder¬
ly,” said Maancnusetts Attorney General
Scott Harshbnger, “I see it as the tip of the Growing concern
But other specialists say the cases are of
iceberg of i general level of exploitation of
the eideny.” He said his office s prosecution growing concern and attribute underreport¬
of stockbrokers. a lawyer and second-mort¬ ing to embarrassment. The eideriys dilem¬
gage officer who have targeted elders is in¬ ma frequently comes, down to this: The per¬
ducing victaarfh’report abuse and to stopx- son exploiting them, oe it relative; neighbor
or home care woncer. is also the person
viewing it as suembarraasing secretr.
| Although, thiencare no hard data on who theyoepend on for care to keep them out of
— ” - '»
is committing tKe^finandal abuse, anecdotal nursing homes. “ ~ *:
Plymouth
lawyer
Brian
E.
Barrara.
evidence suggests that transactions involv¬
chairman
of
the
American
Bar
Association
s
ing a health care worker are high-risk ven¬
committee
on
eider
iaw.
said
there
is
a
tures oecause tnerworeers may assume the
influence of family memoers and be trusted pressing need for legislation to protect ei¬
with cneckbooKs and major financial deci¬ ders in real estate iransiera. They're being
sions. The fear of being forced to a nursing Dreved UDon_It is becoming the cnme of
the ’90s."
home onderties meany all the transactions.
To Barbara Adams. Rood’s niece, the
expanding database translates into her aunt
Lack al ngaiirwn
It all happenrin an unregulated vacuum having consomme soup for supper and be¬
in which employers nave few explicit rules ing stripped of the dignity that had been the
governing wiat workers may receive or in¬ hallmanc of her long life.
After transferring ner aunt to a Ver¬
hem from-cBents. .Jr
'
In one recent example, the Malden Vis¬ mont nursing home last summer sp she
iting Nurse 'Association learned that a could be near family before her death Oct
woncer had obtained a client's house six 3. Adams offered this retrospective view
years ago for a fraction of its vaiue in ex¬ from her home uTKatmanda Nepai:*"
“One of theifng tragedies in all this is
change for care. Despite promises of longterm care for the owners, the husband and you had a very dignified and proper woman
wife moved fhnn the tension-filled home to living in squalor'at. the end of herhfe. it's
a nursing fatuity amid a dispute over the scary business when you discover howrvuiquality of their care. The couple died in the nerabie previoualycaraoie and independent
people are.”
nursing home.-.- '
After Rood’a condition was reported to
Rood s case ha me of L933 opened last-year oy the stare.Office of Elder Affairs. authorities in June, it was not long before a
State offidala>uy: financial exploitation of nurse, a doctor and a social worker •walked
the elderly occurs in about 20 percent of the through the-bousa to.see far. themsetves.»
The medical reports pans a gnsrpiemre
cases they investigate, winch is consistent
Continued from Pace 1
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of a cnppied woman wno was suffering from
dehyorauon. malnutrition ana bruises, one
of them infected.
The social woncer s reoort to Middlesex
County prosecutors stated Uiat Rood had
oeen aouseo and neglected.
The local doctor. Chanes Keevu. con¬
firmed to the Globe that his findings on
Rood s condition indicated inadequate care.
The state of Rood s health promoted a
pro Date court last summer to order Douglas
removed from the house while litigation
over tne validity of the property transier
proceeded. In Marcn. a lawsuit alleging
wrongful death was filed against Douglas
by Rood s estate.

Ndghbcrtiood anger
Rood s neignbors remain implacable,
soil seeming over wnat uiev see as me de¬
liberate isolation of a defenseless woman
wnose rnaad life was suaea at the end.
They speax bitteriy of wading througn
high grass in the once-immaculate yard and
of finding a weamereo note tacked on the
door saying that Jane was sieepmg and
would not see visitors.
- - In interviews with the Globe, they com¬
plained about Douglas banning visits and
leaving the phone off the hook. They claim
that «v*n Rood's wedding ring was missing
front her7 finger?
The easg ir being investigated by Mid¬
dlesex District Attorney Thomas Riley, wno
received the irat report of abuse last Septemoer and begin an active investigation m
~Manrn. It rwimmuii ODen case.
■ For- ner part. Douglas says sne is being
piiionad far; sunpiy doing wnat Rood des¬
perately wanted done: taking the house in
oTpftyngir tnr-wirp.

In * combative interview, she told the
Globe that she never mistreated or abandonedHood and that she has been the vic¬
tim of srVindictive. elitist town mat resents
hired heip winding up with a house in the
neighborhood. She vowed to fight on m
court to keep the house.
The story of how tne paths of a suostitute teacner from Sudbury and a reclusive

Aunitint
on or thct vat .K
.

~~ ~

"*»s-

Os

Jane flood

patnoan m Liacoin intersectea began wnen
Roods lawyer informed her in 1989 that ue
rouid no iangw eve tor herself adeauateiy
ana wtmid hare to Dear the coat of daily
nursing care or go to a nursing norae.
The Bullock Nursing Service of Con33ra. wrnch had hired Douglas without any
previous experience or training in canng for
eiders. assigned her to oe Rooa's iive-in
companion in May 1989. According to ner
affidavit. Douglas pecan talking witn Rooa
anout aaiuuuig the house in uie first rnonui
:f her employment. An owner of Bullocx s
now says that Douglas acnununon of assets
tss 'desmcable' and •‘unetmcaL'But m the beginning, Douglas got aiong
xeii with her emoiover ana Rooa s smau
tnrue of neighbors. She held a 90th birthdav
party for Rooa in i990. inviang fnenas ana
relatives wno went away mores sea.
The crunch came soon enougn. nowever.

—r

wnen tne money started running out ana a
succession of lawyers oegan tailing Aooa to.
sell the house so the cotud shift to raertrt'
affordable care, paying $36,000 a year for a
nursing nome in Concsra miman of £72000
for five-in care at Winter Street m I.inmtn
Rood’s life of privilege nad its roots, in.
old money iong gone. Born at the turn of
the century, sne grew up in a five-story
townnouse rn MinnarTaw Her father a pnviiaan. ner mother a pianist. She summerea
;n Pecoruc. Long isiann wnere tne resi¬
dences nave names sucn as High House ana
Bell Buov. After womans for an advertising
agency in the a tv. sne mimed an executive
on rus way to team .at Harvard Business
SchooL They amvea in Lincoln m 1948.
By ail accounts, they led an idyllic life in
a rustic setting until her nusoana. Allan,
died m 1971. Because they were middleaged wnen they marned. there were no
children. But Jane set aeeo roots in a auiet
neignbornooa. careening ana wnane poet¬
ry oy her picture window. She- seemea fi¬
nancially secure, owning jier nouse outnznt
ana holding a crust account witn ud to
$150,000.
But by Februarv 1990. Rooa s savings
nad awinaied to tne point wnere sne naa
:mv enougn monev to pay tor m-nouse care
•..nreusn Octooer. Within monuis. sne wouia
oe faang a oui for £6.000 earn mcsun witn
income oi aoout £800 a month from aoeuu
Secunty ana a smau annuity from Harvard.
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Desperate to man base
But. uke so msirv otner elderly widows
who had taken care of themaervea for dec¬
ades. sne was aeroerate to stay m fasuhv
iurnmn dings, a serene sanctuary sue had
enjoyed for 42 yean. So sne cot a oeai with
Douglas.
Ignoring the aova* of two lawyers not
to sell her noma to Douglas. Rooa was re¬
ferred to an attorney oy Douglas The law¬
yer tun set uo contracts inai smfted the
noose to Douglas in excnange ior care.
One of the lawyers wno aavisea against
the sale. Andrew Shea of Andover, told the
Globe ne suppcnea selling to Douglas onrv
after the care naa Deen erven ana Rooa had
died. “You just would new sell the house
to a care provider and “then hope tor the
best." he said.
But in one fell swoop on Oct. 26. 1990,
Douglas got the oouse for wnat amounted
to no money: retuicea famuv mearners u
the sole heir of Rooa s estate: received pow¬
er of attorney to handle Rooa e monev; ana
totainea a "resioeni agreement that aiowea Rood to remain at ner nome.
It is a aeai now crraateo as a one-sided
travesty dv relatives out defended as con¬
sistent witn Rood s wunes oy Douglas ana
tne uwver mvorvea. David 0. Whittemore
if Frammgnam. wno cnargeo Rood £1.361
Continued on next page

aavwong not spelL He rememoers rwng
nit by a oust of hot air wnen the front door
was owned ana thinking tna» Rood was
dean wnen ne nrst saw ner m bed. He »»<d
the nouse was like an undisturoed setting
from a 1940s movie, everything in its place
and everytnmg coverea with dust. It did not
seem uvea m to nun.
His reaction: "I was angry someone
would do this. It was not as if the home care
woncer nao gone out for a quart of milk.”
In an interview. Douglas conceaed that
her “business a ear was oaaeo on the expec¬
tation that Rood would live for only a few
mare years. But she said that if Rood had
lived for a long time. “I would have been
there. If she lived to oe 100. it would have
been a bad deal for me.” Actuaries say that
the odds of a 90-vear-otd living three years
- the iengtn of Dougias’ payment ana ser¬
vice contracts - are 20-1.
As things twneo out. Rood iived 10
months after deeding ner nouse to Dougias
for $180,000 ana no aownpayment - with all
the payments cancelled out by Douglas fees
for care. By contract ner payment oDiigaaon ceaseo with Rooa's rieatn.
a

for one aavi legal won.
“Phoney omney,' Whittemare says of
omriam mat he dismisses as seif-serving
hindsight. "I suppose Linda Douglas was
supposed to work for nothing?”
While he defends the muiaple transac-ons. ne concedes mere nave oeen legiti¬
mate concerns snout the adequacy of the
care. “It is true mat [Rood] was in some
.eoparay. There is no gettmg around that.
.. The wild card was always wnether Lin¬
da Dougiaa would give her the care to make
everyone nappy. That did not happen.
“But mnemoer mis: I’m sitting there
*rth a ony,'90-vear-old woman with tears in
her eyes telling me she doesn t want to go
to a nursing nome.”
A senm of trouble
The first sign of trouDie was detected by
Rood’s older sister. Frances Adams, who
jved in' a Vermont residence for eiders and
talked to Rood at least once a wee*.
Althougn she had found Douglas pleas¬
ant enougn on the phone m the beginning,
bv the start of 1991 Adams found access to
her sister dosed. Rood was always sleeping,
or the line was always ousv.
Frances-was soil the family mamarch.
ana a Phi Beta Kappa gradnate from Vassar who was not about to be put off when it
came to'iher sisters well-being. She had
looked after'her when they were children
and their mother died, and she would do the
same uuir*"
In February, Frances called her oldest
daugnter/Barbara. who has lived in Katr
rnandu for 'more than 30 years, settling
mere ts-r* free-lance journalist in 1960.
They agreed that Barbara would check
things out-in person when she returned
home for her annual visit in June.
Abourthree months before Barbara Ad¬
ams arrived, a woman who had wonted for
Rood as a nousecieaner for 20 years was
retained by Douglas to give Rood both
breakfast and supper on weekdays.
Itwianoriong oefore Eleanor Mirabito
of Maynard was struggling with what she
calls this “terrible thing’: the lack of food
and care for Rood. She says she was left
notes from Douglas that instructed her to
restrict Rood’s water consumption in order
to avoid bed wetting.
Minfano also said that although Douglas
was pleasant enough when other people
were visiting, she would verbally abuse
Rood once the aoors were closed, yelling
"hurry up7’ at Rood as sne shuffled out of

her bedroom d»dmd der
walker. In
May, Mirabito conxronrad. Dougiaa snout
not having the w,»|rmgT for a decent supper
in the kitchen, She told the Globe mat
Dougias said Rood “doesn't have to - eat
much at her age.... It’s enougn for her.”
Mirabito began oringiQg sandwiches for
Rood on her own.
In eariy June.- Minium's brother-in-law
contacted a nurse in the I.innnm acnooi sys¬
tem. She went through the bouse and exam¬
ined Rood. She brooght in a «n«nai wnnrpr
from the Office of Rider Affairs' protective
service who also found neglectful care. The
agency, according to sources, decided not to
take immediate action, preferring to have
the family resoive the s&uatian.
It all landed in Barbara Adams lap
when she arrived at the «»nd of June.
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- After visiting her aunt in July and being
shocked by her rmviirinn and appearance,
she tned to set up a meeting with Dougiaa.
Calling from her. family's summer home in
Long island. Adams was rebuffed by Doug¬
las but said she was coming anvwav. The
next day she joined forces with a no-non¬
sense neighbor. Mary Baldwin, and they
marcned to the house.
When they amved. Adams said a win¬
dow cracked open m the house ana Douglas
asked: “And whom do we have here?”
The pair, demanded to be allowed in but
Dougias dechnwd, -saying Rood was girlr
Several minutes went by while a local doc¬
tor was remmltaH a a the bickering intensi¬
fied. Rood sat on a <*hai«n lounge in her liv¬
ing room by the .picture window and grmipd
and waved to her niece standing outside. Fi¬
nally, Dougias reientea.
Once the pair went inside, the confron¬
tation .turned rancorous.. Adams and Bald¬
win say Dougias .became, hystencai wnen
Adams went' into. the intrhan ana cheesed
the nearly empty refrigerator. Baldwin says
Dougiaa “threw a fit,” weening and shouting
and then whispering with Rood.-, .
For her-part-Douglas aays in an affida¬
vit filed in cqurtithat she was not “out.of
control” in the mnfmnmt-irmai meeting but
just upset because the visitors’ bold benavior was upsetting. Rood
In August, the dispute over Rood’s care
tumbled into prooaie court, and a restrain¬
ing order was granted that temporarily
banned Dougias from the house , until the
validity of her deed was iitigared When Ad¬
ams arrived at the home to take cnarge, sne
was accompanied by Lincoln patrolman
Patrick Kennev.
The police omcer said he is stSTangry at
what he found: a nearly unconscious woman
unaer blankets in a sweltering nouse during
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Douglas (Heads actions
Dougias insists sne acted only to comply
with Rooa s wisnes ana out of friendship.
“I’m the omv friend she had at the end.
Where were the rest of them? I never saw
anyone coming around to help her. Oh.
they’d bring flowers once in a while or same
bread that would bounce off the floor.”
She said the opposition to her is “really
because I don’t have a lot of money ana I
wasn t barn there, so I’m to be driven from
the'faceof the earth.”
Asked about the evidence of deficient
care contained m statements by neutral ob¬
servers sacn as a aoctor. nurse, social worxer aoa .podceman. Douglas snapped: “It is
not a true picture.... yes. even physical ex¬
ams. I know sne was in good health.”
After the tamuy regained control of
Rood's home, it became near that she neeo-ea fuli-cme care m a nursing home. Her
niece maoe arrangements-to have ner go to
Vermont to oe near her sister Frances.
To get her mere, they rented the local
taxi comwnys gray stretch limousine for
$240. Jane was put in the vast back seat
amid pillows and blankets, her suitcase
propping up her feet.
Frances was there at the curb when the
limn pulled Into the Mayo House m Northfield. Vt_ waiting anxiously by the cars
hai»it door while the driver ran around to
open it and help Jane out. The sisters
hugged eacn other for some ame. “Jane
darling, it's me.'' Frances said.
Today. Frances Adams is still angry and
deternnneo to see the matter through. “I
often say i'm 103 when I’m just 93. It’s been
a long life, and I want to be here long
enougn for justice on this. That was no way
to have it end. No way at all.”
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Removing one's rights with a rubber stamp
jytook but 10 minutes tor Claire d’Entre¬
mont to kseherrignts^Bydeaeetbe 60-year-oia widow
Jroa Cape Cb^eouid no longer ouy or
II property, spendiier money, or even aeiewQeseibe wwgaing to live. Or die.
l£ was ail doo&as a matter of routine by
e Probate Coorcn^Bamstanie County at
e. behest of the Cape Cod Hospital in
yanms. wnen d’Entremont nad been a
ioenL
The paper work for a temporary guaranahip was omddy assemoied in 1990. ana
was ruDber-stamped by a judge when be
ok a break from the bencn. It couid have
-en done oy mult,
Althougn the court deemed d’Entreont mentaby incompetent, there was no
3rmg connomd ana no lawyer represent: her interests. She was not even present
-len her fate was decided.
But wnnm weens, tne confusea woman
:uid give away her house to ner coun-apmtea guaraian for SI - an illegal transfer
at is sail on tne boons despite a state law
at requires guardians to get court approvto sell a warn s property or to accept it as
gift.
Also, the court has required no accountg of the assets put in the guardian s
mas, which inciuded at least 248.000 in
vmga m January 1990 when the appointent was maae. Indeed, the court says it
Tver checks on sucn matters unless some:e files a complaint.
Ana along tne way, a once-feisty unmi■ant wno survived two world wars m Geriny andthen oihita suostanoal nest egg
.America, fell into a oureaucraoc black
he before sne aied last August..
leartona of propriety
Her case is yetanotner illusaaaon of
e penis confrontxng an isolated, infirm elir struggling to stay at home and out of a
irsmg facility. And it raises auesnons
xiut the propnety of home care women
;taming the snimn of clients in a burgeong, pubhdy funded industry that has.no
ird and fast rules on what workers can re¬
ive.-..Lastly, the haphazard handling of her
te by an overrun pro Date court occurred
rsnst~a bacKarop of a dramanr nse m the
stem s use of guardianships, in which the
urt puts one person m cnarge of another s
laacaaions. Despite a 20 percent decrease
supervisory personnel statewide, the use
guaroiana nesny doubled in the past decie. rising irom2JS2 to 5.096. -

Donna M. Reuibach. head of protective
services for the state Office of Elder Af¬
fairs. said society is turning increasingly to
a dangerous quick fix.
“Its so intrusive. Even if you use a
friend, once a guardianship is grantee, the
person naidraiiy has no rights. It’s done
much too quickly.”
Most panes now agree ri'Entremonrs
case fell througn the cracxs hut contend it
was someone else s job to catch her.
Nine montns after her death, here s
what the pimapais say about ner ate:
■ The Cape Cod Hospital says its job
enaea with the court appointment of a
guaraian - a neaith aide that the hospital
had recommenaed. After that, it contends,
it was up to tne court to saieguara d'Enttsmont in her dealings with the aide.
The hospital’s counsel. Fames Butler,
said it’s the court s job to waten over warns
and not the hospital s roie to do any more
than protect tne pattern - and itself - by
having a guaraian aopomtea for an aaaied
panent who was resisting transfer to a
nursing home. .
Allowed to go none
However, one complication m this case
j» fhat. the hospital sought a guaraian even
after the original purpose of the appoint¬
ment - overseeing a nursing home transfer
- had been aroppea. D’Entremont was al¬
lowed to go nome as sne wanted.
A social woncer for a Boston nostntal
said: “Hosmtals almost never recommend a
guaraian for someone to go home. It's need¬
ed for a nursmg home if the nanent is re¬
sisting that. But to go home? Why?*
But a pro Date speaaiist who asked not
to be named disagreea. He said that the
hospital may have acted in the panenrs
best interest - as well as it own. ‘In ail like¬
lihood.” he said, .“the hospital decided it was
time to go. but the social worker involved
feared for her living aione. So. there is some
covering of the tail but it’s also a sensible
precaution.”
■ The Barnstable Probate Court says it
relied exclusively on affidavits aoout d’Entremont’s mentai condition from the nospital.attorney-ana staff doctor in deciding to
name a West Barnstable woman as ner
temporary guardian.
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A spokesman stressea mat the court
never monitors temporary gaunnans ana
has ail it can ao to file the papers on its
1-mm. iet alone ride hero on appointees. Thf
court s caseload increased by one-third last
year while its clerical staff is down 60
percent from just tnree years ago.
Nevertneiess. tne court's acaon meant
that for 90 days - me term of a temporary
guarmananiD - d'Engement-nari no sav in
her own affairs. It was aunng this time that
she sold her guaraian a nouse for 21. retain¬
ing a “life estate" permitting ner to stay at
home as tong as sne uvea.

Fredene P. Claussen. Barnstable regis¬
ter of prooate. said it was me nospitai infor¬
mation mat decided the case.
Asked who reoresemed the panent’s in¬
terests. ne said. “No one— This appeared
to be a routine case.'
What’s done to monitor guardians?
“Nothing. There are thousanos of cases,
and the courts can t keep up with it any¬
more.”
Are the courts falling down on the job,
given the stales of these appointments?
“Maybe. This one fell through the
craoa. The courts are in virtual collapse.”
■ The guardian |na former home care
woncer. Caroline Ewing of West Barnsta¬
ble. says sne was neiDing d’Entremont deal
with her fear of being forced into a nursing
home wnen sne acquired the house lor 21.
The house is now worm aoout 2115.000.
Ewing aain she and d’Entremont be¬
came friends in 1987 when sne went to work
for her ss a health aide: Two years later, the
friendship resulted in d’Entremont giving
Ewing ner power of attorney and making
her tne soie beneficiary of a newwiiL eiimi' niting several chances and farmer friends
from d'Entremont s previous neighborhood
inHyanms.
A crisis in her care occurred a few
months after that, wnen ri Enffemont be¬
came aisonented from excessive use of pain
pills for her oacs and the onset of dementia.
In Decemoer 1989. she entered Cape
Cod Hospital where doctors recommenaed
sbe.be sent to a-mowne-home. Ewing and
her nusoand. Ernest, say d'Entremont
begged them to take ner home, and the cou¬
ple agreed to move in with her after Caro¬
line was panwti temporary guaraian.

Admitted knowledge of savings
Later. Ernest admitted that the coupie
knew there was consideranie savings and
provided records showing a current balance
of about $36,000 and a beginning balance of about 498,000 in 1987. In addition, he pro¬
vided several character references who at¬
tested in Globe interviews to tfte couple’s
ability to handle an infirm elders financial
affairs.
Asked why he lied about knowing how
much money d’Entremont had. Ernest said:
“I didn’t want it to look like it might that
we defrauded an old lady. She was m
charge and knew what was going on. I wish
you couid understand that... She was a
sharp little cookie.”
Both the Ewings vehemently deny using
her money for their own needs and specu¬
lated that the 460.000 decline in her assets.
from 1987 to 1991 probably went to pay for
mercnandise she bought througn a rani**.
television snooping station. They provided
about 410.000 in cancelled bank checks
maae out to a credit card as documentation.
The Ewings said none of her money was
involved when they paid off a 4134.000 con¬
structor ioan they took out in 1989 on two
homes they had built in Mashpee. They sold
one house for 4110.000 in 1990 and have
tenants living in the other.

They say that d’Entremonf s oDsessrve ••
fear of being forced into a nursing nome
soon shifted to worrying aoout losing value
from her estate to a state Medicaid ciaim if. she had to go to a nursing facility before sne
died.
““Ernest concedes that he played a roie in
her growing concern over the value of her
estate.
He recalls showing d’Eniremont a news¬
paper article in March 1990 stating that
there was oniy a matter of days to Peat an
April 1 Hoa/iimp for homeowners to transfer
title to someone they trust in order to avoid
state
attachments on long-term
nursing-home care. After the deadline, the
transfers would have to take place 30
monuis Dei ore the owner went to a nursing
home m order to avoid state iiens for pay¬
ment reimbursements.
Diminished vaine
The new regulation meant teat if d’En¬
tremont went to a nursing home wmie sne
retamed the home in her name, the value of
what she would pass to the Ewings as an in¬
heritance wouid be greatly diminished.
The cost of d’Eniremont s care, which
couid have run as much as 480.000. would
have wiped out her savings of 448.000 as of
January 1990. And the Ewings, as owners
of an inherited house, would have faced a
state
on about one-third of the value
ofdhe Centerville home.
Bdtdhafc prospect was eliminated when
d’Entremont sold them the bouse. *
It also appears that the Ewings were
sitting tight on d’Entreraont’s savings after
she died last year. Until asked about the ac¬
counts oy the Globe, the ccupie naa not giv¬
en the prooate court an accounting of her
holdings or even filed a copy of the will giv¬
ing them ner property and money.
When first asxed about d’Entremont’s
savings, they denied knowing anything
about it. Asked if the money approached
$100,000. as claimed by a former neighbor
and a lawyer who helped handle her fi¬
nances. they scoffed at the idpa. •’Where
wouid she get 4100.000?” asked Caroline.
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Godsend for Many, Home-Care Industry
Also Has Potential for Fraud and Abuse
3y HiuutY Stoit
Staff Reporter of Tut

Wtu.

STaxrr J ouhnal

After two monuis in uie nospital ana
seven months in a nursing nome. William
3rockmeyer was reaoy to go ftome. But
witit his left side paralyzed from a stroke,
the 87-vear-oid man from New York’s Long
Island couldn t manage aione. Relatives
hired a home nealth aide from a local firm
to help.
On his first dav on the job in 1989. the
aide. 27-vear-oid Victor Bell, robbed and
Killed Mr. Brocicmeyer. He was later con¬
victed of muroer.
The tragedy is an extreme example of
an increasingly pressing problem: how to
protect uie consumer in the hugely di¬
verse. rapidly expanding nome health-care
industry.
Of all the segments of the U.S. econ¬
omy’s burgeoning neaith-care sector, none
is growing faster than nome care. Last
year aione. there were more than 1.500
new firms offering nursing and personal
care in the home, according to the Na¬
tional Association for Home Care. The
home meuicai-equipment industry has
grown even faster, expanding by about
15To a year, to about 7.000 or 8.000 firms,
according to a sooxesman for the National
Association of Medical Equipment Sup¬
pliers.
A Godsend for Many
The industry is a goasend for many, al¬
lowing AIDS patients escape from hospital
beds, frail elderly an alternative to nursing
homes, kidney patients relief from having
to undergo regular hospitalization for dia¬
lysis. premature babies tne cnance to
come nome. Moreover, it has become a
darling of Wall Street investors, convinced
that me growing pusn for outpatient medi¬
cal services ana me aging population will
keep the industry growing apace.
But the rapid growth of private care
also raises concerns among many con¬
sumer advocates. "The main thing with
home care is me potential for fraud and
abuse is staggering," says Mana Mitchell,
president of me Community Health Ac¬
creditation Program, a subsidiary of the
National League of Nursing, which was
founded four years ago to accredit home
health-care firms. "One can only shudder
to think wnat can go on in me home if we
don't have me means to measure and as¬
sess quality."
Such concerns involve potential finan¬
cial abuse as well as shoddy care. Govern¬
ment prosecutors allege in federal court

Swan yuan

in Philadelphia mat Federal Home Care
Inc. telephoned senior citizens to offer
medical equipment that would be covered
by Medicare, me federal health-insurance
program for me elderly and me disabled.
In me telephone conversations, company
officials were able to obtain senior citizens
Social Secunry numbers, me government
alleges. The firm men shipped unneeded
equipment to me homes of elderly people
and billed me government, prosecutors al¬
lege. The court is reviewing allegations
mat me company submitted more man i&
million in fraudulent claims to Medicare.
Federal Home Care denies me allega¬
tions.
New Regulations
The Bush administration this month un¬
veiled regulations to crack down on me
home medical-equipment industry, includ¬
ing a rule that suppliers meet a set of stan¬
dards in order to do business with Medi¬
care. Bills have already been introduced in
bom me House and me Senate mat would
require home medical-equipment suppliers
to meet Medicare s standards of practice.
The home-care industry supports me ef¬
fort. “This industry is bound and deter¬
mined to change our unage around ana
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really boot me bad players out." says Ra¬
mon Paquette, president of Vermont Medi¬
cal Home Care Inc.
No one is saying me home-care business
is an industry of scoundrels. "I think it’s a
very valuable service, and mere are a Jot
of very competent, high-level providers m
me industry providing services and mayoe
even more attention than m me hospital.”
says William Thompson, vice president of
a Burlington. Vt.. insurance company that
underwrites poucies for home-care pro¬
viders nationwide. "But I think it’s impor¬
tant for consumers to look for signs of
quality in agencies, mayoe memberships
in national associations, accreditation, his¬
tory."
The industry encompasses uneducated,
minimum-wage aides hired to clean house
and bathe invalids: visiang-nurse agencies
that provide highly trained registered
nurses and nurse practitioners: companies
mat sell or rent medical technology from
wheelchairs to home respirators: and
firms mat provide people ana equipment to
administer infusions of nutrients and medi¬
cines. procedures that in me past had to oe
done in nospitals.
The most frequent charge -against
Please Turn to Page B5. Column 1
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Continued From Page Bl
home-care firms is unreliability. People
show up late or don't show up at all. But
there are far more serious problems. Mr.
Thompson recalls receiving claims in some
half-dozen cases in the past three years
where nurses or home health aiaes have
muroerea pauems. Numerous other claims
have been filed against home health companics alleging that home nealth aides ana
visinng nurses stole jewelry ana credit
caras and forged the cnecxs of their pa.tlents. he says.
Other proolems reflect those that occur
througnout the health-care industry: paaded bills, charging for services or equipment that isn't needed or referrals to agendies by pnysicians wno have an ownership
■stake in the Arm. The Department of
Health and Human Services is investigate
ing wnether one of the oldest and most sue■cesstui home-care firms-Caremark, a unit
of Baxter-International Inc. that sells mea;lcal equipment for use in the home-die-gaily paia doctors to refer patients to the
company. Caremark denies any wrongdo¬
ing.
A recent report by Congress's General
Accounting Office cited a Flonaa case in
which a doctor and nurse snowea up at an
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elderly woman s nome claiming that Medi¬
care had sent them "because elderly peo¬
ple were dying aue to inadequate care."
The couple ftao nothing to ao with the
Medicare program. But later in the aav,
several types of medical equipment were
j delivered ana 17“.:: was cnargea to Medi¬
1 care.
t
Critics say regulation often is lacking.
j "Home care can oe aousea care." savs
| Charles Inianaer. president of the Peooie s
j Medical Society, the largest consumer
health organization in the country.
i “There s no puouc eye there."
j
j
j
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i
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States regulate nome care in different
ways, and omy some require licensing.
Any firm that wtsnes to participate in tne
Medicare program (which doesn't cover
muen home care anyway) must receive
government certification, but only about
5.700 of the 12.500 home-care firms in the
U.S. are certified, according to the Na¬
tional Association for Home Care.
A few private bodies also accredit
home-care firms. Currently, two major ac¬
creditors are iocked In a battle for domi¬
nance that couid determine the direction of
the overagnt system. One is the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Health
.Care Orgamzanons. which is basically run
by representatives of health-care proviaers
and which keens its operations and find¬
ings secret. The other is the four-year-oia
Community Health Accreditation Pro¬
gram. wmch mciuaes consumer represen¬
tatives on its ooara ana maxes findings of
any firm it reviews available to the pub¬
lic.
But monitoring wnat goes on in the hun¬
dreds of homes handled by a single firm
isn't so easy. "In that sense, it's a bit of a
regulator's nightmare.” says Rick Surpm.
president of Cooperaove Home Care Asso¬
ciation. a New York City company that
provides nurses aides and other paraprofessionais to work In private homes.
"It’s not like you can go into a hospital and
inspect everyone." he says. "You're ready
putting a great aeal of trust in the
agency."
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license to stats aotbonoes.
t set HOSPITAL At ►
Mr. Akin, wno also a being

Medical examiner reviews
deaths at North Fulton
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investigated in connection with
toe death of i Birmingham pa¬
ttest in March, has made no puolic comment. Kt has acx been
ehargsd in either stats, ana autoonnaa nave not identified him
u * suspect.
HI* attorney said Wednesday
that Mr. AJau was soil in the At¬
lanta area.
Slaoa lata last week, at least
10 GBI agents cave Dean wont,
mg at North Fulton Regional, in¬
terviewing nurses, subpoenaing
■nodical records and reviewing
chans.
"Right now we're concentrat¬
ing on North Fulton, although t
won’t guarswaa that tomorrow (
won't break two ageaa off and
send them to Grady or Georgia
Baptist.'‘sold Larry Wboeier, ths
mount deputy director of the
I menu in vestige ouns section.
Mr. Alan too worked it
Grady Memonei Hospital for
four rears sod it Georgia Baptist
for 10 months.
Pissse see nurse, as ►
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Former employer
trusted Barney
Bjorklund worked as home health aide
3y jcnn Rood
^JOUrMifiWr ,

.Scott Barney was a trusted em¬
ployee while be worked for Rex TV,
his former boss said today.
.-The electronics store is one of two
places Barney and Roger. D. Bjorkfund are accused of robbing. The pair
also are suspects in the death of Can*
dice Harms.
'We never had a problem.” said
Stacy Taylor, a manager at Rex TV.
“He (Barney) was a part of the crew
that I kind of felt like I could trust
“Customers . always. really liked
-him." Taylor said. “If someone was
having a problem, he’d go out and set
4t up for them. He’d go out of bis way
fo keep the customers happy.”
,« Barney stopped working at the
electronics store six to eight months
jtgo, Taylor said. ?One day be .went
out for lunch and just didn't come
.back.”
Barney got along well with other
employees and visited the store after
his departure. That included a Sept 17
visit — the day after the store was
robbed.
“He came in to buy something — 1
don’t remember what it was,"* Taylor
said.
Barney was not the store’s top
salesman, but that was not for lack of
effort Taylor recalled. “He liked tu be
number one. Heldidnt like to lose.” yf>
.■Bjorklund formerly worked as a
home health care worker, according
to ja former cliwit'
. BUI Rush. a“ Lincoln resided who
has cerebral palsy and uses a wheel*
chair, wrote the Lincoln Journal Mon*

day to say he was concerned Bjork*

173

bad had been allowed to work in his
home.* Bjorklund worked for Kim¬
berly Quality Care for more than two
yean before quitting last year. Rush
said.
“When he worked for KQC, he went
Into people’s homes to assist them
with many personal tasks,” Rush
wrote. “Some of these people are vul¬
nerable.”
Rush contended Nebraska’s cur
rent home aid system needs to be re¬
vised Background checks need to be
conducted and minimum-wage sal¬
aries increased.
“Nebraska (Department of) Social
Services has no screening program,”
he said “If people are breathing and
are able to fill out a form, they can be
an aide for anybody,” Rush alleged
A branch manager for Kimberly
Quality Care was out of town today
and unavailable for comment No one
else was permitted to discuss Bjorklund’s employment an employee said.
Social Services officials also wen
unavailable.
Prior to last week’s robberies ar¬
rest Bjorklund’a only contact with
law enforcement was for traffic of¬
fenses. According to court records,
Barney bad a' conviction for petty lar¬
ceny, along with traffic offenses and
Mure to pay child support
Also this morning, Lincoln Public
Schools officials said Barney did not
graduate Tfrom Lincoln Northeast
High School, as .reported Monday.
Barney left Northeast during his jun¬
ior year .and briefly attended the
Bryan .Learning Center, but'did not
earn a "diploma.
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Nurse fired
twice before
hired locally
By Jmb M. Miiwihi
aaiNtefc PanwM
Authorities i«y a nor** under
invesugauoa in the Hutu of it
paaaa tad been find twice baton
da wu and at Cooper Graaa Hanpual ib BimatadBL
^Jeff Gannaay, tha Jeffarson
the taanil ana otbar eomtf mm
•arneaa. tut teal Bleat, however,
that aa Bad as »—*»-—«— mat tna
am aad Bad aay praam.
Podoa orvem nnaadild tn*
baawaan Coooar Or—n oaatft
and 17 daawa n Atlanta atM
hoaottaL Story, paga A1.
Local boaoitau pot proapactira
anrae* turned various pra enroioy-

SI

seat covets. But some officials lay
they may doc bear at a praiem in a
sona* background (Bat naan t paea
the sunpet at an admuamon or
court action.
Than wu ao main non iaat meat
Jut Joa Aim. tna M-yunr-oid none
Birmintnam ponca tay it naoar
nwBouwa. arar waa caaryad wua
i crime.
The none unoer invceogiiioo waa
Sind from an agency mat suopuee
sanan to Peel U Item one said Ger¬
mane. communnner ot the coontra
Healta aad Human service* aivwoa.

CN

ca

“We thoroughly enact tne saca-'
ot the ayaocy. but it s tneir
responaioility to enact tna bactground ot any psraou taay tend over
Jiere. ' he said.
—
nofcital officials said yeateroar
they au pocanoai nirea about oast
ponuoua ana length ot employment,
men contact former employen to
verify toe information Mott hos¬
pitals also jit'-fT tbe former
employer would nun tna none.
The red flag basically is if tbe
former employ** is ooa eligible (or
reurr said BJ. Schema. a nurse
and director ot maucai oroleniooai
-eanumnent at Um venue Hoaoital
That tells you mere may nave oeen
a prooiem.
But even il a botottal indientna it
would not renin a particular none,
shat may out aifect tbe nurse a em¬
ployment ffianra onenaa toms noapitaia woo t ream a aura* woo aaa
left, regaroma ot way.

Mystery
raises past
specters

Birmingham area bospiui offi¬
cials aiso said mev tnaac tun tna
-una aa* a uccnaa in toad
But even that would oot ntelv
.scorer an mcoociusive mvesugs’.on into the oune t oactgrouaa coo:ucted in anotner state. an ottiaai
*"im tne Alabama Board ot Nursing
said.
Ml inveitieations are not
eooneo.' said Louise Blast. orac:ce consonant lor tne Atacama
Board of Nonini. Once tne rnvesuiation oroT«« mere is cause ano an
..cuon is taxea. men tne .National
- .mm ot tne state Boara ot Nurv
;g woajd be noulied ana we would
are teens to mat.
Hospital officiau aiso sain iner
veep a cioae coeca on tne Beam of
Nursing Newsletter, wnicn ouoitsnea

By Aadraw Uwmek
Yeetaruavs reveuuooe ot an
Ireenugatf mm mystnneus
patient dearns in Georgia awn
Alabama
raeaiii turnlar norrors
from tbe

Certainly i
on* of tbe |
moat bei- |
oooa crimes l
involveo I
h o* p 11 a I I
Ooaoaa lldrvwy oroerlyl
Sunns* Earvev of Mlddletowe. i

iovnuciuoo.
Baptist Medical Center Princeton
officials cocci for anr crurunaj coovicuons in tne area mere tne ion
prospect last uvea ana wortea. baspiui jooceswoman Grace (.sandier
said.

j for IS Deems at GUo ana Ken- i
tocty ’*"*""■ ** da was usieo to I
evea more a earns by ms own |

At least 29 of (be deaths I
neturred at Orate Hosniui in l

L' the former emoiover menuoos
:o a oroso*cuve emoioeee me nurse
j Deing invesucatao in connection
wttn susnicious oeaina. lor instance,
ana men is no concrete conclusion
of wrongaoing.
:e former
emoioeee can turn amino ana sue
you. mat vou re saving nan tunes,
sianoer. Ms. Scbantn saia.
That s
ene recruiters reaue
save to oe so on too oi things,
secaujc vou reauv cave so little
■ ■femsyfinn er>

OnonBiu.

— ■»

!
!
I
i

j
(

j
i

With a snortage at nurse* nation¬
wide. official! aay oursea sometimes
move from job to job ana could
leave unfavorable information aoout
previous employers off job appuca"II thee omitted information ...
initially try to loot (or gape m me
application, said Kati CSamoie*.
.ice president for corporate numan
resources-eoucation al Medical
Center Bast
But I've known of instances ais-0versa wnere an emoioeee omitted
in emoiover and me inewi emoiover
lewto mat as falsification.
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"I rtsoaiuad mvseif being in
that same ooeiuon. iving there
ruffenng for years, oo ooe cared
. to com* and see me. be wu
quoted a s Gncunaa Post store.
"I put teem out ot tbetr misery
like 1 bopea ewneons would put
ns* eat at my many.'’

I
i
I
i
|
I
i

Bareev smiled and laugned in
the courtroom u me a earns of
hu victim* were deamned.
Harvey defaaaea himseil as a
ngnteou merev Killer, not a
compulsive Killer.
He contaaan in Killing i7 oeopie. some nv iniecung air mio
meir vein* an* some ov evauae
poaotung. tsuninning nim as me
worst serial Killer in American
suture. He u lemng 60 rears in
the Ohio State Penitentiary.

I
I

According to other press
accounts:
• In 19*1. Jane francea Boldiag. a nurse oo duty at Prince
Georges Hospital in Cheveriv.
ui was sccuand of tilling three
terminally ill patients by fatal
infections causing myaterioua
cardiac arrests. Ms. Bolding was
i counted in me case.
• In 1911 and 1912. Geaene
Jones, a nurse at San Antonio
Medical Center in Texas, in wnnt
wu Known u tne Bab* Deaths
case, was accused of tiliint more
JO names woo oao Died mw
tenousiv in me peoistnc miensive care unit- A jury found ner
guutv and sae wu sentenced to a
maximum nme in prison oi 99
years.
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IS FRAUD POISONING
HOME HEALTH CARE?
T

*<oio muiiuin *4 •« m«iam tiyiMAM |i loai hum *»*a/us ar h»*h mik i«u |f*wiy i. m
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Critics say lax regulations allow overcharging and abuse

orn Henry had a good thing going.
them. The companies then allegedly
By padding bills for services pro¬
billed Medicare $14 million, claiming that
vided through six home health-care the products were medically essential.
agencies he owned in Lebanon, Tenn.. he This case, pending in federal court,
easily collected more than $4.4 million
sparked 14 probes nationwide into simi¬
from Medicare and Medicaid over four
lar scams.
years. Henry spent much of the money
■ Robert Desrochers, the owner of two
on a new home. cars, and lavish toys, in¬
home health-care agencies in Alhambra.
cluding furs for his wife, a jaunt with
Calif., paid the salaries of discharge plan¬
friends to Cancun. and a trip to Holly¬
ners at 10 hospitals as part of his ser¬
wood to appear on Wheel of Fortune (he vice as long as they sent patients to his
lost). Henry was finally caught and con¬
agencies. He then shifted that cost,
victed of fraud in 1992. after his schemes
among others, to Medicare. He was con¬
became too Distant to escape the notice
victed of fraud last year. Prosecutors
of insurance investigators, who alerted
say his scheme is not unusual.
federal authorities.
Problems in the industry are not lim¬
The case oi Tom Henry is only one of
ited to newly formed companies or flycountless instances of fraud and abuse
by-night operators. Some of the largest
plaguing the rapidly expanding $31 bil¬
companies in the industry, such as Care¬
lion home health-care industry. Most are
mark International Inc. and T2 Medical
purely financial rip-offs, such as one in¬
Inc., are under federal investigation for
volving a Florida man sent to prison on
alleged kickback schemes. Hospital
Feb. 14 for. among other things, billing
Staffing Services Inc., based in Fort
Medicaid for home care rendered to
Lauderdale. Fla., is being probed for its
three people who turned out to be dead.
Medicare billing practices. All three com¬
But other crimes involve willful actions
panies deny wrongdoing.
of neglect, abuse, and incompetence that "NOT wownt* Predicting how much
jeopardize the lives of the aged and ill
fraud and abuse costs consumers is
people receiving care at home.
tricky. One congressional estimate puts
it at 10% of total expenditures, or $3.1
Among the myriad scams already un¬
billion. If the current level of malfea¬
covered:
sance continues, experts say, it could
■ Kelly Kare, a home-care company in
wipe out some of the anticipated savings
New York, sent ‘untrained, unqualified,
and unlicensed workers" to care for sick from caring for patients outside hospi¬
and elderly patients. Their competence tals. ‘Home health care is the next ma¬
was so lacking that one client. Ronald jor frontier for fraud and abuse," says
Edward J. Kuriansky, New York Deputy
Callahan, had to have his sister teach his
alleged nurse how to catheterize him. Attorney General and special prosecutor
for Medicaid fraud.
By the time Kelly
‘We’ve just scratched
Kare's owner was
HOME HEALTH-CARE
the surface."
convicted, she had
Of
course,
in¬
billed New York Med¬
SPENDING IS SOARING
stances of criminal
icaid more than $L1
conduct occur in oth¬
million for fraudulent
er segments of the
services.
health-care industry.
■ In Miami, a net¬
But the nature of
work of eight compa¬
home care makes it
nies is charged with
uniquely susceptible.
offering milk supple¬
In hospitals, doctors,
ments and nutrition¬
nurses, and adminis¬
al therapies free to
trators all monitor
healthy consumers
the quality and costwho
didn't
need

effectiveness of care patients receive.
But home care is largely unsupervised.
With ill-defined or nonexistent pricing
guidelines, poorly conceived federal reg¬
ulations. and a patchwork of uneven
state and local laws, tne home-care in¬
dustry is primarily accounts Die to itself.
Though the industry has tightened
its standards, the guidelines have little
or no effect on the thousands of homecare companies that don t belong to the
trade groups. And federal investigators
are far too understaffed to meet the
growing caseload. ‘We've only been deal¬
ing with the most blatant cases because
of the lack of manpower." says Jeanne
K. Damirgian. an assistant U. S. attor¬
ney in Miami. ‘Only now are we moving
into more sophisticated schemes."
The fraud epidemic comes at a time
when the industry is experiencing ex¬
ponential growth. More than 7.1 million
people are expected to receive some
care in their homes in 1994. That’s up
from 5.9 million in 1987. the industry's
trade group says. Home care, which pro¬
vides the services of nurses and aides,
and home infusion therapies, which in¬
clude delivery of drugs intravenously.
SOCIAL ISSUES
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are expected to grow 35% in 1994. ac¬
Such savings, coupled with pressure
cording to the Commerce Dept.—three from insurers to cut costs, is compelling
times faster than the rest of the health¬
hospitals to release patients sooner. And
care industry. The other industry seg¬ advances in treatments and technolo¬
ment. duraole medical equipment, such
gies have made it possible to provide
as oxygen tanks and wheelcnairs. is also sophisticated care, such as chemotherapy
growing fast.
and respiratory therapy, almost as easi¬
The federal government is picking up
ly in living rooms as hospitals.
a sizable percentage of the tab. Medicare i MANY LIMIT*. Perhaps nothing has done
and Medicaid expenditures for home | more for the industry's bullishness of
care ballooned to *18 billion last year, j late than the Clinton Administration s
from just *8 billion in 1990. according to \ plan for health-care reform. Clinton's
Home Health Line, an industry newslet¬
proposed package specihcally calls for
ter. The Health Care Financing Admin¬ universal coverage of short- and long¬
istration. which manages Medicare ex¬ term home care.
penses. predicts a 166% increase in its Many insurance com¬
panies now offer only
home-care spending by 1996.
home-care
The boom is being fueled largely by limited
the perception that home care is less coverage—or none.
costly than more traditional venues. A
Since Clinton's elec¬
1991 industry study compared the av¬ tion. Health Force, an
erage cost of treatment in hospitals with owner and franchiser
treatment in the home for patients with of nursing and homehip fractures, a common ailment treated aide agencies based in
through home care. It found that by Woodbury. N.Y.. says
sending patients home six days earlier that responses to its
than normal. *2,300 was saved. That newspaper ads seek¬
translates into an annual savings of *575 ing franchisees have
million to Medicare, the studv showed.
more than doubled to

| as many as 125 per weetc. In Louisiana. |
the number of Medicare-certified home- i
i health agencies jumped from 270 to 442 I
j in 1992. Growth has been so rapid that
j Louisiana, along with other states, has
j placed a moratorium on tne opening of
i new agencies.
Amid the home-care industry's explo: sive growth, critics are calling for
I stepped-up enforcement and better
' guidelines to regulate providers. All though Congress attempted to make j
j some fixes m 1987 by establishing tram- I
! ing standards for home health aides and I
! a national hot line for consumer com- i
| plaints, abuses have proliferated. “There |
| are so many pieces of home care." says |
Charles P. Sabatino. assistant director I
1 of the American Bar Assn, s Committee I
■ on Legal Problems of the Elderly. “Some |
i are state programs. Some are Medicare. I
I There is licensed, unlicensed, and high- |
' tech home care. And there is no com- i
I prehensive approach to accountability."
j
A look at the regulatory landscape
! makes that all too clear:
I ■ Only seven states resruiate home in| fusion as a distinct industry, leaving this
i segment most open to rampant wrong- |
doing, experts say. “The regulatory en¬
vironment for these services is a little
bit like Dodge City before the marsnals
showed up." said Representative Ron
Wvden iD-Ore.l at a hearing last May.
■ Virtually no state or federal licensing
requirements exist for the 10.000 com¬
panies providing durable medical equip¬
ment. Although the industry's trade
group, the National Association of Med¬
ical Equipment Suppliers, imposes stan¬
dards on its members, only 20% of the
businesses oeiong to the group.
■ For the nursing and home-aide agen¬
cies. 10 states and the District of
Columbia lack special licensing require¬
ments. though certification througn a
senes of inspections is needed to partic¬
ipate in Medicare and Medicaid. Laws
that are in place lack consistency in
standards, training, or licensing. Inde¬
pendent providers, which make up *3.5
billion, or 17%, of the home nursing busi¬
ness. operate largely
outside any regula¬
tory framework. And
no federal law re¬
quires these agencies
to check whether job
applicants have crimi¬
nal records.
Certainly, the con¬
cept of home health
care is sound and,
when implemented
correctly, compara¬
tively
economical.
And the majority of
MAUCH 14, 1994
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home-care providers do deliver exem¬
plary services. Industry leaders and
trade groups have taken it upon them¬
selves to devise rules aimed at ensuring
high-quality service. Olsten Corp.. based
in Westburv. N.Y., the largest provider
of nurses and aides for the home, spends
close to $2 million annually on compli¬
ance programs, which include a criminal
background check on job applicants.
But Olsten and some other compa¬
nies stop short of suggesting that their
self-policing mechanisms be applied to
the industry at large. Instead, they prefer to rely on a competitive marketplace
to wipe out malfeasance.
itmks coot. Trade groups, including
the National Association for Home Care.
strictly scrutinize their members and
have been pushing to expand govemment oversight. In addition to abiding
by Medicare regulations and state laws,
members must get the blessing of the
Joint Commission on Accreditation of

|AMI S |l*« *'*t. IMA.

WHO’S
Bll IN
HOME CARE
1993 TOTAL
REVENUES
OAIA WHOCL ASVOf ULltON »0i *0*1 UII

roMMiio otn nawrtuiHin

I
|
|
|
I
|

Healthcare Organizations or a similar
accrediting body. For accreditation.
members must meet stringent standards, including a requirement of 75
hours of training for home-care aides.
continuing education for nurses, and
agreeing to abide by an ethics code. But
these moves only go so far. The stan¬
dards affect only association members—
allowing independent operators to piay
by their own rules.
So, legislators are readying another
try. One bill, scheduled to be introduced
in March by Representative Sherrod
Brown (D-Ohio) and Senator Howard
M. Metzenbaum (D-Ohio), would set lim¬
its on prices home infusion firms can
charge for their products, establish qual¬
ity standards for the industry, and re¬
quire federal licensing. The measure in
part responds to protests about extreme
disparities in prices for drug therapies
offered by home infusion companies
(table, page 73). For example, 500 mg

HOME NURSING
AND AIDES

«21

of Neupogen, an anti-infection drug, can
cost from *266 to *1,128, according
to Principal Mutual Life Insurance Co.
C.A. Piccolo. CEO of Caremark, the
largest provider of home infusion thera¬
pies. concedes that legislation needs to
address "escalating costs." But he adds
that prices for home-infusion drugs ap¬
pear high because they reflect numerous
overhead costs that must be included
in drug charges to get reimbursement
from insurance companies. "Insurers
won t reimburse us as a iine item for
services." he says. "They insist that we
factor it into the cost of the product."
Another bill, sponsored by Represen¬
tative Charles E. Schumer tD-N.Y.I,
would increase funding for health-care
fraud investigators as well as provide
stiffer penalties for offenders—especially
in cases resulting in injury or death to
patients. Resources available for uncov¬
ering health-care fraud are woefully in¬
adequate. The number of inspectors with
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travenous therapy. Fortunately, KostosWeber caught the mistake, she says.
But when she tried to complain to the
state health department, she was re¬
ferred to the Attorney General's office,
which in turn referred her to the Na¬
tional Alliance for Infusion Therapy, an
industry lobbying group based in Wash¬
ington. ‘There was no one to turn to.'
says Kostos-Weber. “This is a totally un¬
regulated industry. The health depart¬
ment didn't even know what infusion
therapy is." Critical Care, which was re-

THi PRICE ismr RIGHT
Rang* of costs hr drugs charged
by home-infusion compomts *

tumaovn

SI 50 to S800

Used as antiviral treatment for AIDS

iiuMWH

S266 to SI .128

Anti-infection drug

rarruiiDiMK

$180 to $450

Antipneumonia drug

6AMMA6ARD

$1,100 to $3,300

AIDS treatment to boost immune system

S147 to S384

loam in
BUM

Treatment for Lyme disease

$135 to $338
Treatment for various infections
’Chargn rnduda tmrtam p—rtieod can men as
rU ivory and muung at drug compounds

But: Ream ■nti in bum to
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centiy acquiree by Caremarx
for *175 million, declined to
comment on the pending litigation except to say that it
“will vigorously defend itseif."
It’s clear that as health care
moves further into the home,
it is bringing a whole new set
of problems for providers, insurers, regulators, and consumers. Although greater regulation is essential, lawmakers
must be careful not to overregulate. According to a yet-tobe-released study by the
George Washington University Health Policy Project, North
Carolina. Virginia, and Minnesota have come up with the
best regulatory mix. Their
laws defining home-health
agencies are flexible enougn to
maxe most services fall under
some regulation. The marxetplace, too. will impose more
scrutiny and reform, and industry trade groups are trying to 1mprove quality.
CAM iimin Experts say one of the
most effective ways to curtail abuses is
to increase the roie of doctors. “If there
is a power broker in home health-care
services, it’s the doctor.' says William
Dombi, director of the Center for Health
Care Law in Washington, D. C. The
American Medical Assn, has advocated
using doctors as case managers for home
health-care services. That position is
backed by an independent study Aetna
Life Insurance Co. concluded in 1993. It
found that more physician involvement
would curb abusive practices. It noted
that in many cases it reviewed, doctors
had not even seen the patients for
whom they were prescribing treatment.
As the law stands now. doctors have
little incentive to take a hands-on approach to home health care. They are
not paid by insurers for worx relating to
home health-care planning.
The eventual shape of health-care re¬
form will likely have the greatest im¬
pact on the industry. The Clinton plan
does include new criminal penalties for
bribes and kickbacks in the home health¬
care industry as well as tougher civil
penalties for falsified billing claims. But
these provisions—thougn they go a long
way toward separating the good from
the bad players—are only a starting
point. The architects of health-care re¬
form must address all the present-day
abuses and problems before they inad¬
vertently create a whole host of new
ones for the future.
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the Office of the Inspector Genera! of the Health & Human
Services Dept, has been cut to
249 from 298 since 1989. while
workloads have multiplied.
On the local level. New
York's Erie County set up an
employment registry this year
to track home-care workers
who have criminal records or
other troubling pasts. The law
was adopted after local police
reported a spike in complaints
of abuse against senior citizens
by home-care workers, includ¬
ing one of an 82-year-old blind
woman with Alzheimer's dis¬
ease who was so badly beaten
that her nbs were broken.
Other patients were persuaded
to transfer bank funds to their
caretaxers or open credit-card
accounts for them.
In the private sector, insurance companies have launched
their own crackdown. They
more frequently decline to pay bills as
submitted, citing unsubstantiated or inflated claims. Principal Mutual is demanamg more proof that services billed
for were actually delivered and necessary. At Northwestern National Life Insurance Co., a full-time investigator has
been assigned solely to reviewing bills
submitted for home nursing services.
hum mi Perhaps nothing illustrates
the potential perils of home care better
than the story of Sarah Weber, a little
girl in Cleveland Heights. Ohio, who suffered from cerebral palsy. From the age
of 5 until her death last July at age 10.
Sarah was able to live at home with the
help of intravenous drugs and nutnuonal therapy.
In congressional hearings last May,
Sarah s mother, Marie Kostos-Weber,
testified that Sarah's bills for her ex¬
tensive treatments ranged from 195.000
to *120.000 a month—an amount that
ate up the family’s *1 million private
insurance policy limit in less than a year.
She stated that after checking with a
health-care consultant, she estimated it
cost close to *L000 a day more to treat
Sarah at home than in the hospital.
When her insurance lapsed, it took a
court order to prevent Critical Care
America Inc., Sarah’s home-infusion
provider, based in West borough. Mass.,
from cutting off Sarah’s supply of
medicine, according to congressional
records.
But Sarah had other problems. Ac¬
cording to a lawsuit Kostos-Weber filed
last September against Critical Care,
which alleges overcharging and poor
quality of care, she contends that the
company mistakenly delivered a lethal
dose of the wrong drug for Sarah’s in¬

American Medical Association

NEWS
March 28, 1994

Home alone
Tougher laws needed to protect housebound patients
Bv Julie Johnsson
AMNEWS STAFF_

It was any parent's nightmare. A
Chicago mother, browsing the morning
newspaper, discovered that the physi¬
cal therapist who provided home care
to her severely disabled son was want¬
ed for criminal sexual child abuse.
The therapist. Jean-Pierre Bourguignon. made headlines when he disap¬
peared in November 1992. shortly be¬
fore he was to stand trial for molesting
his foster son. Bourguignon was even¬
tually sentenced in absentia to 36 years
in prison for the offense.
But the Chicago mother was horri¬
fied to realize that for more than a year
after he was first indicted for the crime
in 1991. Bourguignon treated her in¬

fant son alone in her home.
“I will never know if this guy did
anything to him.” says the woman,
who asked not to be identified. “My
son was nonverbal and nonresponsive:
he had no ability to complain.”
Bourguignon fell through the cracks
because Illinois, like most states,
doesn't require home care agencies to
screen employees' backgrounds. The
agency that hired him in 1991 never
learned of his indictment, or of a court
order barring contact with juveniles.
Incidents like this happen because
the rapidly growing home care industry
has far outpaced states' efforts to li¬
cense and regulate it. expens say.
It also raises disturbing questions
about who serves as patient advocates
as care increasingly moves away from
traditional, doctor-supervised settings.
"There was no active physician over¬
sight. though the therapy was done un¬
der a physician s order.” the mother
says. “Actual arrangements were made
by a social worker. His own physicians
See HOME, page 29
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have no concept of what happens out¬
side their offices.”

No safety net

Home
Continued from page 1
health reform advocate Sen. Edward
Kennedy (Mass.) defended the ele¬
ments of the Clinton plan under attack,
including alliances, premium caps, and
the employer mandate. “The president
followed the path recommended by the
AMA when he put in system reform
based on the employer mandate,” said
Kennedy. Alliances, he argued, were
essential to preserve choice, a key
AMA goal. Without them, “if current
trends continue, freedom of choice will
be a memory” as employers force
workers into plans to control costs.
Waving the AMA’s ad. Kennedy
called the president’s proposal “a good
faith effort to support those concerns.
Work with us to improve it.”

McDermott pushes single payer
Rep. Jim McDermott. MD (D,
Wash.), also pleaded for physician sup¬
port of his legislation to establish what
he called “Amencan-style single pay¬
er.”
The Clinton plan would make pa¬
tient choice “an illusion.” he said, add¬
ing: “Somebody’s going to control the
system: will it be doctors or insurance
companies?” Dr. McDermott chal¬
lenged the physicians to move beyond
“theology” and look at the experience
of other countries where single payer
has worked for both physicians and pa¬
tients.
The other physician in the House.
Rep. Roy Rowland. MD (D. Ga.), also
came to argue for his own reform bill,
which he labeled the “consensus” ap¬
proach. Dr. Rowland’s bill pulls togeth¬
er elements for which there is wide sup¬
port already in Congress, including
insurance reform, liability and anti¬
trust relief and administrative simplifi¬
cation. along with funding for commu¬
nity health centers.
Acknowledging that his bill does not
promise universal coverage. Dr. Row¬
land said the country can’t afford that.
“Let’s put this in place and give it a try,
before we put something in place for
the whole country that we don’t know
whether it will work.”
Internist George Hare, MD, from
Haddon Heights. N.J., expressed simi¬
lar concerns about the high stakes in¬
volved in the whole reform debate. He
had come to Washington, he said, to
urge Congress to take its time and do
the job right.
“I don’t want something to pass be¬
fore its time, and then have to come
back and fix it.”
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Financial disincentives — plus the
lack of a clearly defined role — have
discouraged many physicians from ac¬
tively overseeing home care deiiverv
for their patients.
But most states still haven't stepped
into this void and formed safety nets to
ensure that home care at least meets
basic standards.
Only three states currently license all
health care services provided in homes,
according to an unreleased study by the
George Washington University’s Inter¬
government Health Policy Project:
Minnesota. North Carolina and Virgin¬
ia.
Thirty states license only home nurs¬
ing and therapy, leaving totally unregu¬
lated a host of services from durable
medical equipment to infusion thera¬
py, GWU researchers report.
Furthermore. 11 states don't license
home care at all. “This means that any¬
body with a phone can call themselves
a home health agency.” says Joanne
Schwartzberg, MD. president of the
American Academy of Home Care
Physicians.
Federal officials have tougher stan¬
dards for Medicare-certified home
health agencies, including a push to get
more providers accredited by the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of
Healthcare Organizations.
The Health Care Financing Admin¬
istration also requires an initial physi¬
cian evaluation before beneficiaries re¬
ceive home care. But there’s virtually
no care management beyond this
point. Fiscal intermediaries are respon¬
sible for ensuring that home care agen¬
cies provide appropriate coverage. But
HCFA hasn’t developed a systematic
approach to ensure that the volume
and quality of services are appropriate.
Given these lax controls, it's not sur¬
prising that home care spending is
growing rapidly. Medicare s home care
expenditures have averaged 40% annu¬
al increases since 1988. making this the
fastest-growing component of Medi¬
care, according to a new report released
by the Prospective Payment Assess¬
ment Commission, which advises Con¬
gress on Medicare hospital payment is¬
sues.
A 65% jump in visit volume between
1988 and 1992 is to blame for Medi¬
care’s runaway spending, says Donald
Young, MD. executive director of ProPAC. The average cost per visit grew
onlv slightly: from $54.72 in 1988 to
$59.45 in 1992.
Medicaid has matched this rapid
growth. Home health spending more
than quadrupled between 1985 and
1992. Visit volume, however, grew
from 70.6 million in 1991 to 109.3 mil¬
lion in 1992.

Home
Continued from page 29
Advances in technology coupled
with demographic changes are driving
much of this growth. “For every pa¬
tient in a nursing home, there are three
more in the community,” says Dr.
Schwartzberg, who's also director of
the AMA Dept, of Geriatric Health.
“The elderly are the most rapidly grow¬
ing population in this country, and
they're the highest users of medical ser¬
vices. Patient need is driving this —
not money.”
But a recent wave of fraud convic¬
tions in the home care industry is one
indication that profits — not patients
— motivate many of the nation's
14.000 home care providers.
Another sign of the corporatization
of home care: proprietary and hospitalbased agencies now make up nearly
two-thirds of all Medicare-certified
agencies, according to the National
Assn, for Home Care. This is in
marked contrast to the early 1980s.
when public health agencies dominated
deliver.'.

Physician payment problems
Ironically, in the midst of this home
care spending boom, physicians are
still struggling to gain reimbursement
for coordinating patients’ home care.
That’s one reason why doctors, who
quarterback the care deliver team in
the highly structured hospital environ¬
ment. have been reluctant to assume a
similar role for the fragmented home
deliver field.
A recent AMA study estimates that
5% of a family practice physician s pa¬
tients and 10% of those treated by in¬
ternists need some form of home care.
Furthermore, a 1990 study for the
A.AHCP conducted by Joe Ramsdell.
MD. found that home treatment creat¬
ed a mean average of two additional
significant problems for patients over
their clinic assessment.
“These people are in need.” Dr.
Schwartzberg says. “Doctors must be
involved. They have no choice but to
be involved.”
But physicians who tackle the timeconsuming process of coordinating
care, nursing and supplies for these pa¬
tients receive little or nothing for their
efforts.
Medicare currently doesn’t reim¬
burse doctors for care plan oversight or
phone consultations. The federal gov¬
ernment does pay doctors an average
of $57 for house calls for Medicare
home health beneficiaries. But this re¬
imbursement doesn't even meet the
government’s average cost per home
health visit: $63.49.
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To add insult to iniurv. nurses re¬
ceive almost $100 for making an iden¬
tical house call, while -home health
aides are paid more than $40 for pro¬
viding the same service.
Why0 Nurses and aides are paid un¬
der Medicare Part A. whose cost-based
reimbursement lactors in administra¬
tive overnead and other expenses. Doc¬
tors are paid under Part B. which
didn't even cover house calls before
“If you don't reimburse people, they
aren't going to work for free.” says Da¬
vid Orentlicher. MD, secretary of the
AMA Council on Ethical and Judicial
Affairs. "It s not lair to ask people to
work for free."

Solutions
Organized medicine is workine to
address tnese payment problems^ In
fact. HCFA has promised to include
relative values for physician case man¬
agement services in a proposed rule to
be published next month in the Feaerai
Register (AMSews. Feb. 28).
Workshops designed to involve phy¬
sicians in home care developed by the
AMA Dept, of Genatnc Health recent¬
ly won the prestigious Brookdaie Na¬
tional Best Practice Awards in Human
Resources and Aging. The AMA pro¬
gram has helped train more than
22.000 physicians and other health
care professionals in the medical man¬
agement of home care patients.
Meanwhile, states could gam uni¬
form standards for home care by grant¬
ing “deemed status” to Joint Commis¬
sion-accredited home care agencies.
Currently, only four states accept this
accreditation in lieu of other licensing
requirements. That's a large reason
why only 3.300 of the industry 's 14.000
providers nave gained Joint Commis¬
sion approval.
The Joint Commission's standards
go a long way to ensuring that patientsreceive the same medical management
as they wouid in inpatient settings. For
example, they spell out patient rights
and responsibility, doctors' role in care
delivery, plus governance and manage¬
ment standards.
The Joint Commission spells out
standards for the education and train¬
ing of home care employees, but it
doesn't require agencies to perform
criminal background checks — al¬
though it may consider adding this cri¬
teria in the future, officials say.
But a greater role by doctors in home
care would go along way toward solv¬
ing this problem, says the Chicago
mother. “In an ideal world, these peo¬
ple would work for the physician. He's
going to have to exercise the same kind
of due diligence in hiring home care
workers that he would have with his
office staff.”

APPENDIX C
EVIDENCE OF RENEWED INTEREST BY LEGISLATIVE AND
CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES
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NTS Legislative Update_
SABOL APPEARS BEFORE
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEES

GOVERNOR RELEASES LTC
DEMONSTRATION BILL

3arooro Saboi, Commissioner tor the NYC Deot. of
Human Resources Administration, addressed bath the
Assemoiv and Senate Social Services Committees this
morrtn. Of particular interest to home care providers
was ner articulation of the HRA position on the Medic*
aia cost containment proposals. She stated opposition
to tne i 20 hour cop on personal care services, eiiminonon of sickroom supplies, and elimination of the $ 100
annual cap on existing co-payments. Ms. Sobol made
it dear mat NYC wants ttie State to take over Medicaid.
Senator Holland (R-Spnng Valley), Senate Soaai Ser¬
vices Committee Chair, specifically asked for the num¬
ber of oeooie served bv snared aide programs and PERS
m NYC. Ms. Sobol could not site soeafic numbers but
identified difficulties with shared aide due to dient
issues. She said a press release on PERS was Peing^
aeveiooed. Shared aide and PERS implementation
have oecome issues in budget discussions.!

In eany Moral the Governor released his program Dili
#60 which establishes Amae 47-A of the Public Health
Law. This new amde lavs out requirements for ttie
approval and operation of comprenensne tong term
care programs. The bill defines a comprenensrve long
term core provider os on entity responsible far providing
comprehensive long term care services either directly or
by contract. Such services must, at a minimum, indude
home care services as defined in Artide 36, induding
nursing, nutrition, homemaker, housekeeping chores
and personal care. Patient participation in the program
is voluntary. Eligible entities indude CHHAs. LTHHCPs,
general hospitals, nursing facilities or a corporation or
MirtnersniD or any sucn entities inauding licensed home
care service agencies (LHCSAs). Lost year's bill ex¬
cluded LHCSAs comoietetv. This version allows partici¬
pation oniv by LHCSAs tom enow corporately linked to
a CHHA, LTHHCP, hospital or nursing facility.

ACTION DEFERRED ON REGISTRY BILL

The Deportment of Health, in consultation with the
Department of Social Services and the State Office far
Aging, would issue certificates or authority to operate a
comprenensrve long term car* program. The bSJ
specifies that these programs would be reimbursed
under prepaid capitation, pnang or other arrange¬
ments approved by DOH in consultation with DSS and
with approval from DOB. In addition DOH, DSS and
SOFA are authorized to waive provisions of law or
regulation concerning duplicative requirements for
recordkeeomg, reporting, survey and staffing.

(WM

*93.1)

HCP acred swiftivto have a worker registry bill (A. 2202)
removed from the agenda of the February 23 Assembly
Health Committee. Assemblyman Gottfried, who also
sponsors the bill, removed ft from the agenda after a
senes of auestions were raised by Committee members
regarding costs and superseding existing requirements
bv local authorities. Committee members and HCP
support the need for a registry that would assist in
screening workers, however A. 2022 does not cover ail
the necessary provisions. HCP Government Affairs staff
followea up with Assemblyman Gottfried s office to
reinforce our willingness to work on a bill that meets
everyone s needs.!
_

GOVERNOR NAMES HOME CARE
COUNCIL NOMINEES
Governor Cuomo has nominated Vivian Torres-Suarez
from St. Mary's Hospital for Children (fiavside), Audrey
Moms Petersen, United HomeCore Service, Inc. (Brook¬
lyn), and Reverend Harold D. Avery, Rector, Trinity
Episcooai Church (Syracuse) for reappointment to the
Counai. The Senate Health Committee was not abie to
interview ttie appointees at a scheduled March 16
meeting due to the blizzard. Appointees wiii berescneduied for interviews at a later date. Senate confirmation
is reauired for appointment to the Counai.!
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HCP opposea the proposal last year due to the exclusion
of the LHCSAs as eligible partiaoants. HCP's Govern¬
ment Affairs Committee will review the bill. HCP
members interested in the proposal can contact the
HCP office tor a copy.!

If doesnf maffer if you win
or placef buf we hope you'll show
for "A NIGHT AT THE RACEQ"
wifh fhe HCP PACI
May 3, 1993
8ee fhe Conference Brochure
for defails._

Access to criminal records opens
Bv Joca Bilansii

Funds set for crime-victim outreach
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HOMS HEALTH SERVICES AND STAFFING
ASSOCIATION

CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK
LEGISLATION /REGULATIONS*
1992 HHSSA Worksheet**

STATE

STATUS

Florida

Law Passed

Cite: Florida Statutes Ch. 400.497

Regulations Adopted

Cite: Chapter 10D-68 Florida
Administrative Code

Indiana

Law Passed

(Background checks for home
health aides)

New Mexico

Legislation Died

HB 133: requires criminal
background checks

New York

Legislation Died

SB 898: requires background
checks on certain applicants for
employment in home health care
sendees agencies

Legislation Died

SB 5161: requires that
prospective or current employees
of home health agencies be
fingerprinted and requires
checks of conviction and pending
criminal achon records

Law Passed 6/12/91

HB 1690: requires certain
criminal background checks

Legislation Died

SB 977: amends criminal check
law by changing 'arrest' check to
"conviction' check

Oklahoma

This information has been collected, from the CCH Legislative
Reporting Service and general research.
*

This is a worksheet to which we add information as we receive it
from HHSSA's reporting services or members.
**
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Criminal Background Check Chan
STATE

STATUS

CITE /TYPE

Rhode Island

Law Passed 6/18/91

HB 6387: requires criminal
background checks for employees
of nursing service agencies

Law Passed 7/21/92

HB 8681: amends criminal check
law by requiring that criminal
records reviews by nursing
services agencies be statewide
instead of nationwide

Texas

Law Passed

Cite: Human Resources Code
Title 6. Ch. 106.012

Utah

Legislation Died

HB 171: requires criminal
history and background checks
for employment applicants of
home health agencies

Virginia

Law Passed 7/1 /92

SB 399: requires criminal history
records check of employees of
home care organizations

Washington

Law Passed

(Background checks for any
person employed in health
services)

Note:

California has passed a law (SB 994) which requires that licensed
community care facilities, licensed residential care facilities for the elderly
and licensed child care facilities perform criminal background checks on
employees and prospective employees and prohibits such facilities from
employing any individual who has engaged in conduct inimical to the
health, welfare or safety of an individual receiving services from such
facilities..
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STATE

AGENCY

AVL FEE

RESTRICTIONS

! ALABAMA

BOI

Y

Y

Fingerprint Match

ARIZONA

BOI

N

N

Fingerprint
Review Challenge
No Identifiers
Employer Prohibited

Y

N

i

STATE
POLICE

Signed Consent
Release

; CALIFORNIA

BCI

N

N

Right to know-Need
to know
Strict Privacy Laws
Employer Prohibited

1

j

i

'
ARKANSAS

j
i

!!•
|
I

j

!COLORADO

t

CONN

CRIMINAL
JUSTICE

Y

Y

Notarized Release
Authorizing Search

ID
BUREAU

N

STATE
POLICE

Y

LAW
ENFORCE¬
MENT

Y

Y

None

GEORGIA

CIC

Y

Y

Fingerprint Match

IDAHO

ID
BUREAU

Y

Y

None

DELAWARE
i
i

! FLORIDA
i

N
Y

j

Employer Prohibited
None

j
j
i
i
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STATE

AGENCY

AVL FEE

RESTRICTIONS

ILLINOIS

ID
BUREAU

Y

Y

Open Record
Conviction Data Only

! INDIANA

Y

Y

j

ID
BUREAU

Review Challenge
Fingerprint Match

; iowa

CID

Y

Y

None

!KANSAS

BO!

Y

N

Fingerprint
Conviction Only

STATE
POLICE
RECORDS

Y

Y

Access Directly

CRIMINAL
RECORDS

N

N

C.J. or Government

MAINE

BID

Y

Y

Fingerprint Match

MD

BOI

N

N

Closed

MASS

CID

Y

Y

None

MICHIGAN

BC1

Y

Y

None

l

!|

!KENTUCKY
I
i
i

! LOUISIANA
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STATE
MINN

AGENCY

AVL FEE

RESTRICTIONS

BCA

Y

Y

None

| MISSOURI

CRD

Y

Y

Open Record

i MISS

CID

N

N

C.J. or Government

MONTANA

ID
BUREAU

Y

Y

None

NEBRASKA

STATE
PATROL

Y

Y

None

NEVADA

CRIMINAL
HISTORY

Y

Y

Fingerprint Request
Info. Directly

DOS

N

N

C.J. or Government
Review Challenge

DPS

Y

Y

Notarized Release

NEW JERSEY CID

N

N

Closed

N

N

Criminal Justice
Govt. Agencies

i
!

II
H

1 NEW
j HAMPSHIRE
NEW
MEXICO
NEW YORK

DCJS
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!

STATE

AGENCY

AVL FEE

RESTRICTIONS

!NORTH
CAROLINA

BOI

N

N

C.J. or Government
Closed Record

| N. DAKOTA

BOCI

Y

Y

Open

OHIO

CID

Y

Y

Fingerprint

OKLAHOMA

BOI

Y

Y

Open Record

OREGON

CID

Y

Y

Fingerprint

PENN

STATE
POLICE

Y

Y

None

RHODE
ISLAND

STATE
POLICE

Y

Y

None

S. DAKOTA

DOCI

Y

Y

Fingerprint

SOUTH
CAROLINA

CJD

Y

Y

Request Directly

TENNESSEE

BOI

N

N

Closed Record

:
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STATE

AGENCY

AVL FEE

RESTRICTIONS

TEXAS

SHERIFF'S
DEPT.

Y

Y

Central Repository

W. VIRGINIA

CRD

Y

Y

Notarized Form

VIRGINIA

STATE
POLICE

Y

Y

Most Recent year
Provided

CIB

Y

Y

Open Record

WYOMING

DOCI

Y

Y

Fingerprint

UTAH

BCID

N

N

Law Enforcement
C.J. or State or
Local Statute

VERMONT

CIO

Y

N

None

WASH. ST.

CRD

Y

Y

Fingerprint

! WISCONSIN
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APPENDIX D
SURVEY PACKET MAILER AND RETURN ENVELOPE
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APPENDIX E

INFORMED CONSENT FORM
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INFORMED CONSENT
Thank you for agreeing to participate in my research to complete my doctoral
studies in the School of Education at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
As we have discussed, your participation is strictly voluntary and you may
withdraw from participation at any time.
My dissertation is a study of the emerging public policy issue requiring criminal
background checks of healthcare workers as a condition of employment. Within
the context of this study, I will be exploring additional human resource options
which should enhance employment within the healthcare industry. Further, I am
interested in finding out your prospective on the future human capital development
needs of the industry.
I will use the materials from the interview, in my dissertation, in subsequent
journal articles, presentations and both academic and industry related work. The
interview may be tape recorded and I may have it transcribed. In all documents
that may result from your interview, I will not use your name, the name of your
organization, or the specific names of others you identify during the course of your
interview.
In signing this form, you agree to the use of the materials from your interview as
indicated above. If I desire to use the materials from the interview in any other
way not consistent with what is stated above I will contact you to obtain your
additional written consent.
In signing this form, you also are assuring me that you will make no financial
claims on me for the use of the materials in your interview.

I have read the above and agree to this interview under the
conditions spelled out on this form.

Date:_ Location:_
Participant's Name:_
Please Print

Signature of Participant:_
Interviewer's Signature:_
James A. Keefe, Jr.
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APPENDIX F

FAMILIARITY WITH MANDATED BACKGROUND
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FAMILIARITY WITH MANDATED BACKGROUND
CHECK PROCEDURE

SUMMARY OF 254 FORMS
(1)

1. Is a fee required with the criminal background check request:
Frequencies (Percents):
88.2% yes

11.8% no

0.0% No Answer

Statistics: Forms 254
(2)

If yes, amount per request:

S

Statistics: Forms 254
(3)

2. Is the fee waived for non-profit status:
Frequencies (Percents):
63.8% no

9.4% yes

26.8% No Answer

Statistics: Forms 254
(4)

3.

Information which must accompany request:

Frequencies (Percems):
99.2% name
93.7% social security number
93.7% date of birth
89.4% address
84.3% sex

(check all that apply)

68.5%
29.9%
26.0%
21.3%
0.8%

race
other
position sought
place of birth
No Answer

Statistics: Forms 254
Other answers: Too many answers repeat to count, reporting verbatim
date hired, maiden name ... maiden name ... lie. #, height, weight, color of hair, eyes ...
recent addresses ... phone #, driv lie #, height, weight, color/ hair, eyes ... recent addresses
... driv lie # ... maiden name, aliases ... alias, date hired ... comprehensive info ... weight,
height, color of hair/eyes ... aliases, maiden name ... alias, maiden name ... maiden name ...
SS#, family members names, addresses ... signature ... driv lie#, aliases, maiden name ...
maiden name, date of hire ... maiden name ... maiden name, aliases, date of hire ... info on
dependants ... maiden name, aliases, hire date ... other names ... SS#, names of household
members ... SS#, age ... maiden name ... current address ... SS#, Prevoius Residences ...
date hired ... drivers lie # ... maiden name ... drivers lie #, color of hair, eyes ...
comprehensive ... maiden name ... SS# ... drivers lie# ... hire date, maiden name, other
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names ... hire date ... 1 ... hire date ... date hired, other names ... driver’s lie ... other
names ... maiden name, other names ... former address, drivers lie, reason for request...
date of hire ... family members living in same house ... other names, date hired ... others
living in same household ... hire date ... hire date ... dependant info ... other nar™»g ... last 5
yrs of residence ... reason for request... other names ... drivers lie ... family members ...
other names ... 1 ... phone number, other names ... all names ... maiden nam* ifo # ...
previous address ... signature ... 1 ... 15 ... other names ... aliases ... drivers lie # ...
maiden name
(5)

4. How is information / request transmitted to agency:
Frequencies (Percents):
79.5% pre-printed form
21.3% letter
5.1% in-person request / emplo
4.7% facsimile / modem

(check all that apply)

4.7%
1.6%
0.4%
1.2%

in-person request / emplo
telephone
other
No Answer

Statistics: Forms 254
Other answers: NONE
(6)

5. How is information reported back to the home health agency:
Frequencies (Percents):
56.7% specific information rega
28.3% other

17.7% employ / do not employ st
3.1% No Answer

Statistics: Forms 254
Other answers: Too many answers repeat to count, reporting verbatim.
non specific ... statement-does not meet guidelines ... no criminal record ... idem or
non-idem ... original form ret’d with statement... stamped statement... no reply if no
offense ... vague info that an offense has been documented ... no reply if no offense ... no
offense, no reply ... by letter ... no criminal data statement... form ... no reply - no record .
.. no offense, no reply ... form returnedstamped ... never had response ... no reply if no
offense ... stamped form ... cleared status ... does/does not have a crim hist record on file ...
stamped form ... clearance form letter ... only hear if there is problem ... do not employ sem
back if problem ... only notifed if felony found ... no reply if no record ... general info ...
has/ has no crim record ... letter reporting record ... never received any type of reports back
... do not report back to agency ... general info concerning report ... "no criminal record" ...
only if conviction found ... charge only no adjudication ... clear/not clear ... we have never
received a response ... offense docket number, employee must get disposition ... stamped no record of offense ... results communicated if conviction found ... 1 ... letter ... no info if
no offense ... no criminal history in files of OSBI ... notice if conviction exists ... stamped
form ... letter ... only when unemployable ... only hear if conviction ... 11 ... brief info re:
offense ... letter from state police ... letter clearing employee ... form with information
appended ... no offense no reply ... form letter ... statement re: offense ... letter ... 11
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(7)

6. Does the state or county require an applicant’s consent to release information:
Frequencies (Percents):
63.8% yes

33.9% no

2.4% No Answer

Statistics: Forms 254
(8)

If yes, means of authorizing request:
Frequencies (Percents):
52.0% signed release
15.7% notarized

7.1% witnessed

37.8% No Answer

2.0% other

Statistics: Forms 254
Other answers: Too many answers repeat to count, reporting verbatim.
state requires informed consent... SS# ... drivers lie ... agency has applicant sign consem
form ... telephone number
(9)

7. Is there an implied / statutory time limitation for the investigative agency to repiy:
Frequencies (Percents):
47.6% no

44.1% yes

8.3% No Answer

Statistics: Forms 254
(10) If yes, how long:
Written answers: Too many answers repeat to count, reporting verbatim.
72 hours ... 1 month ... prior to employment ... 10 days ... 60 days ... 60 days ... ASAP
implied ... 21 days ... 4-6 weeks ... 21 days ... 7 days ... 21 days ... 6 months ... 21 days ..
. 60 days ... 60 days ... 30 days ... 21 days ... 21 days ... 90 days ... 60 days ... 48 hrs ...
45 days ... 10 working days ... 2 mons ... immediate -in person ... 45 days ... 72 hrs ... 60
days ... 6 weeks ... 90 days ... 72 hours ... 10 days ... 60 days ... 60 days ... 90 days ... at
time of employment... 60 days ... within three months ... 10 days ... 4 weeks ... 21 days ...
30 days ... 2 weeks ... 10 days ... 30 days ... 5 days ... at least 4 weeks ... 48 hours for
instate requests ... 5-7 days ... 30 days from date of hire ... 10 days ... 45 days ... 30 days ..
. 30 days ... 60 days ... 30 days ... 60 days ... before employment... 45 days ... 60 days ...
10 days ... 45 days ... 4 weeks. ... 45 days ... 60 days ... 60 days ... 60 days ... 90 days ...
21 days ... 45 days ... 12 - 24 hrs. ... 10 -14 days ... 30 days ... 60 days ... 21 days ... 6
weeks ... 20 days ... 2 weeks ... 5 days ... depends on request... 5 days to 3 months ... 5
business days ... 90 days ... 60 days ... 6 weeks ... 60 days ... 1 ... 72 hours ... 15 days ...
60 days
(11) 8. Do you employ individuals prior to receipt of information from the state / county agency:
Frequencies (Percents):
77.2% yes

21.7% no

Statistics: Forms 254
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1.2% No Answer

(12) 9. During the initial interview, do you inquire about the applicant’s background concerning
criminal behavior:
Frequencies (Percents i:
55.1% yes

42.9% no

2.0% No Answer

Statistics: Forms 254
(13) 10. Does the state / county provide explanatory materials regarding mandated background checks
for use with your employment application process:
Frequencies (Percents):
69.3% no

27.6% yes

3.1% No Answer

Statistics: Forms 254
(14) 11. Does your state have a problem resolution procedure:
Frequencies (Percents):
44.5% no

30.7% yes

24.8% No Answer

11.0% for the agency

70.5% No Answer

Statistics: Forms 254
(15) If yes.
Frequencies (Percents):
22.8% for the applicant
Statistics: Forms 254
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REQUEST rCR CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD INFORMATION
TO; ERIE COUNTY CENTRAL POLICE SERVICES

me undersigned home health care agency hereby requests a Criminal
Record inquiry to be processed by the Erie County Department of Central
Police Services for the following individuals
NAME:

Date of Birtht

Address:_

Sex:

_Race:_

City - State:
The home health care agency recognizes that information supplied
by the Erie County Department of Central Police Services is a sunrary
cf information received from law enforcement agencies within Erie
county. The agency acknowledges that such information may not be
ccrpiete or fully accurate as the Department of Central Police Services
only report* data to the extent as such data is provided by local
police agencies.
It is aiso acKnowledged that the Erie County Department of
not certify that the person identified
under this criminal record check is the same person who is being

Central Police Services doe*
considered for employment.

undersigned home health cara agency herehy releases the County
of Erie, its officers, employees and agents fran any and all claims
which r*y arise from the agency'* receipt of use of information
provided to the agency.
The

Signature

Agency Name:

Kimberly duality Care

Agency Address:

Telephone No.

CPS-JSJHK. J
Effect ivr

1. 1939
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AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF PERSONAL INFORMATION
1,____, do herebv authorize a review of. and full
disclosure of* ail records concerning myself to
__
___
whether the said records are of puoiic,
pr7vate~o7”ccnfidential nature.
The intent of this authorization is to give my consent for
full and complete disclosure of any criminal history records
contained in the Erie County Central Police Services Eopire
Arrest Boohing Subsystem.
I understand that any inforeation obtained by a personal
history background investigation which is developed directly
or indirectly, in who or in part, upon this authorization for
release will be considered in determining my suitability for
employment by _.
I agree to indemnify and save haraless this Agency, and
any other agency as defined by the Code of Federalt
Regulations. Title 26. Chapter I, Part 20. the electronic
data processing agencies with whoa those agency or any of th^
above agencies have contracts to process criminal history
record information and tha employees of any of the above
entities (1) from and against any and all causes of action.
rUs>*nd*. suits, nnd other proceedings of wnet soever naturer
(2) against all liability to others, including any
liAbilities to damages by reason

for or arising out of

any

arrest or imprisonment of any cause of action whatsoever, and
(3) cgoinst any loss, ooet, expense, and damage resulting
therefore, arisinig out of or involving any negligence on th**
part of Recipient in the exereiae or enjoyment of this
anthorization.
A PHOTOCOPY OF THIS RELEASE IS CONSIDERED A VALID COrY OF
THE CRIMINAL. EVEN THOUGH THE SAID PHOTOCOPY DOES NOT CONTAIN
AN CRIMINAL WRITING OF MY SIGNATURE.
I have read and fully understand the contents of this
"Awlhorization for release of Personal informat Ion".

Signature of Applicant

Date ot

Birth

Soc7~SecT~Number

ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO BE COMPLETED BY A NOTARY PUBLIC OR
COMMISSIONER OF DEEDS
State of

,

____

County of____

On this
_day of
_ . _ __> 19_before ae personally
appeared___.______to ae known and known to me
to be the same person described in and who executed the
foregoing instrument, and __
he duly acknowledged to ae
that _ he executed the same.
Signature
CPS-I3-HHCIA
Effective May 1,

1969
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AGENCY FOR HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION
Raquait for Criminal History ChacJc
Account cods Number(s) _
To:

The Florida Department of Lav Enforcement

Wo are requesting a State of Florida Crininal Record Chech
for _____ applicant(s) from:
Aonrer joua

_

ADSJtSSS

CITT

____

statx/ixj cod*

___________

Type of Applicants:
_
_
_____
_

Administrators

Owners

Employees

Home Health Agency
Homemaher, Companion, Sitter Agencies
Adult Congregate Living Facility
Adult Day care Canter

PRINT OR TYPE ALL INFORMATION

THIS SPACE RESERVED
FOR FDL2 USE ONLY

Name:
last
Race:

first
Sex:

middle

maiden

DOS:

Social Security No.:_
Current Address:
Street__
city, State_
RACE CODES: VsWElTS BsBLACK I=AHER. INDIAN OR ALASKAN
As AS IAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER UsUNKNOWN
NOTE: INDICATE I7SFANIC AS SLACK OR TEXTS BASED ON SKIN
COLOR
Additional subjects listed on _ attachment(s)

AHCA 3110-0002 Aug 93
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Agency far Health Cara
Account Cede Nunher

PRINT OR TYPE ALL INTORXATICN

TSIfl SPACE RZfZRVTD
?CR 70LS USB ONLY

.Vane:
last

iirst

Race:

meals

naican

Sex:_ DOS:

Social Security So. :
Currant Addr3ss:
Street
City,

State_

Same:

last

iirst

Race:

Sax:

miadie

caicsn

DOB:

Social Security Sc.:
Current Address:
Street_

City,

State

Nar.s:
last

:irst

Race:

Sex:

niccls

~saiaan

DCS:

Social Security Sc. :_
Current Address:

StAst_
C"“*r'/

Stats
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aeration

Agency for Health Care Administration
FLORIDA ABUSE HOTLINE INFORMATION SYSTEM BACKGROUND CHECK

Account Code Number(s)_
Name of Facility:____
Address:
City:__
State:
_

To Be Completed by the Applicant:

PLEASE PRINT LEGIBLY. All information must be completed or
form will be returned. I (we) hereby give consent for the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services to
conduct a search for confirmed reports of abuse, neglect, or exploitation on record concerning me.

Applicant's Signature

_Date

Current Phone Numper

Type of Applicant(s) : _Administrators;_Owners;_Employees
_ Home Health Agency
_ Homemaker, Companion, Sitter Agency
_ Adult Congregate Living Facility
_ Adult Day Care Center_
Name
Last

First

Full Middle

Maiden/Pnor
Last Names

R
a
c

s

Oats
of
Birth

a
x

Social
Secunrv
Number

9

Aoplicants i
Spouse
Children
Other
Housenold
Members
1

!
i
i

List ail residences within tha Stata ot Flonda trom 1978 until praaant. In the event of multiple occupancy within one county, list address
of longest occupancy:
Applicant's Present Address

Street

City

Zo

County

Oatas ot Residence

Applicant's Previous Address

Street

City

Zo

County

Oates of Residence

Applicant's Previous Address

Street

City

Zo

County

Oates ot Residence

DO NOT WRfTE HERE-OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Response to inquiry:
No Confirmed Report
Confirmed Report

Report#

Signature of Employee Completing Record Check

Pata

Suncom

We agree to Keep confidential all information received ae a result of background checks conducted, ae required by Ronda Statutes. I
(wel understand that release of this information to unauthonzed persons is prohibited by law.

AHCA 3110-0003 Aug 93
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REQUEST FOR LIMITED CRIMINAL
HISTORY INFORMATION
Requesting Agency or
Individual _

TUImD-

Subject

of

(NAME)

Last

First

M.I.

(ADDRESS)

.DATE OF BIRTH)

'

(SEX)

'CHAIR!
Raason

-C7TTEE!-

Request:

(RACE!"

(PLACE 6E BIRTH) ’

"Tn'fiTJ

T57GTT TE7ES

(DRIVERS LISSHSE !}

tor Request;

t.

(

)

Applicant

2.

I

)

Applicant has applied tor a license and
in connection with the license.
Set out authority;

has aDplied

tor employment with

3.
A.
5.

(
(
(

)
)
)

Appi icant is a candidate tor public ottice or a public official.
is in the process of being apprenended by a law enforcement agency,
Is olaceo under arrest for the aileaed commission of a crime.

6.
7.

(
(

)
)

Has charged that his rights have been abused repeatedly by criminal justice agencies.
IS the subject of judicial decision or determination with respect to »'e setting of bond ,
bargaining, sentencing or probation.

3.

(

)

9.

(

)

Has volunteered services that involve contact with, care of, or supervision over a child who is
being placed, matched, or monitored by a social services agency or a not-tor-prot i t corporation,
Is being investigated for welfare fraud by an investigator of the state department of oubl ic
wel tare or a county department of public welfare.

10.

(

)

Is being sought by the parent
department of public welfare.

locator

a non-criminal

criminal

service of

justice orcamzation or

history data

the child

is recuireo

pv

individual.

in to be provided

Support division of

plea

the state

WARNING
A non-criminal justice organization or individual receiving a limited criminal
history may not utilize it for purposes:
(1)
(2)

other than those stated in the request; or
which deny the suoject any civil right to which the subject is entitled.

IC 5—2—5—5:

Any person wno uses limited criminal history for any purpose not
specified in the request commits a Class (A) misdemeanor offense.

I affirm, under penalty of perjury, that the Limited Criminal History Information
requested will be used as specified.

-S'ICNTtUrE onEGTJESTOT-

-CATE

-STREET ADDRESSCITY, STATE,

ZIP

□

Request Granted

Q

□

No Record on File

Q Record Inspected

□

Information provided not verified by fingerprints.

Stock

I! 57 5

State

Form

Request Denied

Reason Denied:_

Q

Record Released

(SIGNATURE OF DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE)
8053

R
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Fee$_

(DATE)

CRIMINAL HISTORY INFORMATION REQUEST

Oklahoma Slate Bureau of Investigation
Criminal History Information
6600 N. Harvey. Building 6

DATE._

P.O. Bo* 11497
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73136
PURSUANT TO PROVISIONS OF TITLE 51, OKLAHOMA STATUTES 1981, SECTIONS 24A.1 at seq. AND
PROCEDURES OUTLINED BY THE OKLAHOMA STATE BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, I REQUEST A CRIMINAL
HISTORY INFORMATION CHECK OF YOUR FILES ON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECT (S). THE PROCESSING FEE
OF TEN DOLLARS ($10.00) PER SUBJECT IS HEREBY TENDERED, A TOTAL $_IN:
|

[

Q

(amount)

CASH (for applications in person only)

[J

CERTIFIED CHECK

CASHIER'S CHECK

Q

MONEY ORDER

Q

BUSINESS CHECK

NAME OF INDIVIDUAL, BUSINESS, OR AGENCY MAKING REQUEST;_
INDIVIDUAL. BUSINESS, OR AGENCY ADDRESS-__
PHONE NUMBER:____
City
State
zip
PURPOSE OF REQUEST;

j_J

Accuracy of completeneii of my personal criminal history record (non-commercial)

|

Employment (commercial)

|

[ "j

Other (specify reason)_____

SUBJECTS TO BE SEARCHED;_
(please print)
(Signature of Requestor)

NAME;——---First,
Middle,
Maideni
RACE:__ SEXDATE OF BIRTH OR AGE;SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:CURRENT ADDRESS:-

NAME__
(Last,
First,
Middle,
Maiden)
RACE:_ SEX:DATE OF BIRTH OR AGE:SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERCURRENT ADDRESS:-—-

(For Office Use Only)

pr.-’rrni d

_
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RfC-CVErON

WASHINGTON STATE PATROL
identification ana Criminal Historv Section
PO Box 42633. OKmpia. VVA 98504-2633

REQUEST FOR CRIMINAL HISTORY INFORMATION
CHILD/ADULT ABUSE INFORMATION ACT
RCVV 43.43.830 through 43.43.845
• Instructions on Reverse Suiei

A)

B

REQUESTING AGENCY/ADDRESS
•.dcnc\

PURPOSE

_

_

_ ESD/School District Volunteer - no tee

Vtn.

_
>•“*“

_ Non-Pront Busn./Ore. - no tee t Excluuina
Schools & ESD si

■ • sme.CiD

_ Front Business/Orz. - 510

— — ~

,
I cerntv this reuuest is made oursuant to and tor the DurDose
indicated.

_ AJotmve Parent - 5! 0

Fees:
Authorized Sienature

Maxe Davaole to Washington slate Patrol hv ca.snicr s
..".ecx. monev order, or commercial ousiness account.

Date

Title

NO PERSONAL. CERTIFIED CHECKS ACCEPTED

c APPLICANT OF INQUIRY
Applicant s Name: __
..—U

.—rst

5 has /Maiden Name: _
Date ot Birth: _ Sex:_Race:
* I mui/Daw Year

Social Security Number:_Driver s Lie. Number/Stale: _
Secondary dissemination ot this cnminai historv record intormation response is prontbited unless in compliance with RCW 10.97.050.

£))
-

IDENTIFICATION DECLARING NO EVIDENCE
WASHINGTON STATE PATROL IDENTIFICATION & CRIMINAL HISTORY SECTION
THIS PORTION MAILED BY REQUESTING AGENCY I
As ot this date, the applicant namea below shows no evidence
pursuant to RCW 43.43.830 througn 43.43.845.

.
A SP L <e Onlv
-

Requesting Agency
Valid Two years From Issue

Applicant s Signature
Slant ThumD Print lOmionan

\ 'pncani » Name

AJU/Cl*

C.tv/Siaie/Zjp

3000-240-430 (3/93) * * f
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Novamtm. 1993

REQUEST FOR CRIMINAL HISTORY CHECK

(Home and Community Support Services Agency)

User Code 1274H
Rudrj«»t 77049 - Fund #116

Teiepnoo# No. line. A C)

Addrau iStreet. City, Stats. ZIP)

Coo*

Vendor No.

"

Vendor No. (see instructions on back of form). This form may be reproduced.
The requests for a criminal history check will cost one dollar per name n.e. per proper name, maiden name, and other
name).
1 certify that the information on this form contains no willful misrepresentation and that the information given is true
and complete to the best of my knowledge. I realize that this is privileged information and should be for exclusive use
of this facility.
Signaling Administrator lor Rsorsssniativsi

Tuts FORM SHALL BE FORWARDED TO:

j
|

Data

TEXAS DEPAHTteET OF HEALTH

Health Facxjty Licensure and Cbttotcaton Division
lire un mui uudlt:

1 IUUW. «*5JTH 5TWaT, AUSTIN,

Name (Last. First. Middle)

1A

/B/56

Maiden Name

j

Date Hired

Other Names (aliases, married
names, etc.)
Mamnq Address (Street or P.0
Box. City. State. Zip)
Oate of Birth (mm/ddiyv)

Race/Ethnicity

*_J Black

Sex

1_j White

Name (Last. First. Middle)

Social Security No.

Li M

LJ f

J

Maiden Name

Date Hired

Other Names (aliases, married
names, etc.)
Mstknq Address (Street or P.0. Box.
City. State. Zip)
□ate of Birth (mm/dd.yy)

Sex

Race/Ethmcity
1_1 Black

1! While

Name iLast. First. Middle)

Social Security No.

i_i M

1_ F

Maiden Name

Date Hired

0:rcr N*fr»i 5si:2scs. tr.?r

'

names, ate.)
Matlmq Address (Street or P.0. Box,
City, State. Zip)
Dste of Birth (mm/dd;yy)

_

Sex

Race/Ethnicity
1_1 Black

i_1

White

i_l

Social Security No.
m

Lj

f

Date Hired

Maiden Name

Nsme (Last, First. Middle)

Other Names (aliases, married
names, etc.)
Marfcng Address (Street or P.0. Box,
City, State. Zip)
Data of Birth (mmsdd/yy)

Sex

Race/Ethnicity
Lj Black

□ While
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Dm

Social Security No.

D

f

"

CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD REQUEST

A CERTIFIED CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MADE PAYABLE TO "VIRGINIA STATE POLICE”
FOR $10.00 MUST ACCOMPANY THIS REQUEST BEFORE A FILE SEARCH WILL BE INITIATED.
(SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE SIDE)
MAIL REQUEST TO:

VIRGINIA STATE POLICE
RECORDS MANAGEMENT DIVISION
CENTRAL CRIMINAL RECORDS EXCHANGE
P. 0. BOX C-85076
RICHMOND. VIRGINIA 23261-5076

1.

OFFICE USE ONLY
D CHARGE
□ PAID
□ CJA
□ NO CHARGE

PERSON NAMED IN RECORD

LAST NAME

FIRST

MIDDLE

SEX

RACE IDATE OF BIRTH
1

/

!

PLACE OF BIRTH - County or City

PLACE OF BIRTH - State or Country

|

/

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

AFFIDAVIT FOR RELEASE OF INFORMATION
I hereDv give consent and authorize the Virginia State Police to searcn the files of the Central Cnminal Records Exchange tor any cnminai

mstory record and reoort the results of such searcn to the agent or Individual authorized m this document to receive tame.

t'U' I'.r told ifftly .if m.itks mdic.ilcd

Signature or Person Named m Record

.; County/City of
State ot _
SuDscrmea and sworn to before me this
. day of

. 19_ My commission expires

. to wit:
.19_

Signature ol Notary Public

2.

AGENCY. INDIVIDUAL OR AUTHORIZED AGENT MAKING REQUEST

MAIL REPLY TO: Agency, Individual or Authorized Agent
NAME

ACCOUNT NUMBER

STREETIRFD
CITY

Z1PCODE

STATE

j
As Drovtoed for in Section 19.2 - 389. Coda of Virginia I hereby reauest fhe cnminal history record of the individual named in Section i
aoove ano swear or affirm that I nave tne consent ol the oerson to odtain his/her record and will not further disseminate tne information
received, except as provided Py law.
Signature or Person Making Request

■; County/City of.
State otday of Suoscrioed and sworn to before me this -

, to wit:

19— My commission expires.

.19 — .

Signature ot Notary Public

ChecK here if additional copy ot record is to be provided to tne individual named in tne record ano attacn a
seoarate check or monev order in the amount of $5.00.
NOTICE
Response based on comparison of information about person named in request against a master name index contained in
the tues of the Virginia State Police Central Criminal Records Exchange cnly.
□ NO CONVICTION DATA
□ NO CRIMINAL RECORDS - Name Search Only
Department of State Police, Central Criminal Records Exchange
By

Date
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APPENDIX H

HOME HEALTH AGENCIES SATISFACTION LEVELS WITH
STATE CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK PROGRAMS
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Home Health Agencies Satisfaction Levels With State Criminal
Background Check Programs

excellent
very good
good
fair
poor
unacceptable
No Answer
0
Note: Frequencies on 41 forms.

40%

Figure H.l Indiana satisfaction level

excellent
very good
good
fair
poor
unacceptable
No Answer
0
Note: Frequencies on 6 forms.
Figure H.2 Ohio satisfaction level
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40%

excellent
very good
good
fair
poor
unacceptable
No Answer
0
Note: Frequencies on 21 forms.

30%

Figure H.3 Oklaholma satisfaction level

excellent
very good
good
fair
poor
unacceptable
No Answer
0
Note: Frequencies on 4 forms.
Figure H.4 Rhode Island satisfaction level
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50%

excellent
very good
good
fair
poor
unacceptable
No Answer
0
Note: Frequencies on 27 forms.

30%

Figure H.5 Virginia satisfaction level

excellent
very good
good
fair
poor
unacceptable
No Answer
50%
Note: Frequencies on 8 forms.
Figure H.6 Washington satisfaction level
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excellent
very good
good
fair
poor
unacceptable
No Answer

Note: Frequencies on 14 forms.
Figure H.7 Erie County satisfaction level

excellent
very good
good
fair
poor
unacceptable
No Answer
0
Note: Frequencies on 2 forms.
Figure H.8 Onondaga County satisfaction level
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50%

APPENDIX I

SENATE BILL 1607
TO CONTROL AND PREVENT CRIME

219

'UdL~. l<3~
AMENDMENT NO._

Calendar No._

Purpose: To expand the scope of title VTTT of the bill to
address violence against the elderly and the disabled.
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES—103d Cong., 1st Sess.

S. 1607
To control and prevent crime.

Referred to the Committee on_
and ordered to be printed
Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed
Amendments intended to be proposed by Mr. Cohen
Viz:
1

On page 161, strike lines 1 and 2, and insert the fol-

2 lowing:

3
4

5

6

TITLE Vin—SEXUAL VIOLENCE
AND ABUSE OF CHILDREN,
THE ELDERLY, AND INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES
>

7

On page 161, strike line 21 and all that follows

8 through page 167, line 15, and insert the following:
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2

1 Subtitle B—Protection of Children,
2

the

3

With Disabilities

4

Elderly,

and

Individuals

SBC. 811. SHORT TITLE.

5

This subtitle may be cited as the “National Child,

6 Elderly, and Individuals with Disabilities Protection Act
7 of 1993”.
8

SEC. 812. PURPOSES.

9

The purposes of this subtitle are—

10

(1) to establish a national system through

11

which organizations that care for children, the elder-

12

ly, or individuals. with disabilities may obtain the

13

benefit of a nationwide criminal background check to

14

determine if persons who are current or prospective

15

care providers have committed abuse crimes or other

16

serious crimes;

17

(2) to establish minimum criteria for State laws

18

and procedures that permit organizations that care

19

for children, the elderly, or individuals with disabil-

20

ities to obtain the benefit of nationwide criminal

21

,

background checks to determine if persons who are

22

current or prospective care providers have committed

23

abuse crimes or other serious crimes;

24
25

(3) to provide procedural rights for persons who
are

subject

to

nationwide

221

criminal

background

3

1

checks, including procedures to challenge and correct

2

inaccurate background check information;

3

(4) to establish a national system for the re¬

4

porting by the States of abuse crime information;

5

and

6

(5) to document and study the problem of child

7

abuse by providing statistical and informational data

8

on child abuse and related crimes to the Department

9

of Justice and other interested parties.

10
11

SEC. 813. DEFINITIONS.

For the purposes of this subtitle—

12

(1) the term “abuse crime” means a child

13

abuse crime, a crime against the elderly, or a crime

14

against an individual with disabilities.

15

(2) the term “abuse crime information” means

16

the following facts concerning a person who is under

17

indictment for, or has been convicted of, an abuse

18

crime: full name, race, sex, date of birth, height,

19

weight, a brief description of the abuse crime or of¬

20

fenses for which the person has been arrested or is

21

under indictment or has been convicted, the disposi¬

22

tion of the charge, and any other information that

23

the Attorney General determines may be useful in

24

identifying persons arrested for, under indictment

25

for, or convicted of, an abuse crime;
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4

1

(3) the term “authorized agency3’ means a divi¬

2

sion or office of a State designated by a State to re¬

3

port, receive, or disseminate information under this

4

subtitle;

5

(4) the term “background check crime” means

6

an abuse crime, murder, manslaughter, aggravated

7

assault, kidnapping, arson, sexual assault, domestic

8

violence, incest, indecent exposure, prostitution, pro¬

9

motion of prostitution, burglary, robbery, embezzle¬

10

ment, larceny, fraud, and a felony offense involving

11

the use or distribution of a controlled substance;

12

(5) the term “child” means a person who is a

13

child for purposes of the criminal child abuse law of

14

a State;

15

(6) the term “child abuse” means the physical

16

or mental injury, sexual abuse or exploitation, ne¬

17

glectful treatment, negligent treatment, or maltreat¬

18

ment of a child by any person in violation of the

19

criminal child abuse laws of a State, but does not in¬

20

clude discipline administered by a parent or legal

21

guardian to his or her child provided it is reasonable

22

in manner and moderate in degree and otherwise

23

does not constitute cruelty;

24

(7) the term “child abuse crime” means a crime

25

committed under any law of a State that establishes

223

5

1

criminal penalties for the commission of child abuse

2

by a parent or other family member of a child or by

3

any other person;

4

(8) the term “care” means the provision of

5

care, treatment, education, training, instruction, su¬

6

pervision, or recreation to children, the elderly, or

7

individuals with disabilities;

8

(9) the term “domestic violence” means a fel¬

9

ony or misdemeanor involving the use or threatened

10

use of force by—
(A) a present or former spouse of the vic¬

11

12
13
14
15
16

tim;
(B) a person with whom the victim shares
a child in common;
(C) a person who is cohabiting with or has
cohabited with the victim as a spouse; or

17

(D) any person defined as a spouse of the

18

victim under the domestic or family violence

19

laws of a State;

20

(10) the term “elderly” means a person who is

21
22
23

sixty-five years old or older.
(11) the term “exploitation” means child por¬
nography and child prostitution;

24

(12) the term “mental injury” means harm to

25

a person’s psychological or intellectual functioning,

6

1

which may be exhibited by severe anxiety, depres¬

2

sion, withdrawal or outward aggressive behavior, or

3

a combination of those behaviors or by a change in

4

behavior, emotional response, or cognition;

5

(13) the term “national criminal background

6

check system” means the system maintained by the

7

Federal Bureau of Investigation based on fingerprint

8

identification or any other method of positive identi¬

9

fication;

10

(14) the term “negligent treatment” means the

11

failure to provide, for a reason other than poverty,

12

adequate food, clothing, shelter, or medical care so

13

as to seriously endanger the physical health of a

14

child, elderly person, or individual with disabilities;

15

(15) the term “individual with a disability”

16

means an individual with a disability (as defined in

17

section 3(2) of the Americans with Disabilities Act

18

of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 12102(21)));

19

(16) the term “physical injury” includes lacera¬

20

tions, fractured bones, burns, internal injuries, se¬

21

vere bruising, and serious bodily harm;

22
23
24
25

(17) the term “provider” means—
(A) a person who—
(i) is employed by or volunteers with
a qualified entity;

225

7

1

(ii) who owns or operates a qualified

2

entity; or

3

(iii) who has or may have unsuper^

4

vised access to a person to whom the quali¬

5

fied entity provides care; and

6

(B) a person who—

7

(i) seeks to be employed by or volun¬

8

teer with a qualified entity;

9

(ii) seeks to own or operate a qualified

10

entity; or

11

(iii) seeks to have or may have unsu¬

12

pervised access to a to whom the qualified

13

entity provides care;

14

(18) the term “qualified entity” means a busi¬

15

ness or organization, whether public, private, for-

16

profit, not-for-profit, or voluntary, that provides care

17

or care placement services, including a business or

18

organization that licenses or certifies others to pro¬

19

vide care or care placement services;
(19) the term “sex crime” means an act of sex¬

20
21

*»

ual abuse that is a criminal act;

22

(20) the term “sexual abuse” includes the em¬

23

ployment, use, persuasion, inducement, enticement,

24

or coercion of a child to engage in, or assist another

25

person to engage in, sexually explicit conduct or the

226

8
1

rape, molestation, prostitution, or other form of sex-

2

ual exploitation of children or incest with children;

3

and

4

(21) the term “State” means a State, the Dis-

5

trict of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto

6

Rico, American Samoa, the Virgin Islands, Guam,

7

and the Trust Territories of the Pacific.

8

she. 814. REPORTING BY THE STATES.

9

\a) In General.—An authored criminal justice

10 agencjVof a State shall report abus/ crime information to,
11

or indexVbuse crime informatior/in, the national criminal

12 background*^eck system.
13
14

(b) Provision of Sta£e Abuse Crime Records
THROUGH

TlA

NATIONAL

CRIMINAL

BACKGROUND

15 Check System.—Vl) Not later than 180 days after the
16 date of enactment

this Act, the Attorney General

17 shall—
18

(A) in/estigat^y. the criminal records of each

19

State andr determine tor each State a timetable by

20

which

21

■»

Ale

State should^ be able to provide abuse

crime? records on an on-line capacity basis through
/

V

th/national criminal background check system;
(B) establish guidelines nor the reporting or in¬
dexing of abuse crime information, including guide¬
lines relating to the format, content, and accuracy of

227

1

toiy recoad in, the national criminal yoackground

2

check system for the purposes of thisyrabtitle.

3

(2) There \ure authorized to he/appropriated for

4 grants under paragraph (1) a total o$420,000,000 for fis5 cal years 1995, 199§, and 1997.
6

(c) Withholding State^unds.—Effective 1 year

7 after the date of enactment/n. this Act, the Attorney Gen8 eral may reduce by up

10 percent the allocation to a

9 State for a fiscal year/unaer title I of the Omnibus Crime
10 Control and Safe Streets Afcrt of 1968 of a State that is
11 not in compliance with the timetable established for that
12 State under>4ection 914 of this

13

On page 172, lines 16 and 17, strike “child to whom

14 the qualified entity provides child care,” and insert “per15 son to whom the qualified entity provides care;”.

16

On page 173, line 25, strike “child” and insert “per-

17 son”.

18 '

On page 174, line 1, strike “child”.

19

On page 177, lines 11 and 13, strike “National Child

20 Protection Act of 1993” and insert “National Child, El-
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1 derly, and Individuals with Disabilities Protection Act of
2 1993”.
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